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HISTORICAL NOTE

The Department of Rural Education of the 'National Education Association
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by the Board of Directors in 1907. Its chief purpose is "to promote the geaeral
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Foreword

Onc of thc distinctive problems of tcachcrs in rural schools is to
make special adaptations of methods and materials of instruction to
meet thc nccds of rural pupils. In many parts of the country, experi-
ments in thc =king of thcse adaptations have been carried on by
classroom teachers and supervisors. Thc purposc of this Yearbook is to
present thc principIes underlying somc of thcsc important adaptations,
and descriptions of procedures followed in some outstanding experiments.

The materials and discussions prcscntcd hcrcin make it quite obvious
that the succcssful introduction of newer typcs of instruction in thc
classroom depends largcly upon thc teacher's insight, idcals, and under-
standing. Formalized subjectmatter, as such, has no placc in thc rural
schoolroom whose insti uctional program begins with thc child in thc
rural environment. Formalized subjectmatter becomes mcrely the tool
for accomplishing vital lifc objectives. To give practical suggcstions to
teachers for thus harmonizing instruction with lifc situations and nccds
is a major objcctivc of thc authors of this Yearbook.

No attempt has bccn made to arrange thc chapters in ordcr of impor-
tance. The first six chapters dcal with spccific fields of intcrcst, viz.,
art, hcalth, language arts, social studics, natural scicncc, and music.
The last three chapters arc concerned morc with thc gcncral principles
affecting thc organization of thc wholc curriculum of thc school. Each
chapter has a brief bibliography which will be found suggcstivc for
teachers and supervisors who wish to make furthcr invcstigations.

For courteous permission to use copyrighted material, thc cditor and
thc Committee on Constructive Studies of thc Department hcrcby
express apprcciation and extend thanks to thc numerous state depart-
ments of education and thc following publishers : Ginn and Company,
Boston. Massachusetts; McGraw-Hill Book Company, Ncw York City;
F. A. Owen Publishing Company, Dansville, Ncw York ; Prcnticc-Hall
Company. New York City ; Public School Publishing Company, Bloom-
ington. Illinois; and Bureau of Publications, Tcachcrs Collcgc, Colum-
bia University, New York City.

If this Yearbook is found to bc of assistancc in improving instruc-
tion in rural schools or in facilitating the work of rural school teachers
and supervisors, its primary purpose will have bccn achicvcd.

Felr nary 1938.

HOWARD A. DAWSON

Director of Rural Service
National Education Association
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INTRODUCTION

I' '9"
Tun DEPARTMENT of Rural Education of thc National Educa-

tion Association published a yearbook entitled The Organization of
Curriculum for One-Teacher Schools. The book analyzed the problems
of organization in small rural schools and suggested plans to meet them.
The problems attacked were those which have retarded the rural school
from its beginning, and even now make teaching in the small school
different and difficult. On the whole, these arc problems of organization
and of school management, difficulties involved in the teaching of
children whose ages range from live years to adolescence and whose
learning spans thc kindergal ;en and the eighth grade. These are, to be
sure, the problems of all elementary schools, but, when they arc tele-
scoped within the walls of one room and the strength of one teacher, it
takes no specialist in rural education tL. recognize that the problems
multiply in numbers and increase in difficulty.

INSTRUCTIONAL ORGANIZATION IN SMALL SCIIOOLS

In the past, many plans have been promulgated for the solution of
these problems. Frequently, these have been imposed by the state and
by local administrators. The restriction of the number of grades to be
taught in the one-room school, the providing of supervision, the grant-
ing of various ty pes of subsidies in the form of state aid, and the con-
solidation of small schools are a few of the many administrative plans
designed to alleviate the worst difficulties of the small schools. Signifi-
cant reforms have also takcn place within thc schoolroom itself ; and
frequently these, too, have been acministrative. Two of the plans most
often adopted are those involving the individualization of instruction,
and thc grouping of pupils. Both plans were presented in the 1933
Yearbook, and the group plan was emphasized in some detail. Its the
was that better teaching accrues if thc group is substituted for thc grade
in tb school. Various plans for grouping grades and subjects were
suggested as means for reducing the number of grades.

Paralleling the organization of classes was an organization of subject-
matter to fit the group plan and various suggestions were presented for
the correlation, coordination, and integration of it. The yearbook de-
scribed the plan as follows:

A. fundamental feature of the plan %%hich these two combin.: to develop is the
use of common organizing ideas ur form ,f interest for all three groups of the
school. There is a Home year, a Farm year, and a Community year in both
the intermediate and the adc anced groups, as in the primary group of the
Xew Jersey Handbook,

On each group lecl a central theme each year defihes the work of that group
111 relat;on to the common integratiog idea uf the >ear's work fur the whole
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school. Thus in the I lonie year the central theme of the primary group is the
Home and II ome Life, of the intermediate group is Homes in Early Times and
Now, and of the advanced group is Our Changing World. In the Farm year the
central themes arc, on the three levels, The Farm, I low the World Gets Food,
and The Place of Agriculture in World Civilization. In the Community year
they arc Commumty Life, Our Country's Nlannfactures, and Trade and Indepen-
dence among Nations.

Armind these central themes are organized units of work which incorporate
th- usual materials of the Idstory, geography, and civics courses of the ele-
mentary school, and giv.: opportunity also for correlated expressive activities in
line and industrial arts and English.'

The wide use of the yearbook thniout the Un;ted States indicated
that the materials therein met a real need in the field of rural education.
It was apparent, however, first to the Publications Committee and later
to the teachers in the field that the 1933 Yearbook had merely lain the
groundwork for a subsequent one. The organization of the school, sug-
gested by the 1933 Yearbook, was in reality the skeleton or framework
upon which real teaching rests. The significant items in all learning
situations are the learner and what is to be learned. Proper organization
of the situation and skilful technics of teaching may render assistance
in making the learning process economical and efficient, but, in the
last analysis, it is the learner and his experiences in learning that
determine whether or not education is taking place.

TnE AIM OF TnE 1938 YEARBOOK

The 1938 Yearbook attempts to survey those experiences that take
place by and thru the subjectmatter offered within the controlled
area of the school and its owironment. In so doing it is hoped that it
suggests answers to some of the needs revealed by the yearbook of
1933. Two chapters here presented are in reality expansions of ideas
presented in the 1933 Yearbook. The individualization of instruction
is discussed somewhat at length and with encouraging practicability in
Chapter VIII. The possibilities for socialiZing all experiences that prop-
erly lie within the organization of the smal school are discussed in
Chapter IX. These chapters are presented as a background for the
development of modern practises in snbjectmatter, because in a modern
program of education both the form and the substance of teaching are
important. Each is significant yet dependent upon the other.

Within recent years, .; ural school leaders have exhibited unusual
courage in charting new cJurses to meet old problems. New practises,
thus developed, have tended to tap unsuspected sources of strength
and vitality in the rural field. Teachers everywhere are putting pro-
gressive theories into practise, because the small school lends itself,

1Dunn, Fannie W., and others. The Organizalton of Curriculum for One-Teacher Schools.
Department of Rural Education. Natkmal Education Association. Washington. I). C.: the
Department, 1933. p. 16.
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better than the large s)stem, to educational procedures which are child-
centered. Wheneer adequate state leadership is present, this improve-
ment has reached the significance and importance of an educational
movement. The Publications Committee of the Department of Rural
Education fur some time has been aware of this movement and has
cherished the hope that reports of these newer types of instruction
might be made mailable thru a )earbook of the Department. The 1938
Yearbook is a realization of this hope.

A glance at the se% eral chapters in th:s book meals a pattern of prac-
tises and well-defined direction of procedures toward which subject-
matter appears to be moving :n small schools. Thi is both surprising
and significant. It is surprising because the agreement was reached,

ithout consultation, b) authorities located in widely separated parts
of the Li ited States, and interested in (lifferent areas of subject-
matter. It is signitkant because it suggests that modern practises in the
small schools are 0 longer the exclusive heritage of demonstration
schools and finore,, localities, but that the) are fimfing their way into
the a% erage school, and thence to the a% erage child. The rural field may
%% ell take hope from this agreement. espt.ciall) %%hen more careful read-
ing or the stneral clhipters re%eal,s that the practises reported are in har-
mon) %% ith a % ital and significant philusuph) of education. The trends in
die lieu er prat tims most often appearing and upon %% hich there seems to
be agreement %%ere six in number: ( I ) subjectmatter tends toward
broad di and large meanings, (2) skill technics are taught as the
needs arise, t 3) subjectmatter (ie%elops from the needs and the experi-
ences of children. t 4) Heuer types uf instruction demand newer types
of materials, t 5) the curriculum is conceived as a means rather than
as an end in education, and (6) the teacher occupies a new and signifi-
cant place in the neu er t.)pes of i Aruction. These trends are discussed
in subsequent paragraphs.

St BJE( TMATTER TLNDs IO1% IDWAD DI11SIONS AND LAR(.F. MLANINGS

The tendenc) for subjectmatter tu achieve broad (li% isions an(l large
meanings is in idenced in threc wa)s. In the first place, ther, is a ten-
denc) to group man) subjects under one heading and to make it co-
inclusi% e. For example, Mrs. Green in Chapter III, entitled "Instruction
and Actnities in the Language Arts," states that the term "language
arts" has supplemented the terms formerly used for English, com-
position, rhetoric, reading, formal and functional granunar, and the
classics. The social studies are likewise a modern curr 'kaki' of the
traditional di% isions of bistur), geograph) , and ci% ics. Modern practises
in health also co%er large areas. Indeed, as Miss Drenckhahn points out
in Chapter II on "Health Practises and Technics," these areas touch
all phases uf child life in the home and in the school.

[ 9
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III line with the above trend, there is a tendency to enlarge as far
as subjectmatter is concerned, the scope of the elementary scht.ol. This
is evident in practically everv subject tauglr in the elementary school,
but perhaps the point may be clarified with an illustration from Jcience.
Previously, this subject in the elemental-) school consisted almost wholly
of units in biology. Today, in addition, units in geology, physics, zo-
ology, astronomy. and chemistr) are built around the interests of the
children.

A further trend in the changing curriculum is the increasing tendency
to integrate subjectmatter around centers of interest or activities. The
1933 Yearbook recommended this technic 01 organization for the small
school and the 1938 Yearbook emphasizes it. Miss Keller presents this
point of view clearly and effectively in Chapter VI on "Modern Prac-
tises in Musk in Rural Schools." As she suggests music as well as
other subjects is rich in integrative possibilities. It. can be easily and
effectively correlated with geognph). history, art, nature study, science,
and literature. l iiic. thus presented, mirrors the social life of a Iwole
and achieves in the presentation new significance in modern educa-
tional practise.

SKILL TECHNICS SHOCI.D ffl TAU(dIT AS TIIE NEED FOR TIMM ARISES

Developiag coatcynnously with the broader of the scope of
subjectmatter is the .rend for teaching the skill technics as the need
for thun arises. fhis is a break with the traditional approach to subject-
matter. In the past, subjectmatter as taught when the course of study
and the daily iwogram dermitted it. The "recitation" set the boundary,
am: the children learned arithmetic in the arithmetic !:eriod they "at-
tacked" reading in the scheduled program assignment, and "manipu-
lated" the vernacular when the vInglish claas was called. Under this
conception of education the school failed to consider tut) important
facts: (1) children Jo not learn in annpartnwnts of time and space,
but It all times and under all circumstances; (2) learning takes place
more economically and quickly if a eeal need for it exists. Modern
educationai practise has not ignored these facts, but has built imon
them. I lence, we find children in the second grade learning about quo-
tation marks and other punctuation forms when the reading assign-
in,nt employs them. Children actually need this information to inter-
pret the story, and shortsighted indeed is the teacher who postpones
this learning until the grade designated in the course of study is
reached. To separate language teaching from other phases of school
work is to make of it an artificial thing, according to Mrs. Green, and
on this all thoughtful teachers will agree. Likewise, children are taught
technics in art, music, writing, and reading as the need arises, regard-
less of sithject and of scheduled period. Fur example, th need for

[ 10 1
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teaching perspective in art might arise in a social studies activity, in
the making of stage scenery for an Eog fish dramatization, or in the
sketching activities of a regularly scheduled art perioâ.

Perhaps a word of caution for the inexperienced teacher is timely
here. It is not recommended that the course of study be abandoned
aud that the teacher follow "willy-nilly" the needs of children and

. subjectmatter, nor is it suggested that teaching should proceed without
direction and that the tool subjects be taught incidentally. The recom-
mendation.is that the course of study should be used as a guide rather
than as a prescription.

SrBJECTMATTER EMERGES I ROM THE NEEDS AND THE

EXPERIENCES OF CIIILDREX

The traditional approach to the organiza:ion oi subjectmatter has
been almost wholly philosophic. Children in the elementary schools were
taught what adults thought they ought to know, usually in terms of the
remote needs of an adult world. For example, one of the earlier books
in Rural School Management urged prospective rural teachers to em-
phasize citizenship education thru school clubs because children, as
adults, would need this training to preside at schoolboard meetings!
Thus the whole important field of citizenship was largely vitiated be-
cause no efTort was made to develop democratic practises which would
meet the immediate needs of children. That this shortsighted policy
does not lie wholly in the past was illustrated in a recent article written
by Edwin R. Embree of the Rosenwald Foundation.

In a Negro school a teacher holding a health catechism read from the text,
"Why should we wash and comb our hair"? And the row of little Negroes
droned back the answer, "So it will not get stringy and fall down in our eyes."
Neither teacher nor pupils seemed to think this a surprising answer from pupils

hose hair was so kinky that it never could get into strings or hang down
anywhere.'

Thus mucl-. of ow learning has been divorced from actual life needs!
The authors of several chapters in this yearbook. almost itu unani-

mity. point out that modern educational practise lies in oppe : direc-
tions to 'he two examples stated above. An earnest effort is Plarie to
ascertain the needs of modern youth. and subjectmatter L based upon
them. While remote environments and interests are not ignored, the
immediate environment is considered the more important, and consti-
tutes the point of departure for much of the educational process. Miss
Dunn properly presents the point that the rural school has vast resources
for the "scientific experiences in the natural environment which stir-

2 Embree. Edwin R. "Littk Red Sehoo1houte-193o Model." The Atlantic Monthly. Novem-
ber 1937. p. 636.
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rounds it." The chapter in health urges rural teachers to take the im-
mediate problems of local communities as the genesis for teaching
health theory and practises. Mrs. Green emphasizes the fact that the
environment, even for the very young child, gives him more skill in his
use of the vrnacular than years of adult study of a foreign language
will achieve. Miss Heffernan in Chapter IV on "Newer Types of In-
struction in the Social Studies" presents and defends the point of view
that curriculum-makers give evidence of an increasing recognition of
the responsibility of the school to select experiences related to contempo-
rary life as well as to the immediate environment.

Miss Ho ldiord in Chapter VII, "Local Environment : As a New
Source of Instract:onal Materials," does the Department and rural edu-
cation, in general, a real service. She attacks a problem which has long
pressed for an answer. For some time curriculum specialists have urged
teachers "to draw upon their environment for teaching." Teachers have
been eager to do so, but the practical question of collecting usable materi-
als always obtruded at this point. "How can we," said they "select teach-
ing materials which arc pertinent, of interest to children, and genuinely
educational?" Miss Holdord answers this question in part. Out of her
own supervisory experiences at the Bethlehem Central School. Delmar,
New York, she presents a case study of teachers actually answer:ng
their own questions. They find the answer to their problems in the same
way that Caildren working thru a unit answer their ownthru activities.

There .s general agreement, too, that experience in the environment
is has1 . to learning. Miss Drenckhahn in her health survey reports an
incratsing tendency to make the school environment a source of health
experiences thru which children establish desirable health habits. Experi-
ences arc a necessity for creative writing, according to Mrs. Green. who
suggests sources in nature from which rural children may enrich their
lives, and hence their expression, thru writing. Democratic living is the
only way by which children arrive at adequate standards of citizenship.
according to Miss Heffernan. Miss Dunn reports that no words, writ-
ten or spoken. or any study about things can substitute for the genuine
understandings in science which Comes from "first-hand experiences of
observing, watching, making. and doing." Agreement thus appears to
exist that modern practises in education place high premium upon the
environment of children and the experiences which it affords.

All of this is another wa) of saying that the curriculum should become
child-centered. &fore this can come to pass, however, it is necessary
that teachers know much about child nature and child nurture. Teachers
cannot build upon child needs, interests, and experiences, until they
know what they arc at each stage of maturity. Research in the field of
ckiid development, as limited as the results are at present. gives us
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guidance at this point. Difficulty lies, however, in the fact that practi-
cally all the research in child development has been pursued with urban
children in urban environments. Miss Dunn emphasizes this fact in her
chapter on science when she states that only one study has been made
in that field which genuinely represents the interests of the rural child.
This paucity of research in tht, rural field suggests both an opportunity
and a responsibility for those who work in it.

NEWER TYPES OF INSTRUCTION DEMAND NEWER TYPES OF MATERIALS

The above paragraphs suggest procedures which involve many ac-
tivities. These in turn suggest many mediums of expression. In the
past, children, on the whole, expressed themselves thru the 3 R's and
sometimes, for the fortunate few, the program of the day was en-
livened by a "drawing lesson." Today we find children answering their
need for expression thru many mediums: dancing, cooking, singing,
painting, sculpturing, sewing, acting, and constructing. Obviously, these
mediums necessitate different materia'. from those meager ones of
pencil, book, and paper which met the demands of a narrower curri-
culum. Clay, musical instruments, cloth, wood, paints, radios, hammers,
saws, and books are a few of the many materials with which the mod-
ern rural school is equipped. The contributors of this yearbook consider
the use of this newer type of equipment a necessity.

Quoting Mrs. Green: "This new approach to language calls for new
kinds of materials. . . . It cannot be done with a single textbook for
rea(ling and one for composition. . . . Another necessity for such a
school program is man) reference books and materials, not limited to
encyclopedias."

Again from Miss Heffernan: "The social studies unit provides for
rich %icarious experiences.... It utilizes pictures, slides, motion pictures.
. . . The child is given much opportunity to clarify his concepts thru
man) different forms of expression such as construction, drawing, paint-
ing. modeling, dramatization, music, and other means by which his ex-
periences may become vital and meaningful to him."

TIIE CURRICULUM IS FUNCTIONAL

One of the outstanding characteristics of the newer types of instruc-
tion is the functional conception of the curriculum. Subjectmatter thus
becc, les a means rather than an end, and achieves value only as it con-
tributes tu child gnm th la desirable directions. All subjectmatter then
achieves practicability , no n:atter how cultural its source. Music is a case
in point. Traditionally , music has been accepted as a cultural subject to
be enjoy ed only by those children blessed by nature and by nurture. Ed-
ucationally, it was considered a "frill" and, since rural schools could not
afford "luxuries," rural children went unlearned and untaught. Today
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music is considered the natural birthright of every child. There has
been no great increase in special teachers of music for rural areas, but
every teacher is expected to teach music, just as he is expected to teach
the 3 R's, and for the same reasons. It gives the child a tool for more
adequate learning in a modern world.

Art, too, has undergoae a like metamorphosis. Considered formerly
like music as a field for the gifted only, it is today considered essential
for all children. We live in a world beautified by line, form, and color,
and art gives us a practical as well as a cultural approach to it. Art,
therefore, functioning in the life of the individuri helps him to arrange
and care for his room, select his clothing, set a table, and select a pic-
ture. Examples could be multiplied sioce each contributor presents the
theory that subjectmatter should function in lives of children.

IN TIIF. NEWER TYPES OF INSTRUCTION TUE TEACIIER OCCUPIES A
STRATI 'IC PLACE

No one can read the contributions of thic yearbook without realiz-
ing that the teacher holds a strategic position in the newer types of
instruction. The teacher in the small school has always been important
and his task has always be i difficult. Since he taught within the same
day subjects ranging from kindergarten to high school, his knowledge
needed to approach the encyciopedic. Moreover, the small school has
been lacking in books and reference materials, so that children depended
upon the teacher for all information which lay outside the narrow range
of a single textbook. Because leadership is frequently lacking in rural
areas, community responsibility naturally fell upon the teacher, so that
he became three people in one: community leader, librarian, and teacher.

For these manifold duties the average rural teacher has been poorly
prepared. Research studies reveal to what extent this unpreparedness
has gone.'

All the studies have agreed that the average rural teacher is the
youngest, the least experienced, the most poorly educated, and the lowest
paid in the profession. No national study in the status of the rural
teacher has been published since 1933, but it is the belief of educational
leaders that the small school has greatly profited from the financial de-
pression and its oversr: ply of teachers. For the first time in the history
of American education, except for perhaps in the early Colonial period,
rural schoolboards have been able to select rtral teachers from the upper
quartiles of graduating classes. This influx of vigorous, well-educated

3 Se0 National Survey of the Education of Teachers. v. 346. Vol. 5. United States Office
of Education, 1933, Bulletin 10. Government. Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 5Coffman,
Lotus D. Social Composition of the Teaching Population. Contributions to Education, No.
41. New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Co lurr.`la University. iWofford.
Kate V. A History of the Status and Training of Elementary Rural Teachers in the United
States, 1860-1930. Pittsburgh: Switer Press. 1935.
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young people into the rural schools should normally react favorably
upon the rural fielu, but studies are needck, on this point. Until such
studies can be made, opinions on results must lie within the realm of

conjecture.
Be that as it may, the contributors of this yearbook look to the rural

teacher of the present for much of the progress in the development of

the newer types of instruction. The success of the program rests squarely
upon the rural teacher, according to Miss Heffernan. It rests upon his
insight, his ideals, and his understanding. This yearbook has been written
to assist rural teachers in the newer practises now developing in small

schools, and it is the earnest wish of the Committee on Publications and
Constructive Studies that the book will fulfil its mission.



Chapter I

ART INSTRUCTION

Florence Tilton Ahlfeld

ART INSTRUCTION in rural schools of the United States is at pres-
ent swiftly acquiring momentum. As recently as 1930, only a

few counties in this country could boast of an art supervisor. Now in
several states a well-developed system of state and county supervision
has been established. Notable among these are California, Delaware,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania, and scattered experiments in a number of other
states, as for example, in Alabama and Colorado. In a number of states,
such as Indiana and Iowa, where consolidation has been highly de-
veloped, the consolidated schools often have at least a part-time art in-
structor.

Teachers are seeing their limitations in the teaching of art. On every
hand one hears, in ever increasing volume, a demand for help in the
way of enlarged opportunities for adequate preparation in the snbject
in teachers colleges :'nd normal schools; of published helps for teachers
which are in line with recent educational trends; and of administrators
and supervisors who have an adequate understanding of the subject.
To meet these demands there have appeared within the past few years
two new art magazinesDesign and Art Instructionfor teachers. A
national organization of art teachers is facing the needs of rural teach-
ers as well as of urban teachers.

Another evidence of progress is an awakening on the part of rural
women in clubs and in adult education classes to the arrangement of
furniture, color for the home and its environment, the designing of
clothing, and the various crafts. The conception of art as being merely
painting is swiftly passing among rural women. This is reacting on the
teaching of art in our schools.

The teaching of art in the vast majority of one-room rural schools
is still discouragiog. One finds traced bunnies filled in with crayon;
drab walls without colored pictures, still decorated with fly-specked
pictures of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln; and facsimiles
of the Constitution of the United States. In many sections one looks in
vain for evidences of group projects, such as building a model of the
mouth and deltas of the River Nile with miniature pyramids, Egyptian
boats, etc. Again evidence of free natural creative expression r" emo-
tional ideas are quite lacking. A box of eight colored crayons, sheets
of nine-by-twelve-inch manila paper are frequently the only art ma-
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terials available, and these are often purchased by the teacher out Qf
her meager salary. In a recent study of art teaching in Hennepin
County, Minnesota, it was found that 40 percent of the teachers had
never had any art instruction of any kind at any period in their school
life.' Every county superintendent and supervisor of rural work should
be vitally concerned with how this picture can be changed.

One finds in practise many types of art teaching. The practises can
be described in terms of five levels of efficiency and desirability under
four major categories : sources of motivation, degrees of originality,
approaches stressed, appearance of the room.

I. Criteria for the Judgment of Arl Activities
I. Sources of Motivation for Art Teaching
Level 1

I. Patterns, printed directions for tracing and coloring, cutting, and con-
structing

2. Normal Instructor and Primary Plans Handwork
3. Projects by other teachers

Level II
I. Asks supervisor and county superiMendent for help
2. Uses Normal Instructor and Grade 'readier
3. Uses state course of study for inspiration, not exact copy
4. Uses suggestions from teachers college attended

Level III
I. Uses logical outline found in the state course of study
2. Uses devices and tricks published in so-called teachers helps; uses Thc

Normal Instructor and Grade Teacher
3. Ready-made step-by-step art lessons; what to do and how to do it

Level IV
I. Uses inspirational material from training period
2. The School Arts Magazine and revised courses of study such as South

Dakota Curriculum in Art
3. From children's interests

Level V
I. Work planned about children's interests
2. Use of books and articles by Margaret Mathias. Sallie Tannahill, Jane

Betsy \Veiling, and other educators writing for such magazines as Design
and Progressive Education

3. Does not use devices
4. Refers to educational principle for the planning of art lessons

I I. Degrees of Originality
Level I

I. Tracing
2. Cutting from patterns
3. Areas tilled in with color
4. A little dictation, step by step, by the teacher
5. Given printed directions to follow exactly
6. Almost entirely individual work

I A field study of art teaching in one-room rural schools of Hennepin County, Minnesota.
Florence Tilton under the direction of Leo Brueckner, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
Minn., 1935. (Unpublished.)
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Level II
1. Less training and copy work
2. More teacher dictation step-by-step procedure
3. Use of printed directions
4. A little group work
5. A little child-originated work

Level I II
I. Much teacher-directed work not copied from pictures
2. M ore child origination
3. Use of imagination and memory in presci ng the work

Level IV
I. Teacher direction, but not dictated
2. Chiltoriginated ideas stressed
3. Imagination and memory
4. Much freedom, both physical and mental

Level V
I. Largely child-originated
2. Effective thinking with art media tts forms of expression
3. Art is regarded as a phase of all school work
4. Written work is evaluated for beauty
5. The schoolroom and the clothing choices arc considered problems of beauty

I II. Approaches Stressed

Level I
I. Technical
2. Stresses skill
3. Learning by heart color charts, design theories, perspective rules. etc.
4. Neatness as a major objective
5. Emphasis on a finished result

Level 1 I .

I. Technical skill still the one most stressed
2. Recognition of the value of appreciation
3. Recognition of possibility of art as a means of expression
4. Some information

Level III
I. In f ormation, skills, and technical per formance receive major emphasis
2. Appreciation of art heritage
3. Recognition of the necessity of good taste

Level IV
I. Emphasis first on consumer use ot art appreciation of good taste
2. Recognition of the value of creative effort

Level V
I. Major emphasis on self-expression
2. Development of good taste considered vital
3. Information less important
4. Technical approach stressed

I V. Appearance of the Room
Level I

i Little thought given by either 2acher r pupils
.. No grouping of small, displayed materials

3. Piano across the corner of the room
4. Books poorly arranged
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Level II
I. General order better than in Level I
2. The teacher applies good taste much more; but does not use the room

opportunities for teaching arrangement
3. Furniture follows lines in the room

Level III
I. Formalized appearance very tasteful
2. Teacher choices thruout
3. Furniture with lines of the room
4. Taste in color choices good
5. Arrangement of books with rare

Level IV
I. Arrangement of school a problem considered for principles of design in

lines, colors, and shapes
2. Bulletin-board a group responsibility

Level V
1. Pupil controlled thru objective of r'.:ic pride
2. Principles of good arrangement so well learned tnat they are used effec-

tively by the children in the .00m arrangement
3. Learning to choose thru choosing!

WHAT IS ART EDUCATION ?

From a study of the above levels of art teaching as it exists today,
the reader may well ask what then is meant by art education. "Art
education" is the term used to cover those phases of child development
that deal with individual and group expression and appreciation of what
constitutes beauty in environment, clothing, painting, sculpture, archi-
tecture, and minor arts, and in creative efforts in the plastic arts and
crafts. This subject has been -variously interpreted by-educators and has
been expanded to include many types of activities. The subjectmatter
of art education today deals with the principles of beauty as applied to
the use of line, form, and color in such practical situations as the care
and arrangements of the schoolroom, the choosing of clothing, and the
dramatization of incidents in the social studies and literature.

As an example of the scope of art in instructional activities, a few
of the projects utilized in the fourth grades of Sussex County, Dela-
ware, are listed here:

I. Study of color from observation of nature
2. Painting fall flowers
3. Painting trees
4. Making Egyptian life a reality for modern children thru such projects as:

a. Drawing pictures of Egyptian activities
b. Making Egyptian boats
c. Making pyramids
d. Making masks
c. Decorating the schoolroom with Egyptian designs

'These are only portions of the levels as they were prepared and used in the survey of
art teaching in Hennepin County, Minn.
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f. Planning a stage setting for an Egyptian dance originated by the
chikken

g. Making a model of tie. 4elta system of the River Nile
5. Lettering signs to use for an exhibit of school work
6. Making and coloring an illustrated map of the state, showing Delaware

industries
7. Making Christmas gifts for parents

a. Some modeled dishes out of clay
b. Others designed hot dish mats and colored Them on wall board
c. Some wove simpk bags
d. String containers were made by decorating ice cream containers with

wax crayotts
8. The children made individual and group Illustrations stories studied and

of things studied in social studies; one such frieze was a large wall painting
in tempera paint 0,4 brown wrapping paper of life in a South American
jungle

9. I lelping make a .uitable decoration for cupboard doors which otherwise might
have remained unsightly.'

APPROACHES IN THE TEACHING OF ART

There are four avenues of approach to the teaching of art : (1) in-
formational, (2) appreciative, (3) expressive, and (4) technicel. At
this point comment will be nlade on -n the second of these approaches.
The appreciative approach has to be Lonsidered in all phases of school
life. The child is making choices involving taste in every subject and
all thru school. When he writes on the blackboard or on paper, he
arranges that written material. Because the formation of taste is based
on constant choice, we call it a concomitant learning. We ca.Inot teach
art appreciation in the broadest sense thru setting aside a period !or
such instruction any more than we can teach a child to use beautiful
English thru a formal grammar period. The art objectives deal with
all art learning whether it be instruction in specific skill or whether it
be the choosing of colors.

ObjectivesThe general objective for the teaching of art is, "To
do clop in the individu:,i the ability to meet intelligently art problems
which confront him in daily living." "rhis general objective may be
analyzed into the following more specific objectives:

I. To assist children to make chokes which will develop ability to create
artistk environments thruout life

2. To make art a vital part of the life of the individual thrn contacts with
beauty in nature, in industrial products, and in the fine arts

3. To develop in children imagination, freedom of expression, and inwgra-
tion of personality thrn self-expression by art media

'All of the projects were developed by teachers of fourth.grade chihlren in 1936 under the
guidance of the author and the supervision of Rachel Taylor, state supervisor of art in
Delaware.

'South Dakota State Curriculum for Elementary Schools, p. 1350. Lena Wetner, art
chairman, directed by Grace Baker, State Teachers Collea.z, Greeley, Cob.
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4. To offer opportunities for the enjoyment and understanding of art
5. To develop interests, hobbies, and creative efforts that may continue thruont

life as leisure-the pursuits
6. To make available to children such inf,,rmation about art and to develop

in them such teclmkal skills as are necessary to successful participation in
school-life activities.

A creedln the making and execution of any plan for instruction in
art certain fundamental principles should be observed. The principles
embodying a sound philosophy for the guidance of rural teachers arc
presented in the following creed.

The Educationd Creed for Teaching Art

I. Esthetic expression is a natural form of self-fulfilment which has been
vital to the human race since the beginning of time.

2. The satisfactory life includes for the indivhlual, development in some form
of creative expression. Without it, emotional, mental, and physical coordination
cannot be complete.

3. Interest in the idea to be expressed is of first importance in the teaching
of art. Abstract facts about natural appearances, or abstract principles of design.
are not of themselves vital to children. The ideas expressed may be centered
about many interests, such as play or home life; habits, customs, and dress of
foreign peoples; or the dramatic incidents of stories.

4. Good taste cannot be taught abstractly. lt results from a consciously
directed serks of experiences in making choices and forming judgments of
colors, shapes, and textures.

5. Art is an integral part of all cultures both present and past. An under-
standing of any epoch in the culture of a peonle cannot be complete without
an understanding of the esthetic expression oi the people of that epoch.

6. To interpret life today, one must study not only the musical compositions,
the literary and dramatic productions, the paintings, the sculpture, and the
architecture of onr d, but also the designing of our industrial products and
the participation of the soq;alled artistic vocations in the social structure of
the present.

7. Work in the schoolroom with materials which call for mental and muscular
coordination is a necessity in a complex civilization which has taken all in-
dustrial production out of the home. Such crafts as pottery, metal construction,
jewelry making, and the tooling of leather must continue to be of increasing
importance in the curriculum together with a definite program of physical ac-
tivity to provide for this coordinated nmscular development.

8. There must be a variety of media, materials, and art tools. These should
vary in kind, quantity, and size of tool with the varying abilities of different
age-levels. Little children find large brushes, tlikk paint, crayons and chalk
of a large size better suited for their use than do older children who prefer
pencils, small brushes, and water-color paint. Scissors, colored paper, and paste
are not suited to the muscular ability of all children in any group at any age
level in the elementary school.

9. The principle of readiness is of the greatest importance in the teaching of
art. Self-expression cannot be forced. Presentation of abstract information
often defeats its own purpose. All children cannot develop a high degree of
artistic skill; therefore, training for skills beyond the mental, physical, and
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A fourth-grade unit on Jungk Lands in Mc Warm Springs School, Alameda County,
California, shows that art k junctionaL serrbk; all subjects.



emotional ability produces aversion to the enrichment and concomitant !earn-
ings most useful in the ordinary pursuits of life.

10. The results obtained must give satisfaction. The lesson mu^- have enough
familiar element to attract the interest of tht: learner and enough new and un-
familiar material to challenge him to sustained endeavor. It nmst require only
the amount of time that the interest span of the indkidual can utilize.

I I, Art teaching with any group should be largely by the teacher most
familiar with the group. It is desirable to have a competent, well-trained art
specialist to assist the teacher in knowing how to deveiop the apprtulations,
informalions, skills, and concomitant !earnings needed. The actual prejects
chosen for this work are best chosen by the teacher who is familiar with the
social studies and English work. Nlost teachers need assistance with the more
technical processes involved. If teacher and supervisor plan this work to in-
clude only those processes useful to children during childhood, these will not
be beyond the ability of the most inexperienced rural teacher. Ile will, of

.urse, have to spend it.s much effort learning the theory of design, color, form,
-ad the craft procoses as he does acquiring information in any other subject
that he is muired to teach.

inu;AxizAIION MtT ACT1VIT1 1:1 THE ONE-Roost
scnow.

The problem of finding time for art lessons is a very real one for
teachers with many pupils and an overcrowded program. In the past,
much time which could have been devoted to original work by be-
ginners has been spent in tilling in areas with color wid in tracing
pictures. The clear-thmking, well-trained teacher will find opoortuni-
ties to fill odd moments with worthwhile original work in design,
illustration, craftwork. or drawing. However, even if he uses all such
opportunities, and even if the social studies and literature lessons are
used for subjecmiatter for the 2. ts, there are still technical phases of
the subject that should be presented in special art periods.

How should the one-room rural teacher organize his work so that
all eight grades can hat e the niaxinnun of instruction in the mininnun
of time? The suggestion is git en that the teacher present the art work
to all eigat grades at once. To asmst teachers of one-room schoois
to carry out such a plan, Charts I and II are presented. (See pages 24
to 26.)

To follow the plan suggested in Chart I, the teacher should divide
his school into three groups: Group I, consisting of beginners and
Grades II and III ; Group II, of Grades IV, V, and VI; and Group
M, of Grades VII and VIII. It is suggested that a regular time be set
aside for the whole school to have a technical art lesson. In Minnesota,
this time was found to be almost universally Friday afternoon.

Lettering charts neededTo illustrate how the suggested plan can
be carried out, let us assume that all the children in the school need
help in lettering. The teacher should prepare carefully for the lesson.
He will need to find a simple, dear type of letter with fimdamental
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CIIART LART INFORMATION NEEDED BY PUPILS IN A RURAL SCHOOL

Color I: ..ign Drawing Construct 'n Lettering

I. Renee Won ef the Prl.
mary colors: red. Yellow and
blue. Recognition of tho sec.
ondaty colors: green. orange
and violet.

2. Understanding hue and
nlue differences.

I. Order an essential.

2. Order In dependent on
where we place things.

3. redo 0 for balsam rhy.
Ws, and slightly for pree.
Hon.

I. At first as interest la
even int ing &swoon
late reel firms.

2. Later. symbols that ttand
for tLInns.

3. Recognition of facts el
firm la nature.

Just feeling. Pinch lag finoms
irto materials.

Later making many things
using big muscles,

In second and third grades
demoting the 'objects Coll
structed,

R illen of letter fermi.

Later la drawing awl's let.
tern freehand on Caper had en
blackboard.

Making Iterds with correct
forms.

I. Recognitles of Intensity
or brilliancy differences.

2. Learning the cemolemen
taty *eters.

a. That they Intensify each
ther

b. Mixed ttey grey or dull
each other

I. Center of Interest la di
ar aaaaa meats.

2. Keen a few thIngs well
arreaged for boauty.

I. Interest la snaking pie.
tures look real,

2. Attlee In people sad la
animals,

3. Realist'. shapes sad eel.
en for tress. buildings. etc.

t Heir objects. large: far
ones. small,

Meking nes siva Patterns
and plans for constructing ob.
jects of use.

interest la Puffing apart
things to find tw ii.c, ovark.

Cutting letters.

Learnt/on to IWO letters

Meting labels. ete.. with
v." letters. o.7.akIng large let-
ters ler Posters and signs.

Learning thru experiments.
Rea what hue combinations
glve pleasure. Plading the ne
unity for balance. Proportion.
rhythm. and dominance In
color planning.

1 Atogication of rhythm.
dominance. PrePortlen, and
balance ta all school and lite
situations.

a. Environment
b. Clothinp
C. Punnet ex ions

Realism plus beauty of sr.
aaaaa meat. Interest la correct
detail.

Mere Interest In making a
useful object beautmut. Inter.
es' la making thl. 3 seelally
useful to the groull, such as
Mold mintiest,

Interest in desIgalse with
letters. Interest l guality in
lettering, Making pesters,
signs, etc.



CHART IL-A CHART FOR THE GUIDANCE OF RURAL TEACHERS IN THE TEACHING OF ART
A. Objectives, Interests. Materials, and Activities

General
objectives

Specific
objectives Interests Relation to

other subjects
Suitable
materials

Suggestive
activities

I. Tasteful environment.

2pi0asinality and self.exe

3. F am I I I arity with
beauty.

4. Cultural heritage.
5. Hobbles and leisure.

time pursuits.
6. Art Information and

skills.

I. Familiarity w 1 t h
materials thru manipu-
lation.

2. Enjoyment of color.

3. Recognition of Pri-
mary and seeondary col-
ors.

4. Recognition o I
shapes of objects.

S. Expressing ideas.

I. Printing f o r f se n
lines and scrawls at firs'
meaningless to others,

2. A r r a ng I n g t o ys.
books. etc.. in play and
games.

3. inter P r e tat Ion of
stories thru draroatiza.
Hon.

I. Story reading inter.
:tr.

2. Counting related to
repeated arrangement of
objects.

3. Costume a n d cus.
toms of other People,

4. History of Pilgrims
etc.

I. Easel paint or Wei-
mine, big brushes. news-
print paper.

2. Colored chalk.

3. Colored Paper,

4. Wax crayons.

3. Clay.

Modeling In clay.
Playing tag with vari

ous celors on their back.
Coloring stories.
Arranging a reading

corner with small chairs.
M a k 1 ng. decorating.

and arranging a Play-
house. second and third
grade.

Making movie. paper
bag masks, or stick pun-
Pets.

Painting freely.
Drawing on the black-

board.

The same.

I. Thinking in terms
of design principles,

2. Complementary col.
Ors.

3. Objects near appear
larger than objects far
away.

4. Representing p e co.
pie playing games,

I. Story illustration.

2. Making games.

3. Arranging one's POs.
sessions,

4. Mak I no costumes
utilises, etc.. for dram.
atizations.

S. Realism in all forms
of expression.

I. Stories, costumes of
other lands,

2. Interiors and furni
ture of history.

3. Different kinds of
scenery in different eosin.

tries,

I. Opaque paint.

2. Colored chalk,

3. Crayons,

4. Clay,

S. Soap for carving.
6. Charcoal.
7. Weaving materials.
8. Wood.

Making Illustrations of
the stories read of facts
of geography and history.

Painting a large frieze
for the SCAO0i11)0171.

Planning a sCh001 party.
decorations for napkins.
making favors, printing
invitations.

Dressing dolls.
Making a flower gar.

den. Modeling in clay.
Making gifts.The same.

I. To discriminate be-
tween good and poor ar.
rangement.

2. To use colors har.
moniously,

3. Draw objects car-
redly.

4. To make people do
what they wish them to
In their illustrations.

I. D e s I g n and con.
structIon, finding how
things work. and why
facts are so.

2. Making effective let.
tering,

3. Using drawing as a
means to an end.

I. Geometric design as
related to mathematics.

2. Making architecture
attractive,

3. Historic arc h I t e c.
ture.

4. Buildings In foreign
lands.

S. Beautiful books and
how they are made.

6. Making toys.

I. Charcoal,

2. Cut Paper.

3. T ra n Us ar e n t and
opaque Paint.

4. Wood.

5. Carving tools,
6. Brush and ink.
7. Lettering Pens,
8. Bookbinding metal.

als.

Arranging furniture In
schoolroom,

Arranging books on
shelves.

Making reading charts
and announcements.

Making posters.
Constructing easels for

the beginners.
Making a frame for

bookbinding.
Making attractive bookMen.
Rebinding schoolbooks.
Making gifts.



CHART I1.A CHART FOR THE GUIDANCE OF RURAL TEACHERS IN THE TEACHING OF ART Continued
13. Resultant Knowledges, Appreciations, and Skills

Characteristics of the
accomplishments Appreciation Expression Information Technical skills

In Painting. Many lines look
aimless to the adult: these
will gradually begin to have
more organization and to be
symbolic of the things the
child Is trying to say.

Encourage hlm to gradually
see form.

He will Probably begin to
desire realism toward the end
of the third grade.

Stress action In Picturing
People.

Beauty of rhythm especially
a feeling for joy In seeing re-
peated tines and colon,

A feeling of pleasure In a
bright colorful painting or in.
ductilel object.

Free manipulation of ma
terlals.

Making clay. paints, and
OM, express ideas.

This will bo of two types:
information concerning color.
design, form drawing. con
struction, and letter forms:
but always tied to Information
related to the home. Play, or
something studied at school.

I. How to keep paint 'ram
running all over.

2. How to make clay stlek
together.

3. How to mix colors to pro
duce a variety of hues.

4. How to care for materials.

Pictures expressing action
will aPPear lifelike even tho
crude and Imperfect,

Pictures should show grow.
Ins realization that objects
near aPPear larger, than ob
!tete far away.

in color. use of complements
will lead to use of some color
that is greyed.

I. Understanding the tools
of representation with which
the artist creates pictures and
sculpture.

ing2. CUf nddeertsigtann.dine the mean

3. How the use controls the
decoration et objects.

I. Ability to make one's
drawing leek like the object
represented.

2. Ability to arrange objects
to express one's ideas of beauty.

3. Ability to make a pattern
of one's own,

I. Division of a ray of light
into the color sPeArum.

2. How to produce repetition
alternation contrac etc.. Int
his design

3. How to make things far
away aPPear small,

Drawing knowledge Is of
greater Interest to the child
In this period than design.

Individual skilful dwingra
of Interest.

Realism of proportion In the
human figure.

Design or arrangement Is
most Important phase In the
work of these grades,

Children., wad( thaw,
growing knowledge of balance.
of the use of rhythm and dom.Ina.. and of a aner nem
of Proportion,

In drewing People, a greater
sense of true proportion.

In drawing, sn appreciation
recedence and color harmony.

I. Ideals of good eraftsman.
ship,

2. Recognition of quality In
works of others.

o oeeing art as a Part of
all living,

Freedom to use color. design.
form drawing. construction.
and lettering as tools et think.
inn.

To make a mental. concep
tion take tangible form In
clay, wood. etc.

I. More knowledge of the
theory of design which shows
In beautiful arrangements.

2. How to make a color hat.
monlze with another color.

3. Hrw to make figures In
Proportion,

4. Facts of letter structure.

How to use Paint. Ink.
charcoal, as tools of graphic
expresslon.

How to draw objects cor.
redly In Perspective.

How to arrange the parts of
a poster.

How to bind a book.
How to construct toys. Inuit.

ment. etc.
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form. Letters with the same prcportions as those of the Roman alpha-
bet found on the Trojan column are useful. These may be simplified
by omitting all serifs and by making them the width of the chalk,
charcoal, or pencil as drawn on blackboard or paper.' Care should be
taken to choose a letter that is simple, well proportioned, and of pleas-
ing form. It is helpful to use sheets of brown craft paper about one
yard in length and twenty or more inches wide. Fold the sheet in the
middle. On the upper half draw the alphabet forms with a single stroke
of a wax crayon three-quarters of an inch long, used broadside. Make
the letters five or six inches high so that they can be seen across the
schoolroom. Usually it takes four such sheets to complete the alphabet.
Then pin these -:harts along the blackboard. On the lower half draw
the same basic forms, but increase the width of the strokes to a propor-
tion suitable to poster work. The lower half can be folded out of
sight except when children are using block letters for poster work.
These letters are not used as models to copy, but merely to assist
children to see the forms and to learn their proportions. A discussion of
the shapes, proportion, and method of making each letter should always
be followed by practise in printing actual words rather than by making
isolated letters A, B, C. etc. HIT is an easy word with letters that
are all straight forms. Usually this can take the form of a game, the
children suggesting words, one child spelling the word, and the teacher
making the word and then quickly erasing his word while the children
make the same word.

Sometimes it is a good plan to follow this lesson with a word game,
insisting on good printing lorms at all times. One period could be
dewted to such a lesson with the whole school at work. The beginners
would be using large pencils and paper, or preferably chalk on the
blackboard, so that the teacher could see if pupils were able to make
the forms. The second goup could print simple words, using pencils ;

the third group. with round nib pens and ink.
For a second lesson it is suggested that the following applications

be made: the beginners make A, B, C books; the second group letters
Christmas cards, and the third group makes posters and announcements
of school events. 13) following this plan the teacher makes only one
preparation of illustrative material and minimizes confusion by keep-

ing her entire group at work with similar subjectmatter. The media,
objectives, and applications vary according to the ability, age, and in-

terests of the children.
The following suggestions are given to teachers working out such

a plan as described above:

,Such an alphabet appears in Ps and Oh Sallie B. Tannahill, Garden City, N. Y.
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1932. p. 5. c Writing and Illuminating and Lettering. Edward
Johnston. Toronto: Pitman Co., 1925. Appendix, p. 433.35. IAlso appears in many drawing
books.
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I. Present subjectmatter all related to one topic on a given day, but Jivide it
into three lessons, each distinct in subjectmatter, application, and kinds of
materials used.

2. Plan, if possible, for some illustrative material which will develop appre-
ciation in relation to the same topic you are developing for information and
technical skill. Never leave the illustrative material up, or children will copy.
Copying fails to develop initiative, originality. memory images, and imagination.

3. Plan for an evaluation or enjoyment period for the completed ,vork at the
end of the lesson. Always choose the most satisfying work. Point out successes,
never failures, in expressing thought successfully.

4. Build technical lessons in figure drawing, lettering, color, design, ar I craft
processes on definite interests and a feeling of necessity for help on the part of
the children.

5. Success calls for: (a) enjoyment; (b) improvement in ability to express
thought, in use of material:. in ability to design, use color, draw and construct
letters; and (c) desire for more ib,truction.

6. Art is more than drawing. Art is a part of everything we do: the way we
arrange our schoolroom; bow we mount mater:als for display; the colors and
lines we choose in our clothing. These opportunities should be used for teaching
principles of beauty: namely, balance, rhythm, dominance, and proportion.
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Chapter II

HEALTH PRACTISES AND TECHNICS

Vivian V. Drenckhahn and Ruth E. Grout'

THE PRACTISE OF TEACII INC HEALTH thru real experiences is becom-
ing countrywide. Texas recommends "that the health education

work be placed on an intelligent basis with the student from the begin-
ning. This method does net place a value on giving awards for health
practises, using personificaCon, or placing emphasis on health jingles or
plays. Instead, the teachint procedures emphasiu real life experiences
based on the natural interests of the child." z

Modern courses of study e,ilphasize the need for health education to
function as a program of living. In the material from New Hampshire
we note "the measures of attainment cannot be found in the records
of written examinations but in the attitudes of the children, their vigor
and freedom from mental and physical defects, and their health
practises."' Various problems which confront the teacher in building
such a health education program will be considered in the following
pages.

FIND! NG TIIE NEEDS AND PROBLEMS OF CH ILDREN

In health education a first and most important step for the teacher
is to find the existing needs and problems of the pupils. These needs
are revealed pr.marily thru a stud) of the children and their environ-
ment. The findings of the health examination, observations of health
practises and of social and mental adjustments, discussions with liar-
emits, the causes for school absences, a study of local morbidity and
mortality rates, and a review of health knowledge tests will present
a picture of health needs around which activities can be organized.

Simple daily observations of incidents occurring when the child is
at work or play, or anecdotal types of stories, arc a means of recording
his interests and problems as well as of indicating trends in his develop-
ment. Such observations, with the data on cumulative records, are of
great value to teachers in understanding the child and ;,1 guiding his
daily activities. Recordings may be made in a notebook, :n which space

The writers gratefully acknowledge the excellent response to letters requesting infor-
mation on health activities in rural schools from state education supervisors and directors
of health organizations in thirty.nine states. This chapter reflects the health practises and
technics outlined in these reports.

Tentative Course of Study for Years One Through Six. Austin, Texas: State Department
of Education, 1936. p. 409.

Program of Studks, Recommended for the Elementary Schools of New Hampshire,
Concord, New Hampshire, 1930. p. 300.
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school ;)ui ,7ing and equipment, the school program, and the health
examination. The section on lighting will illustrate the type of ques-
tions asked :

Are t;Adows on one side of room?
Is ximlow glass area I/4-1/5 of the area of the total floor space?
Ai% indows provided with two shades. adjustable from center of window?
Are shades translucent and huff colored?
Arc shades adjusted during the da to allow the most light to emer?
Ai- seats arranged so light zomes chiefly from over left shoulder (except for

left-handed pupils) ?
t ceilings and walls light in color?

sh on walls, ceiHngs, blackboards. and furniture dull?
Does school have electric lights?
Is illumination on dark days sufficient in all parts of the room?

A complete "School Health Inventory"' which is used twice a year
was prepared in Cattaraugus County, New York. This inventory, as
well as the Eric County checklist, is planned on a three-year basis so
that progress can be noted from year to year. The "Self-Survey of
School Conditions" (Circular No. 65) coinpiled by T. F. Rogers,
United States Office of Education. contains similar material which
has be n widely and effectively used.

TI1E SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT AND ITS USE

The school building and piaground. w hen carefully equipped and
wed in terms of healthful living, contribute to the happiness and health
of children. The classroom should be large enough to house the pupils
adequately. Seats that can be adjusted to the size of the pupil and
moved to allow participation in a varied prog;am of activities add to
both comfort and health. Sanitar drinking and hand-mashing facilir les

are essential in preventing the spread of communicable diseases. TeLch-
ers should make certain that drinking water is safe at its source by
arranging with the health department for the regular testing of water.
A sanitary dr inking fountain is one in which the spray is forced from
the side. This pretents the Aild from touching the nozzle and prohibits
a backward flow watcr when the pressure is released. When there
is no running water in the school. indit idual drinking cups and a covered
container equipped with a faucet are desirable substitutes. Individual
1,aper towels. soap. and warm running water are required for satis-
factors handwashing. In a well-organized school it is a simple matter
of routine to wash hands before eating and after using the toilet.
Teachers in New Terse and Comecticut' report that hand-washing

Grout. Ruth E. Handbook of Hcalth I:4(.0ton. New York; Doubleday. Doran and
Co.. 193G. p. 5.

Ckantineaa material from Wnrren County Public Schools.
The Ifot hunch, a mimeographed report from n Connertkut one-room school.
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is fadlitated by organizing a committle of pupils to assist in pouring
water. dispensing soap, and distributing towels. Water is warmed by
itlacing it near or on the heater.

Toilets should comply to standards outlined by the health department.
In some states indoor toilets are required by law. Every toilet should
be clean, light, free front odor and markings, and supplied with tissue.
Fitted covers and screens on windows are important.

Adequate lighting prevents e estrain and fatigue, and promotes gen-
eral health. Some requisites for good school lighting include window
area and artificial illumination conforming to standards, walls and
ceilings painted a light color. and buff translucent shades adjustable
from the center of the window." Plants on the window sill, decoration!,

tlw indow imnc. curtains. shades improperly adjusted, and readim
table or desks in dark corners pro ent children from securing needed
light.

Maintaming good entilation and an et en temperata-e is a coopera-
tit c enterprise in w hich the entire school personnel may participate.
I f a plainl graduaWd thermometer is placed at the desk level, away
frinn doors and windows, the temperature surrounding the children is
known. A range between 68 and 70 degrees i more readily maintained
if a pupil committee regularly record!, the temperature :to that adjust-
ments can be made in the heating and ventilating sistem. Classrooms

ith window entilation ,nily should be th, Ay aired by opening wide
tlw windows and do's!, during recess periods and the noon hour.

Additional en% ironinental factors that promote health are: t,creens
oil window s and doors. a placc to dry wet clothing, a corner with simple
equipment for the pre oration (If hot lunches and the Morage of lunch
boxes. and a place where younger children may rest.

Teacher. mills. and janitor together can work out plans whexeby
la% atories, toilets. drinking watt containers or l'ountains are always
kept ckan. In sonw schools janitors are pro% ided with special instruc-
thms relating to their responsibilities toward school health.

Tlw school en,ironment may be the source of many educational
experiences and also may stinmlate the formation of desirable health
practises. For instance. units on "Making the School a Safer, Cleaner,
and Nlore Attractit Place to Lit e" are suggested in the South Carolina
I I ealth 17.ducati.,,, Bulletin." hile North Carolina teachers developed
a unit on "I'sing the Sanitary Facilities in the School.'

Ithawat, Mrs Winifred. ldglitong the Rural Sehool. New York: National Sockty for
the Pr, ention of Blindne-N itr5 rSmfth. Mary Emma. A Program of Ihic Hcaith in r,

hool sIpthra. New Yrk. National Socict) f-r the Prevention of Illindnegs. 1934. 14 pm
H Meth Education. Ekmentary School Manual Series. Bulletin II. Columbin, S. C, 1930.

IL 3k
, Mimeographed material dedributed I, the State Department of Palk bpdruction.

Raldgh. N. C.
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ARRANGING THE SCHOOL l'ROGRAM TO MEET HEALTH NEEDS

Indivklual differences of a physical, mental, or emotional nature must
be recognized in planning the school program. The length of the
school day, the number of recess periods, the nature of the noon hour,
the type of schedules for different age groups need to be in accord with
our knowledge of child development.

In an informal activif:, program there is flexibility for meeting pupil
needs. Children are free to move about and they arc given opportunities
for self-expression, independent action, and cooperation with the group.
Work, play, and rest periods are interspersed thru the day.

Play is the inherent right of every child. A mid-morning and an
a fternoon play pt.riod prevent fatigue and aid development. Play should
be out-of-doors in the fresh air whenever weather permits, even tho
it requires extra time to put on outdoor wraps. In communities wlwre
distance, or other factors, makes it impossiblo for the younger Adren
to leave school early, it is well for the teacher to arrange for igcr
rest and play periods, thereby shortening the work period. Chi :ren
who have an early breakfast or %%ho for other reasons need extra
nourishment require a mid-morning or mid-afternoon lunch. Crackers
and milk, fruit juice. or fruit are desirable foods for this extra lunch.

The Nebraska Health Education Course," suggests that school work
assigned to elementary-grade children for study at home may be detri-
mental to the child's health. In Nebraska, as in many other states, the
teachers arc asked to allow time fur children to prepare work in school
rather than to assign home lessons. Poor ;Tilting, lack of a quiet place
to qtudy, and porly assigned lessons and fatigue, cause problems which
may result in emotional disturbances and poor study habits.

Starling the school dayThe way in which the school day starts has
an influence on the program of the whole day. At that time, joyous,
happy attitudes are built or destroyed. Attention must be given to the
physical condition of each child to assure his readiness for the day's
work and his freedom from diseases which might harm others.

The wise teacher will make it her daily responsibility to observe
each child unobtrusively for signs of communicable disease before he
has had a chance to mingle with other children. In some areas, such
as the state of Utah " and Placer County, California," the teachers are
furnished with instructions for this morning inspection. The morning
inspection period is used to check health habits, also. Experience is
showing that good balths arc better developed thru providing oppor-
tunity and encouragement to perform them than by using points and

"Course of Study for the Ekmentary Schools of Nebraska. Lincoln. Nebr., 1936. p. 423.
II what as Teacher Can Do To Promote Health and Physical Education in the FIP

tnentary SA, ,. Salt I.ake City: Utah Department of Public Instruction, 1936.
25 Letter from health supervisor to teachers.
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prizes. It. is more effective to have an attractive, well-equippud place
for the children to tidy up before school starts than ty set up a com-
petitive checking system of habits performed at home. Some children
do not need such a check, while many who need it feel resentful or
embarrassed, and are tempted to tell untruths when placed in unfair
competition with others.

If some form of record or reminder is preferred, a successful pro-
cedure is to allow each child to keep his wIi, checking only those habits
which he himself decides need attention. Home cooperation and a
well-motivated educational program will help solve many of the prob-
lems which arise in the morning inspection period.

The noon hourThe noon hour, one of the child's daily experiences
in school, can make an outstanding contribution to healthful living.
Most rural children have an active and long day with chores, home
duties, and distance between home and school necessitating an early
rising hour. The nutritive requirements for active, growing children
are high. For these reasons, it is important that parents, teachers, and
children work together on noon-hour plans. When carefully arranged,
in addition to meeting the broader physical and social needs, the
pnils themselves will feel refreshed and prepared for the afternoon's
session.

A well-selected lunch, eaten slowly in a pleasant environment, is
ideal for all cVldren. Washing hands before eating, engaging in inter-
esting conversation, and practising good table manners are acquirements
incidental to the noon lunch period. Children need at least twenty
minutes for eating lunch. Such desirable foods as milk, sandwiches,
vegdables, or fruits are included in an adequate lunch. If a lunch is
carried to school, every effort should be made to supplement it with
at least one hot dish. Warm food stimulates digestion and makes a
lunch more appetizing. The hot dish should be simple to prepare and
suitable for all age groups. It will help greatly to meet the nutritive
requirement of children when made with such protective foods as milk
and vegetables which are apt to be deficient in a rural diet. Much can
be done thru good planning. Over 75 percent of the teachers in rural
schools of Madison County, Kentucky," reported a hot school lunch.

Bulletins on the organization of a hot lunch and th, Nuipment neces-
sary for its preparation may be secured from the united States Office
of Education," departments of education," and colleges of home eco-
nomics." In those larger schools provided with a cafeteria the manage-

I" Plan for Health Education and Hypfene fn the Rural Schools of Madison County.
1936417. (Mimeo.)

1, Fisher, /C. A. The Lunch flour at School. No. 7. Health E'ducation Series. Office of
Education. Deat. of the Interior. Washhigton, n. C.. 1920.

t McCormick. M. C. The Rural Hot lam as a Health and Social Activity. Albany:
University of the State of New York, 1931. 19 p.

to Roman, N. McNeal. School Lunch and Breakfast for the 441 Club Girl. New York
State College of Home Economize, Ithaca. N. Y., 1928.
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ment should be on a non-profit basis. If the manager is not trained in
home economics, a 1-^,ne economics teacher should supervise menu
planning and the bt._ g and preparation of foods. Excellent work in
supervision of county school lunchrooms was reported from Jefferson
County, Alabama.' Lunchroom standards were raised thru hdping
managers to see their responsibilV to fnrnish children with one of
the main meals of the day.

11EALT11 PROCEDURES

II .?ighing and nteasnringGrowth is one sign of health. It is influ-
enced by the many factors that affect health, especially nutrition and
sleep. Weighing and measuring have wide educational value, particu-
larly when carried out at regnlar intervals by teachers and older pupils.
The county health supervisor of San Joaquin County, California, re-
ports that most rural schools possess scales and that children are
weighed monthly, with emplmsis placed on growth rather than upon a
particular height and weight at any given time This is becoming com-
mon procedure in schools tuda) . Emotional disturbances are lessened
when emphasis is placed on grott th rather than conforming to a "stand-
ard" that often does not fit the child. Nomad children may show sonic
intermittency (a period of non-growth) in growth. Recent research n
indicates that failure to gain weight for three successit e months is the
best growth criterion for selecting children who may neee: special
attention.

Rest and relaxation periods ----Phsical and mental relaxation to .
short periot:s (luring the 6a) restore energ) and prevent overtiredness.
Fatigue may be indicated by inattention, tenseness, irritability, listless-
ness, or other forms of behavior. Ideallt, periods of activity should
be alternated with periods of relaxation. Sometimes children (10 not
know how to relax. The) will learn best thrn tjactise aml by realizing
that complete relaxation means limpness, the opposite of tenseness and
effort.

During periods when the bod) has maintained the same position for
ome time, a change to more igorous actiNity will prevent fatigue.

All children, particubrly those in the )ounger age groups, may need
a complete rest period in the middle of each school session in addition
to the rest period following lunch. There may also be a few children,
such as those returning to school after an illness, who need rest more
than activity. Schools in several states pros ide a separate room where
longer rest periods may be had. Younger ehil,iren rest better if shades
are drawn, shoes are removed, and if each child has a pad on which

From the Annud Report. Jefferson County. Alabama. Health Department. 1935.
"Turner: Lougee: Sarabia: and Fuller. "Rate of Growth as a Health Index." The

Research Quarterly in Health and Physical Education. Vol. VI. No. 3. October 1935.
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to lie. Pupils in an Alabama school " made comfortable rest pads which
are nsed b) both teacher and pulpits. Older children may relax by placing
heads on desks, listening to mnsic, or playing gniet games. Teachers
themselves might take more time to rest if they realized that relaxation
lessened their own irritability and tenseness, which in turn is often
reflected in the children.

Health prokclionAltho heahh departments generally are in charge
of disease control they cannot work effectively without the help of the
schools. On the classroom teacher, especially in rural areas, rests the
task of recognizing earl) symptoms of disease, exclnding a child when
necessary, and reporting the case to health authorities. The part Le
can pia) in a prtnenthe program is even more far-reaching. It. regions
w here facilities are availat to school children for immnnizations, or
for tnbercnlin testing, his assistance is imaluable in educating the child
and his parents so that they will nnderstand the importance of and
desire the sell ices. The groundwork for disease control can be laid in
the (tail) life at school I)) the sok ing of problems dealing with hygienic
lking practises and a safe en% ironment. The snperintendent of Saginaw
County schools. Michigan. reports health nnits on the fi) and diph-
theria control that mere worked out 1). teachers in connection with the
comnmnity health program.

Ddeding and «»reclirgi physical (WM. Arnold the conntr) there
is a growing realization of the teacher's importance in working for
phsical fitness in school children. Regardless of the way in which
health examinations are given, the teacher is in a front line position
to recognize defects and, in cooperation with the school nnrse. to work
for their correction.

lii some areas the teachers themsek es. after instruction. make the
tests for %ision and hearing as a part of their edncational program.
The teacher often is able to notice abnormalities in children which he
ma, call to the attention of the phsician or nnrse. In this connection.
he will find most helpfnl the pamphlet. Every Teacher Should
KuKe the Physical Condition of Iler Pupils."

The correction of defects int olves the cooperation of parents and
nallkal and (It ntal pr(at-ssi(ons. It is closel rebte(l to ec(nkanic and

tonditions sonittinas beond the teacher's innoediate control.
fiow e er. the teacher can. and often does, bring together these varions
g /Imps hili, a Nut tiiming (a-gaol/Ail'', for obtaining correcti(ms. When
a mm I e(Incati(Mai I in grau ii g,,es hand in hand tt ith correctional
provrxn the resnItq are more permanent and eff.:ctive.

T7Stair of the Witon Dam School. Health Teaching Through We Expi9 ac(s. 1937.
Ilinoublkhed.)

2" Rogers, J. r, Krery Teacher Should Know About the Physical Condition of Ifcr
pupils. U. S. Dom, of the Interior. Office of Education. Waahington. D. C.: Government
Printing ()Mee.
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The physically handicapped childMuch interest in the physically
handicapped child in rural areas has been aroused in recent months thru
the provision of federal funds to meet this problem. Special classes or
home instruction for the badly crippled, blind, deaf, or children other-
wise severely handicapped arc being developed.

Those with minor defects can be helped at school by attending to their
special needs. If every child poor in vision or hearing were given a
seat where he could follow the school work better or were given

sympathetk guidance. there would be fewer school failures
today and more useful citizens tomorrow.

THE INSTRITTIONAI, PROGRAM

"Health instruction is that organization of learning experiences
directed toward the development of favorable health knowledge, atti-
hides, and practises." The instructional program touches upon al:
phases of child life. The child's environment, his ail:, activities in home
and school. fne services for his health protection. and his health prob-
lems both as an individual and as a member of the community, are
significant factors to draw upon in health teaching.

Emphasis in the elementary grades is directed toward the formation
of health practises and appreciations. As children advance in the grades,
knowledge in relation to behavior becomes increasingly important.
Tmching should be based on scientifically true facts and adapted to the
child's ability to use and understand these facts.

Activity programs organized around child interests necessitatr the
integration of all fields oI learning, including health. Work in social
studies and science often relate:, to problems in living in which health
may play a vital part. The large comprehensive teaching unit presents
opportunities for making natural and funelamental health integrations.

There are many classroom situations that occur in which health can
be taught incidentally. Such an occasion may arise in equipping or using
the first-aid kit. In Orange County, Florida. every Negro school has a
first-aid kit. and teachers are supplied with instructions as to its use.
Similar opportunities may occur in such other situations as in discussing
the hot dish for the noon lunch, in planning the school party, or in
arriving at school with wet shoes.

Health principles may also be developed thru activities and units :n
which 'leo!th receives mayor emphasis. The organization of the health
unit around evzryday health problems is reported from many sections.

7%-om the Report of Terminology Committee of the Health Education Section of the
Atnveican Physical Education Association. Journal of Health and Physical Education.Deeember 1934.

Taylor. K. R. School Health Objectless and Problems in Orange County. Florida. 1930.(Unpublished.)
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We note in a North Carolina report, "practically all schools study their
water supply and waste disposal systems. Excursions to neighboring
markets, farms, dairks, lumber yards constitute regular experiences."'
In Negro demonstration schools near Nashville, Tennessee, children
studied the value of different foods in the diet, planned and prepared
simple meals, set the table correctly, and practised good table manners.
This school program influenced "the diet in the home, especially in the
increased use of milk, fresh green vegetables, and cereals."'

In developing the program a special time is usually set aside once
or twice a week to report on activities, to discuss a problem being
solved, or to plan new units of work in personal, school, or conmutnity
hygiene. The grouping of grades allows more time for individual guid-
ance, enables the group to develop larger units of work, and makes
possible a more thc ) treatment of problems. In Cattaraugus County,
New York, problems and interests relating to the general theme of
growth and to the general theme of a healthy individual in a healthful
community arc grouped for rotation on a two-year basis "in order to
assure continually fresh approaches to fundamental health problems."'
This plan is made to function in a flexible way so that immediate
health problems and interests may be met as they arise.

Visual aids, including slides, movies, and construction work, are
becoming more widely 13.,ed as their educational value is recognized. A
museum of health started in a class or school is one means of visual
education and tends ''to encourage creative ability amung young people
and at the sante time to develop an appreciation of modern health
practises."

Unit teaching requires and stimulates the use of numerous reference
books. A variety of books are preferred to the use of one text. For-
tunately, there are a number of health books on the market today that
have been written by authorities in the field of school health education.
\Vith so much false and misleading health information current, every
school should have a reliable source of information for children.

HOME, SCHOOL, ANL) COM 311,"NITY RELATIONSHIPS

A Luccessful school health program reen forces and continues the
health teaching already Initiated in the honie and conummity. It enlists
the active participation of parents and comnmnity groups in order to

"McDougald, J. Newer Methods of InstructionHealth Education. Raleigh. N. C.
State Department of Public Instruction. 1937, D. 4. (Unpublished.)

"Bent. M. J., and Greene, E. F. An Experiment in Health Education. Fisk University,
Nashville, Tenn. 1937. (Unpublished.)

"Grout, Ruth E. Handbook of Health Education. New York: Doubleday, Doran and
Co., 1936. p. 13.

"Williamson, P. II. Visual Education for Schools. A paper read at the American Public
Health Msociation Meetings, October 1937. New York: Metropolitan Life Insurance Cu.
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&an for daily activities that promote the maximum health and growth
of the individual child. In Erie County, New York,' as in many other
places, the cooperation of these indix iduals and groups is considered
necessary to the health program.

When parents are present at the health examination, the educational
value of the examination is increascd and greater responsibility in par-
ents for the correction of defects is developed.

In Virginia" eery classroom teacher has a box tile of health litera-
ture which is used as a circulating library for parents. School authori-
ties, parents, and various social agencies organize adult study groups
which include discussions of child health topics.

Many parent-teacher associations annually conduct a Summer
Round-Up for children about to enter school. This stimulates parents
to have their children examined and to attend to the correction of
physical defects. Tuberculosis and public health associations in many
states have on their staff persons trained in school health education
who assist educational authorities in the school health program. In
Arizona, thru the initiative of the State Education Department, all
community groups were organized to okere Child Health Day and
to promote a year-round program.

The school may serve as a community center as in the case of the
Indian day schools. In these schools "educational opportunities are
brought to the adult as well as to the child, and the entire community
is linked together in one program for the improvement of home, the
promotion of health, and for economic betterment."'

ADAPTING HEALTH PROGRA MS TO LOCALITIES

The different regions of the country, as well as various racial and
economic groups, present their (Jun peculiar health problems which
must be recognized and met. For instance, malaria, hookworm, and
pellagra are prevalent in various sections of the South, while trachoma
ic conunon in some sections, esFecially among Indians and mountain
people. Tuberculosis leads all other diseases as a cause of death among
the Indians and Negroes, and is high among Finns in northern Michi-
gan lumber camps.

Reports from different sections of the country show growing recog-
nition of the importance of adapting health programs to local conditions.
In a comprehensive study of "persistent problems of life" in Bulloch
County, Georgia. the teachers found as major health problems dental

'Cooperative .1cfirifics for Healthful Living in Schools in Rural Communities. Buffalo
Tuberculosis Associatioa. Erie County, New York, 1936.

Graves, E. V. Report of Health Education in th. lirginia Education Program. Rich-
mond, Va.: State :frepartment of Public Instruction, 1937. (Unpublished.)

"1 Gerken. E. A. Ilcalth Education Among Indians. U. S. Office of Indian Affairs.Washington. D. C., 1937. (Unpublished.)
" Franseth, J. Health Program in :hi &hoofs of Bulloch County. 1936.37. (Unpublished.)
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defects, malaria, and hookworm infection. Each was attacked in the
proper manner. Fur instance, the children began a tudy of hookworm
and its effects un health. Treatments were given, and thru the coopera-
tion uf parent-teat.her assuciatiuns and organizations an intensivc
and successful program uf building pi. toilets was carried out.

The Board of Health of Tulare County, California, reports emphasis
on trachoma presention and treatment. ,k unit on "A Sanitary Kitchen"

orked uut 1)) a Louisiana Negro teacher, suggests such activities as
making sanitar) garbage containers uut of lard cans, and sealing
kitchens with corrugated cardboard.

Teacher growth thrn participationS:nce much of the responsibility
for the satisfactory functioning of the health program :n a school
rests un the classroom teacher, his training and continued growth in
this task art_ of great importance. A teacher does not need to be a
specialist to pla) a successful role in health education. Ile should,
however, possess an understanding of the factors which aid child
development ; a scientific knowledge of hygiene and sanitation , a vision
of what needs tu be dune, as well as a desire io do it ; a few fundamental
teclmics for bringing about changes in behavioi ; and an expansive,
w hulesome personala) ss hich reflects the principles for which 1,, stands.

Olwiously s,:ch an i(leal cannot be attaMed in any short period of
training. It is a matter of growth thru many and aried experiences.
When dail) experiences are supplemented 1)) participation in study
and discussion groups, professional reading, and now and then a
fresher" cunrse, perspectis e is gained and progress becomes inevitable.
.k few pitfalls can be as oided I)) the teacher in sers ice if he occasionally
es aluates his health teaching I)) some objectise scale. There follows an
outline of contrasts in health teaching actis ities which ma) aid him
in this checking:

I. Important areas of knowledge,
habits, and attitudes are emphasized.

11. Real situations and health prob-
lems are used as kontent of instruc-
tion.

III. A ttentitm i git en to imfiidual
health needs and abilities, child ini-
tiative and originality.

I. Emphasis is placed on unimportant
or et en undesirable habits, attitudes,
and knowledge.

11. Health is taught by means of ar-
tificial situations, such as posters.
plays, and stories which have little
or no relation to the study of real
problems.

III. Attention is given to relatively
unimportant or traditionally accepted
health needs of individual pupils.

"Taken from mimeographed ludletin of health units prepared by Curriculum Laboratory.
Department of Health Education, Loatiana Rural Normal, Grambling. Ln.

l'Thk has been adaPted from evaluation materinl prepared by Ruth Strang, Tench
College. CMumbirt University. for use in Qatar:limns County, N. Y.
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IV. Highest revels of motivation are
used, such as interest in a solution
of a problem. siitisfaction in an ac-
tivity itself, best individual develop-
ment, and susial service.

V. Health e(lucation appears to per-
meate in a subtle way the entire
school program.

VI. A maximum of home coopera-
tion is sought and secured.

IV. Artificial rlev1ces and extrinsic
rewards, such as stars, erizes, and
other forms of competition are used
for motivation.

V. Ilea lth is related to other subject-
matter such as science and
social studits, but only slightly or in
an academic way.

VI. Little effort is made to obtain
home cooperation.
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Chapter III

II STRUCTION AND ACTIVITIES IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS

Roberta La Brant Green

IIE PROBLEM of de% eloping language arts is essentially the same for
children in both rural and urban cumnmnities. There was a time when

life in the country or the small town, by its very nature, demanded less
use of language as a means of acquiring social understanding, because
of the independence of life there. Now the rural dweller has a greater
need for miderstanding the rest of the world.

Changes in manner uf li% ing hate increased the need for language
as a means of self-expression. Today the child or adult in a rural
community has the same ready-made entertainment and the same en-
courageme-,t tu engage %icariuusly rather than acti%ely in must of the
so-called amusements as du those persons lit ing in cities. From the
standpoint of expressi%e acti% ities, li% ing is much the same in urban
,Ind rural connimnities, and w hatoer the problems of deeloping a
language arts program in schools may be, they are lam gel) identical
for all groups of children.

With the declopment uf a new philosophy uf education during the
last two decades there have arisen many new terms. Language arts has
supplanted a number uf terms formerly coinmon, such as English,
tomposition and ilittoiL, i zdng, fo, mal and funt.tional grammar, and
the classics. Let us see what this new term implies.

Language soles the child ur the adult in three ways. It is his tool
for learning, either by reading ur listening, fur thinking, and fur telling.
It is an important me.. fur acquiring social understanding and for
sdf-expression. It is nut his only means fur either of these ends, lmt
it is one that (nu-) normal person has a, his disposal and one in which
he acquires great skill at an early age.

Vocabulary at sixWhen the y otmg clmil enters the first grade he
kis already acquired more skill in his use uf ,he crnacular than years
of adult study of a foreign language will achiee. Ile has a ocabulary
of perhaps tw enty -fie hundred words, far more than the average
adult uses in an ordinary day's experiences. He can use these words
in sentences of great complexity. Ile say s, "I will go if you want me
to," using with ease the complicated infinitive clause, the correct case
forms uf prkmouns the irregular erb, and those connecties so diffi-
cult to explahi, the preposition and the subordinate conjunction. He
can use verbs in must of their tenses without difficulty, he gets
his tense sequences correct fur the must part, he is a past-master at
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distinguishing betw een actic and passi% e meanings, and he makes use,
without thought, of the intricacies of English word order. Not only is
he able to use his language in this fashion, but he takes pleasure and
satisfaction in doing so. He talks of what he has done and seen, of -hat
he is going to do, of w hat he likes, and, in fact, of all the experiences,

Jeal or imagined, that he has had. He talks because he wants to say
things. and he wants to say things because he has had experiences that
have meaning to him. That Ile has already acquired' great skill and
:.atisfaction in using language for self-expression cannot be denied.

This use of language is not his only one. It is an obvious evidence
of other ways in which it senes him. Ile thinks in terms of language,
and he dues this because he has learned tu understand it. All the compli-
cated sentences he makes hac had their beginnings in what he has
heard. Moramer, in all probability this six-year-ol : bas had experience

ith a inure formal kind of language use, reading. He I, had stories
rlad tu him, has seen his parents read letters, and perhaps has received
and "written" (b) means of dictating to an older person) letters of his
ov n. I f he has normal curiosity and has had some encouragement he
ma% have learned tu read "Stop" on the highway, and he may have
learned to recognize his own name in writing. Up to the time he enters
school he has a feeling that reading has meaning; it tells him what he

ants to know. The four-year-old who cried because he was the only
(tilt: in the family w ho could nut read may ha% e been unique in his grief,
but he w as exhibiting a feeling that is probably cunmmn to most chil-
(lren ntering school. that reading is a wa) of finding out things one
wants to lin )w.

All of this learning has been a natural process, based nut upon what
adults think the child will need to know at some future time but upon
the child's n needs as the) hae grown out of his experiences. Ile has
been happy in the learning and in the using of language. These free,
meaningful exp.riences ith the %ernacular may %%ell be considered a
ke% tu the meaning uf the term "language arts." This impfies far more
than facts about language, such as huw to read, to spell, to write
Lorrect soitenies, or to pull them apart tu sec how they are constructed.
Tlwse are merely skills which may ur may not be needed for the
nwaning fui UM- of the mother tongue. The art of using language prop-
al% for understanding the world about one thru listening, reading, and
thinking, and for expressing one's ow n feelings and thought.% in both
specill and w riting is a broader concept than that implied by the con-
%entiunal list of items referred to above. Moreover, thc manner in
w !dill the ihild uitiring sihool has acquired his skill in Unguage and
his attitude toward it offers an excellent basis un whit h to build
language arts in the .,choul program. To stifle his enthusias.n for self-
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expression b) telling him w hat to talk or write about ; to attempt to
teach him to read before he senses a need for findin; .ut things from
books; to insist that he w rite before he needs to make written records
for himself 01 other perst,ns, and to superhupose an) kind of language
activity without meaning to the chi'd is worse than useless, for it is
deliberatel) defeating the purpose of language teaching and crushing
the natural svontaneous use uf language, hich is necessar) to growth.

THE LANGUAGE ARTS AS A M LANS FOR UNDERSTANDING THE WIDER

WORLD

Certain agencies, such as the radio, the motion picture. and the news-
paper, tend to bring the rural child closer to the lives of the people in
cities, but these agencies often gi% c a distorted view and are at best puur
substitutes fur first-hand contact. Ili; becomes increasingly dependent
upon other people. and hence needs a more thoro understanding of
his own problems and those of other industrial and social groups. He
needs to grow into a person w ho senses first the problems and possible
solutions of his own communit), and then those of the w orld be)ond
his immediate environment.

INTEGRATION WITII OT I I Ek SC II001. SUBJ ECTS

Language arts based upon problem soh ing implies, of course, the
interrelation of social studies, science, music, art, language, and, in
fact, all swcalled specific subjectmatter areas. The modern school
accepts this implkation. To separate language teaching from other
phases of the school progral a is artificial. To make it an integral part of
a problem finding-and-soh Jig program is to take athantage of the
best information we lia% e "bout the ps)chology of language develop-
ment. The problem must be one of immediate concern to the child,
howe\er. If it is, no matter what his age leNel is, there mill be abunthmt
need for using all language activities.

Language use in prinnuy gradesIn the low er primal-) levels tlwre
will be much telling of experiences, especially in terms uf w hat the
children hme seen and of w hat they are doing. Dramatic play will be
an important ft.rn, of language use, and can rea(lil) lead into rh) thins
and naisic. Ther will be need for making lists of things to do and
materiak needed for the children's u n memoranda. Names of per-
sons in the group w ho ha% e certain responsibilities w ill be anGtLer ot!ed
for simple writing and reading. Notes of thanks or other written
(ounnunications to helpers in the school program not immediately in
the school w ill call for simpk correspondence, dictated b) the children
at first, and later written by themsek es. 13) means of a problem closely
involvhig the children themselves, such as how the family v orks to-
gether, or 110%% people in the communit) help each other, there can be
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built up reading and w riting readiness awl all forms of self-e,xpression,
all of which arc basic to language arts.

In the lower elementary let els the problem approach will broaden
still further the child's outlook and mukrstanding of the world about
him. Language needs will likewise grow in kind and skill. Here such
a question as the importance of watt to man. the service that trees and
forests render and man's use of them, or what becomes of the products
of the farm arc challenging questions. appropriate to children of a
rural community. From the standpint of language arts they call for
increased reading for definite purposes, for clearer discussions. for
reading stories and poetry related to the problem under consideration,
for simple organization of information found and subsequent written
records of it, for dramatization, and for all kinds of oral and written
accounts of personal reactions to the problem at hand. If the problem
is one of real concern to the child in his present situation, there will
be an abundance of language needs. If. on the other hand, the question
for study is something entilely unrelated to him, such as life in Europe
in the Middle Ages. language actit ides as w ell as et erything cl e
imolt ed in the study will be superimposed and hence w ill lose much of
their significance.

In utter gradc.c Slightly more complicated questions for large units
of stud. such as how food and clothing are pro% ided, how man depends
upon animals. what the city and country do for each other, and other
units hkh gradually expand the child's horizon will call for increasing
language alit ities. Reading will become more important as a source
of information, and w nitin tum tdling, and dramatization will take
mor, ,lt finite form. Groap planning and eNcliange of information will
protide for oral eNpression. clear thinking, and attentile listening.

As children adt ance npper elementary-grade levels still broadt
concepts and a larger world open to them. A study of how man has
achieved his present status in trat ding from plat to place; how he has
learned to mkt written ret' rd w hidi make possible reading materials
available today bow lit Las learned to make and use machives and what
they do for him- -these and many others which slmw the stream of
man's progress up to the time w here the children of today join it and
the general direction in w likh it appears to lie moving will be of vital
concern to chihlren in the upper elementary grades. A more complicated
study such as these suggested here w ill call for increased language
skills of all sorts. DramatiAation. oral discussions, group planning and
evaluation, reading. listening. w riting of all kindsin fact, every kind
of language use w ill lit needed. Thai% idual reading will take children
to foreign plac(s and other times and will gi e them a better under-
standing of the world in which they live.
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In high schoolIf snch a program can he carried into the high
school, whether the various school areas are wholly integrated or
treated as separate subjects. increasingly more complex language needs

will arise. A program of skills based upon needs arising from prob-
lem-solving experiences is sure to provide justifiable teaching materials.

THE NEw AnnttoAcn TO LANGUAGE REQUIRES NEW TEACHING M-TERIALS

This new approach to language teaching calls for new kinds of
materials and for richer experiences. It cannot be done with a single

text for reading and one for composition.

nip.v.---One type of experiente it..h every school should make use
of is first-hand investigation thru t.-ips. This is more difficult for the
rural school in some ways than for that of the city. because it is farther

removed from the centers of industry. limvever. there are =my trips
within easy reach of the rural school which should be taken advantage

of. and many more than a casual glance will reveal. It is no more true
that rural children know all they can learn about the world of nature
and about rural industry than that city children know about life and
industry of the cities. Then, too, the rural school certainly is within

acces.: of small towns, if not large ones. where an occasional trip. if
wisely planned and prepared for. will offer rich understandings. Where

several grad are represented in one schoolroom it is possible to plan

a single trip for children of various age levels studying different

probkms. so that al; may participate in it to advantage. A visit to a
printing office might ser . upper-elementary children studying the
devdopnwnt of writing , another group working on man's use of ma-
chines: or a primary group studing community helpers. The grocery

store might easil, be a source of understanding for children learning

where food comes front and how it is prepared for distribution. for
vttunger ones fitAing out about community helpers. or for older ones
making a study of health agendes directly affecting tlwmcelves.

Reference booksAnother necessity for such a rAbool program is

many reference books and materials. not limited to cm-velopedias. It

Is not the purpose of this discussion to take up the matter of school
finance. but because any proposed program of teaching mtisi recognize
material limitations of the school, it is necessar to face the r,?al prob-

lem of providing reference materials and books for individtml leisure

reading.
In its finai analsis this Is probabl a pi-itblem of comnmnity and state

education. When a board of education. a neighborhood of taxpayers.

or a group of lawnmkers becomes aware of a real need in the educa-
tional program. it will make a great effort to provide funds for satisfy-

ing that need. The problem approach to all school work. if the problems
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are closely related to the life of children, will of necessity take the
school into the community and bring the conmnmity into the school.
By so doing there is every probability that, given time, there will be a
material response to the need for additional funds for books, art sup-
plies, simple musical instruments, tools, and wood kr building. Until
that need is recognized, at least by the board of education and to a
considerable degree by the community, oth2r ways of meeting the
deficiency must be sought.

Free materialMost state educational departments operate circulat-
ing libraries of both reference materials and books for individual leisure
reading for all grade levels. The charge for these is usually just enough
to cover cost of transportation. A surprising amount of free informa-
tional material may be had by writing tu private industrial concerns.
Incidentally, this sort of material offers an excellent opportunity to
older children for evaluation of advertising. Other advertising material,
both that appearing in magazines and that sent free upon request, is
often of value. Finally, and of extreme importance, is the wisdom of
buying with whatever funds are available for text and reference books,
single copies of as many books as can be purchased rather than several
duplicates. I f the state textbook requirements are such that it can be
managed, getting each child to buy a different book, whether for indi-
vidual reading or for factual materials, is superior to each buying the
same book. One small-town school in the west, when tax funds
for supplementary materials vanished, with the consent of children and
parents, substituted a smth library fee firs. for English textbook ,
later for social science books, and finally r practically all texts in
the elementary and seconthry school. These fees made possible the
building up of an excellent supply of supplementary materials of all
sorts, not just books. Then vhen school funds became normal again.
the community and board of education were eager to allow additional
money from tax revenue because they had seen the need and advantage
of such an expenditure.

THE PLACE OF SI'ItC.IFIC SKILLS IN THE MODERN SCHOOL

In such a language arts program as is being carried on in the modern
school, what become of the specific skills, such as spelling, capitaliza-
tion, punctuation, parts --tf speech and granunatical constructions.
which heretofore have been considered a necessary part of language
teaching? The modern school does not in any way deny them a place,
altho the exact time when they will be taught may be different from
that of the fort .1 subjectmatter school. If some of the things English
teachers have kng believed important do not appear as needs la a rich
experience program where children and teachers are alert to all forms
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of language usage, then it seems logical to suppose that those elements
really should not be taught. We have included them in the past because
we assumed that they were needed. If experiences show that they are
not, let them give way to things which are of use.

If specifit, items arc taught as the need for them becomes evident to
both teacher and pupil, learning will be more effective for two reasons.
In the first place the child's own attitude will have a good effect upon
the learning process. We learn more rermily the skills we wish to have
than we do those superimposed by another. Reading readiness makes
for pleasure and satisfaction, and these in turn make for voluntary
practise and faster, more effective learning. The same is true for othe.
language skills. The time to teach the spelling of particular words,
writing forms, organization, and parts of speech, if they arc to be
taught, is when the child has need of them.

Language needs for age kvelsThe experienced teacher, to be sure,
can predict with considerable assurance that certain language noeds
will arise with certain age levels. Alost children can neither read nor
write before entering school. Often in the first year, and almost in-
%ariably &ring the second, in a rich program considerable drive for
reading will de%eloped naturally. It is usually safe to assume, alpi,
that with children ten and elm en years old there will be need for help
ss ith certain composition forms, such as writing conversations, or
distinguishing bets% een common and prooer nouns. Most seventh-
graders will require help with the use of pronouns and with using
quotations. The need for such help that will arise does not mean,
howes er, that these topics should be taught before the need is evident.
11 the school program is challenging to the child, artificial stimulus
w ill not be necessary and the teacher can well afford to wait until the
question arises naturally.

The time element -A second reason that learaing based upon felt
needs is effectise is that there is nu chance for loss thru carry-over,
because the learning occurs when it is wanted. Th .! youngster may not
completely learn the thing at hand u.th the first experience, but to do
so is nut a natural way of learning. ..ny course of study in language
tar in any other shill which is organized around the plan of placing
specific skills once and (or all time in certain grade levels, and having
taught them there, assuming that they will not need to be taught
again, is unsound. The karning process, especially involving habits
and skills, does not progress in such a manner.

11.1.1.STRATIoNS OF 1.1NGUAGE DEV)LOPMENT TOFU' ACTIVITIES

.1 few illustrations of bow language arts develop in a problem situ-
ation may be useful. These should not be taken as a pattern, but
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merely as illustrative of the kind of learning situations which may
arise from this newer method of approach.

Early settlersA fourth-grade group in a small Midwestern town
had decided to find out about the people in the community: where
they had come from, why they had come, how they had made
journey, and what had happened to them Irtween the time of their
arrival and the present. After di.,cussing together ways of finding out
these things, most of the children began by asking at home about their
own families and interviewing neighbors whom they knew well. Almost
every child came back with a story to tell. One bad a diary to read
which his great-grandmother had kept while making her trip from
New 2ngland in a covered wagon. Another had a story of her great-
granetather who had deserter' the German army to follow his sweet-
heart to America, and of his search for her in a foreign country
where both were unfamiliar with the language and customs of the
people. Others told of ancestors who had settled in the state to further
the cause of North and South before the Civil War. The Inre of a
rich farming community had more recently brought others from
foreign countries and from less fertile pay ts of the Unhed States.

These stories called for further talkini, with adults and for reading
to lind out more about life in the states and in the 1)m-is of the worl,i
front which these people had come. Original stork., were written,
songs were learned, and some children expressed their feeling fOr
immigrants and pioneers in original verse and Thy thms. Interect in
foreign language was developed until a few hildren began to learn
German from parents or grandparents. The hardships of the pioneer
were related in their discussion tu th. pre.,ent difficulties of drought,
dust storm, pest, and flood with which the children were personally
familiar. Much c..ertive writing came from such thinking. Finally
plans were made :or a dramatization shun ing the earls settlement of
the community. The play was planned, written, aod produce(l by the
children, and songs and folk dances of the earl) days were used. Tbe
entire study was vital to the children, was rich in developing social
understanding, and called for more real lango%ge art than any teacher
would have dared to demand.

HousingAn older group in 'ae same school chose to study the
problem of housing as it directly affected their community. They began
by setting up what they eventually agreed wonld be desiraNe and
reammable minimunt housing standards for peopse in the United States.
This required much discussion, obsenation, and group plannirp. Their

q step WPS the decision that they would make a survey of their
t4wn to determine exactly what the housing conditions were. This
involved wfirking out simple questionnaire sshich could be easily
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checked. Each pupil agreed to take a certain section of the towl: and
to interview all householders in that section. This, the chi! lren saw.
would call for a simple explanation, not stereotyped. of the purpose
of the call, for extreme courtesy, and for clear speech. On an average,
nearly thirty such calls were made by each pupil. which meant thirty
different experiences in purposeful oral expression.

When the cans ass was completed. results were tabulated and sum-
marized and findings were analyzed for meaning. The findings were
startling in many respects. The entire survey was then put into well-
organized. permanent written form. Meanwhile the local business men's
club asked the pupils to meet with them at lunche m to tell of the
survey. By division of labor, a report was made, followed by informal
discussion in which pupils and men took part equally. in an earnest
attempt to find out what local conditions were and what could be done
to improw them. Aside from the soLial ,mderstandings gained by both
cliihlren and adults and the subsequent changes which resulted. unusual
language learnings of almost every sort took place.

Many modern schools can point to similar experiences in connection
ith the approah to language development thru problems. These two

problems are not unique.

CREATIVE ACTIVITIES IN THE LANGUAGE ARTS

There arc two phases of language arts that may not be covered by
such a probkm approach. One is the matter of creative writing; and
the othir. that of individual frec choice reading. reading for pleasure
ratlwr than as a definite means of getting information. It is possible
that these two phases of language arts may receive sufficient encourage-
ment that they will grow out of such a program, but if they do not. they
must be provided for otherwise.

Many modem schools make proisions for individual rcading
sating aside in thc school program certain time designated as "library
hours- or "free reading time.- Whether this is regularly scheduled is
of course of little importance. but it is important that there bc time
in the school day for it, that guidance be given in the selection of books.
and that some time Ih! given to group sharing of books discovered.
Enjoy ment of books and the habit of reading for pleasure cannot be
de%doped ithout a time for reading. Individual abilities, interests,
and tastes must be considered and de% eloped thru teacher guidance
plus pleasurable reading on the part of the pupils. Books must be
aailable and the teacher mug know them. Again, ten different book:
are far superior to ten copies of the same book.

Creative writing is likely to neul as much deliberate fostering as
indk idual reading. especially w ith older children, who too often have
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been given a wrong approach to it. Sdf-expression thru language is
a natural activity; thru writing it can be an added source of satisfac-
tion, for writing allows time for careful and beautiful expression.
Not all the children will be writers of poetry or even verse, but all
children, given the right approach and encouragement, may get much
satisfaction from the simple medium of writing.

Before a child can do creative writing he must, of course, have
had experiences to draw from. He is having these all the time but they
may be more meager than those of his playmates. There are other
experiences which he could have if his powers of observation were
fully developed. He might watch the robin getting worms for the young
birds' breakfast. He could watch his dog go to sleep if he realized there
was anything there which might be worth seeing. To inspire the child
to self-expression thrn creative writing the teacher often needs to help
him see what goes on around hint or to realir, that that which he
has seen is worth writing about. What he s remembering or
thinking about he probably will enjoy relating to others. It may be,
however, that he needs additional rich experiences to draw from for
creative verbal expression. If this is so, if his experiences arc too
meager to give him any drivo for self-expression, then the teacner
must see that rich ones arc provided. Watching a wind or rain; a pet
rabbit eating carrots; a trip to the woods; watching a team pulling a
heavy loadall sorts of things may serve as stimuli for writing. In
rural communities the whole world of nature may serve.

Once again, time must be allowed for the actual writing and children's
sharing of what they have written. For this a flexible schedule is good.
One cannot always be certain that he will be able to do creative writing
at a specified time; so many schools w isely set aside time designated as
a laboratory hour or work period, which children may use in any
number of ways depending upon their particular needs. It may be a
time for either individual rcAing or creative writing, or it may include
other activities which are not too noisy to be disturbing to others.
Whatever plan best fits the particular school is the one to use, but
some provision must be made.

There are various devices often used to stimulate writing. Some of
these arc the school magazine or newspaper, or even a book of student
writing. While these may serve as a framework for creative expression,
they should be considered merely that and no more. One does not imy
a picture because he has a frame, but rather uses a frame because he
wants to preserve or show a picture to advantage. The school publica-
tion should never be considered an end in itself or used as a device to
force writing, but should be merely a means of preserving or exhibiting
good writing. Children should not be led to write in order that the
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magazine or book may hal, k something in it, or, worse yet, that the
child should have something in the book. There must be a more sincere
motive than that if writing is to have sincerity and value.

Such a language arts program the modern school festers, one based
upon needs growing out of experiences in problem solving, with addi-
tional provision for creative writing and individual reading. That it
takes w iser teaching is undeniable. That it requires more work on the
part of the teacher is doubtful, because the load of motivation is
assumed by the pupils themselves and because there is no loss from
carry-over. rhat it is in keeping with a social philosophy of a demo-
cratic societ) is believed, and that it will continue to spread to satools
thruout the entire country is hoped.
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Chapter IV

NEWER TYPES OF INSTRUCTION IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES

Helen Heffernan

r ROM THE 11 ME a child is born and continuing thruout life, he is
constantly confronted with the necessity of maki.4 adjustments to

his natural and social environment. The school exists to help children
to make increasingly more effectit e adjustments to nature and to other
human beings. Social studies and sci_pre, therefore, occupy a unique
place in the curriculum because the entire content must center around
either natural phenomena or the actit ities, achievements, and aspirations
of mankind. The lanpage artsmading, oral and written expression,
writing, and spelling- in olved out of man need to coonnunicate with
others, mathematics w because of man's need to carry on quantita-
tive relationships in his commercial enterprises, even music, art, and
literature developed, to a great extent, because of man's need to give
expression, in a way tt hich would be understandable to his fellows, to
his esthetic striving toward the unattainable.

The whole school program has ;undamentally a social purpose.
Everything included in it must hat e social value because society, which
established and maintains the school as one of its indispensable social
institutions, is concerned prima! ily that the school function to produce
the highest ty, pe of citizenship. In a democracy the school must func-
tion to l'een force the ideals of justice, liberty, and equality upon which
our society is built. The purposes of all education and the purposes _4
social studies tenhing are sy nonymous. The emphasis upon social
studies in the modern curriculum, therefore, is easily defensible.

THE PURPOSE OF TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES

The social studies program aims to help children to experience ef-
fective social lit ing in their present relationship as the best possible
preparation for effective social thing in adulthood. Desirable social
behavior is the product of adequate knowledge about the world of men
and their affairs- ,deep and sy mpathetic interests in their welfare, ideals
of social justice for all mankind, and a thorn understanding of the
technics of cooperation by means of hich human beings achieve their
mutual goals.

The last decade has witnessed tremendous progress in the develop-
ment of a functioning citizenship. Teachers have been challenged to
accept a dynamic social theory and to make the school serve as an
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effectie instrument in hdping bring about social progress. In recent
Cars, the attention uf all thinking people has been focused upon Ow

steadil) increasing industrialization of uur suciet) due to science and
teelmulog). The machine has brought abuut an almost unbelievable in-
crease in capacit) tu produce. From a social point of iew the signifi-
cant question arises, Will this increased capacit) fur production operate
for the welfare of all mankind? In a democratic suciet) established
upon the ideals of libert), justice, and equality, there can be only one
ans%% er. Numerous recent studies' have proved that our available re-
sources and abilit) tu produce goods and services are nt to
guarantee a high standard of li ing fin all. Economists are punning
out the necessit) of redesigning our economic system to pr. le for
the needs of all the peopic ratlwr thao for the profit and privilege of
a few. Education must make its Amtribution by putting young people
in possession of the facts conce ning the problems confronting the
present(a) world and he'ip them to deelup such attitudes of social
justice that will make them eago- ,o participate with civic competency
in that order!) reconstruction uf uur institutions essential to meet
emergent nee(ls.

E%ery teacher has the opportunit) inherent in the kind of social ex-
periences, pros ided fur the children in the classroom tu make a signifi-
cant contribution to a ,.ociet) in w hid indifference is replaced by con-
cern, prejudice b.) understanding, and ignorance I)) knowledge. Every
teacher tna) pia) a large or a small part in accordance with his own
undcrstzinding and idealism.

TRENDS IN SOCIAL STUDIES CURRICULUM

As new needs emerge in a changing society, the curriculum must be
constant!) reurbanized in terms of these social demands. 3ocial studies
represents a dynamic rather than a static bod, f knowledge; there-
fore, the curriculum nmst be kept flexible and adaptable to the needs
of each particular community and group of children.

An analysis of recent o trses of study from progressive school sys-
tems revmls some definite trmds in the sozial studies curricuhnn of
tremendous significance in realizing uur basic purposes. Of these trends,
seven merit further anal)sis. The social studies curriculum is placing
increasing emphasis Ga:

I. The selectkm of signitkant units of experience u hith will help to give
children an understanding and appreciation of presentday society.

2. The sekction of units of experiem e hkh suutribite to the pm poses of
society in maintaining the school.

3. The development of technk s of instruction that promote the spirit of
democracy.

4. The organismic concept of the nature of learning.

I Loeb. Harold, nisi others. The Chart of Plenty. New York: Viking Press, 1935. 180 p.
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5. The developmental needs of children.
0. The provision of the tt idest range meaningful first-hand experiences

available in the comnmnity.
7. The provision of rich vicarious experiences thru adequate supplementary

books and other visur.1 and auditory aids to learning.

ilaperiences related to contemporary lifeCurriculum-makers show
an increasing recognition of the responsibility of the school to prepare
children to live in a progressing world. The task of selecting more
cignificant units of experience has required the correlative responsibility
of eliminating those units less likely to contribute significantly to the
attainment of the social goals of American life. The necessary reor-
ganization is taking place first, by the el;mination of those aspects of
racial culture which are either too rem te in time and place or which
lack elements sufficiently similar to modern living to contribute vitally
to an understanding of contemporary social life, and secondly, by the
elimination of repetition of learning units.

Many topics have remained in the curriculum because they concern
interesting, colorful, and romantic cultures rather than because they
contribute to the child's understanding of his own society. Many of
the learnings which doubtless accrue from these topics might be ob-
tained in more meaningful relationships in some other units. The in-
tensive study of the Eskimos would be generally accepted as a case
in point.

A definite trend is discernible to eliminate the repetition of American
history units which has burdened the curriculum in the past. A sequence
of units is presented which provides an elementary survey of American
ways of living. These units contain the geography, history, and science
necessary to understand how man has learned to supply his funda-
mental needs. The scope of the learning units selected for the ele-
mentary school to be found in man's attempt to satisfy his basic
wants; in his efforts to make his physical world yield him a living, in
the activities in which human beings have engaged for group welfare in
producing, consuming, tn-isporting, and merchandising goods; in man's
need of communication which expresses itself in language, number,
and writing; and in man's interpretation of his emotional and spiritual
experiences in music, art, literature, and rhythmics.

The newer courses of study show a courageous selection of those
areas of human activity which will yield rich returns in the under-
standing of children regarding the society in which they must "live,
move, and have their being." Even more courage is needed to break
traditional patterns which do not contribute richly to such under-
standing.

F..xperiences contributing to the democratic idealsA good citizen
is one who can adjust himself happily and successfully to the world
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in which he lives and who can contribute intelligently to its progressive
improvement. A social studies curriculum which perpetuates the Amer-
ican way of life and which realizes these qualities of dynamic citizen-
ship must center around units of experience of challenging interest in
the "here and now." The acceptance of this concept has added tre-
mendous vitality and reality to the types of learning units included.

Experiences promoting the spirit of democracyChildren come by
the attitudes, understandings, and appreciations necessary for partici-
pation in constructive social life by actually living in a social situafion.
The ideal for the classroom is that it shall provide the conditions of a
miniature delnocracy where children can develop independence; can
grow in power to meet problems intelligently ; can learn to make wise
choices, accept respthisibility, cooperate, respect the rights and opinions
of others, be tolerant, reserve judgment until all the evidence is con-
sidered, challenge dubious statements, respect expert opinionin a

ord, acquire those characteristics essential to effective citizenship in
a democratic society.

The democratic liNing together of childlen in a classroom where there
is sufficient freedom to permit the personality of children to develop
is the best safeguard for the perpetuation of the democratic spirit. In
the classroom where children work on large group endeavors, ability
to work together with a minimum of friction emerges as one of the
important outcomes of the learning experience. The social studies pro-
gram provides the laborator) in which self-control, responsibility, and
cooperation have an opportunity for development.

Experiences :lased on the newer concept of the nature of learning
Recent courses of study give evidence of an acceptance of a newer
concept of the nature of learning. The mechanistic ps3chology viewed
leam ning as the establishment J f habits thru the repetition of the
stimulus-response pattern. The organismic point of view interprets
learning as the interaction of the individual and his em ironment in
the process of which both arc being mo(lified. The individual responds
to his environment as a total organism. In making his environment
meet his needs and (lesires, the indiviaa.! is stimulated to purposeful
action, to planning, to executing, and to evaluating. In the process, the
information and the attitudes the individual accepts become a part of
the organism and form the basis of his learning in other situations.
In \ iew of this interpretation of the learning process, education must
help children to have significant experiences. In the process of select-
ing vital activities, education is drawing more and more upon the life
of the community.

Experienc(s timed upon the developmental needs of childrenNewer
courses of stud) are attempting to begin with the child at his level of
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maturation in arranging the sequence of major !earnings. There is an
effort manifested to appeal to the interests of cifildren and to ser.e
their immediate needs, there is a recognition of individual variation in
interests, needs, and capacity to learn; there is an effort to analyze the
social concepts in specific learning units and to atljust these to the
level of development. The trend is toward more _Ind more careful
analysis of learning units to provide for conthumus, consecutive, and
cumulative growth at each maturity level.

Learning based upon first-hand experiencesUnits of work in social
studies are beginning with first-hand contacts with the realities of the
child's social life. Out of these first-hand experiemes, problems are
raised and questions are asked. In an attempt to satisfy genuine in-
terests and needs, the child gains a wider perspective. more pene-
trating understanding, deeper appreciations, and is led on to othe
valuable social experiences in a realistic way.

Learning based upon extensive vicarious experiencesThe social
studies unit prmides for rich, icarious experiences thru reading a
wide variet) of material adapted to the individual child's level of
abilit). It u.ilizes such visual aids as pictures. slicks, and motion pic-
tures in extending the child's experience. The phonograph and radio
serve as auditory aids in enriching the program.

The child is gken much opportunity to clarify his concepts thru
man) different form, of expression such as construction, drawing,
painting. mt deling. dramatization, inu,ic. and an) other means by
which his experiences may become vital and meaningful to him.

A TYPICAL SOCIAL EXPERIENCE CURRICULUM

In a recent )earbook 2 of the Department of Supeevisors and Di-
rectors of Instruction, the \\ idespread interest thruout the nation in
curriculum-making is emphasized in this statemem:

. the pi., 'hills of curriculum development are being attacked sys-
tetnatkall along a widely spread front. Especially is this true of the
larger communities. Organized curriculum des elopment programs arc
now under way in well over seven-Rntlis of Oi . cities of above 25.000
population. whereas slightly less than half and exactly a third of the
school systems serving communities of 5.000 to 25,000 and below 5.000
respectively. reported such enterprises.

Oh% iousl), less effort is being directed to the problem in rural areas,
altho the same earbook reports "statew ide programs of curriculum
developmentof w iklel) ar)ing degrees of mgnitude" as being in
process in thirty-two states.

2Joint Committee on Curruulum. Department of Supervisors and Directors of Instruc-
tion and the Society f r Curncolum Study, The Changing Curriculum. New York. D.
Appleton-Century Co., 1937. p. 1-2.

3 Mid.. 11. 4.
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From the point of %ieu of the rural educator, the curriculum materi-
als ' prepared by the rural teachers of Santa Barbara County, under the
guidance of a staff of curriculum consultants from Stanford Univer-
sity and the local director of rural education, may sene as a type of
development promising a program better adapted to the needs of
teachers in rural schools.

ln an introductory chapter, the place of education in a democratic
society, the nature of the indhidual and the learning process, the aim
of education, and the implications of purposeful acth ity are succinctly
defined. Following the technic devehped in the Virginia Course of
Study,' the Santa Barbara rural teachers set up an organization of
scope and sequence uf learning experiences. The scope attempts to de-
fine the basic functions of human lhing (I) developing and con-
serc ing human resources, (2) de% eloping, consening. and intelligently
utilizing nun-human resources, (3) prodacing, distributing, and con-
suming goods and ben ices , (4) communicating, (5) transporting;
(( ) recreating and pla) ing . 7 expressing and satisfying spiritual
and esthetic needs, (8) organizing and gmerning, (9) providing for
education.

An integrating theme is established fur the leb el of the elementary
school primary, intermediate, and upper grades -ith problems, ac-
ti( itics, and materials related to the items of the scope as suggested by
the integrating thunc for each loel. The organization uf these materials
on the Nisi:, of maturity !LAU:, rather than grades suggests their adapta-
tion in rural school sittwions of three ur mute teachers. The material
adapts itself tu organizing instruction in three groups. The problem uf
the one- and tu u-teachei school is treated briefly and will be discussed
further in this chapter.

The integrating themes set up h.) the Santa Barbara group give a
clue to the problems, atthitics, and materials utilized at each level. The
integrating themes are stated as follows:

Primary level: ing mure effective!) in the child's immediate and ex-
pandim, en% ironment rhomL. boo!. neighborhood, and connininity thru par-
ticipation in at nies ith oh cal in Lam ii. g .ait the ha ic functions of lituna,1
living.

biterma did/. ,t;raid, 1 . ing more effecth ely in a changing world and
understanding it duo iia tagating rdationship to his ph) sical environ-
ment. wmparing anal ontrastang our imreasing Luntrul of the en% iron ment with
the simpler ,oljahtment tet,hnit s Milized by people of simpler cultures.

1 'Her grade 1,,el. Gaining increasing effecti eness in carrying out the basic
functions of .an lit tug thro ale% eloping the abilit) anal desire to react to the

Santa Barbara County (California) Department of Education Bulletin 13, September
1. 1937. (Mimeo.)

Part ICurriculum Materials. Primary Level, 189 p.
Part ncurrieutam Materials. Interm(diate Level. 210 p.
Part 111Curriculum Materials. Upper Grade Level. 174 p.

Sidney B.; Peters. B. W.: and Caswell, II. L. Procedures for Virginia Mate
Curriculum Program. Vol. 15. Richmond, Virginia: State Board of Education. July 1932.
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total environment according to a pattern which is based upon: (1) an adequate
understanding and appreciation of scientific principles and methods involved ,

(2) an understanding of the resulting increased possibilities of control; and
(3) u ,derstanding of resulting rapidity of change.

In ,his program, each teacher is left to develop the "unit of work"
to be tap!ertaken with a particular group of children, but extensive
lists of problems, activitivs, and materials are provided. It is suggested
that in developing a unit, teachers give consideration to the following
factors: "the significant past experiences of pupils; their present domi-
nant interests; the past experiences and present interests of thc teach-
er; the social demands of the school; and the adequacy of the en-
vironment in supplying, stimulating, and enriching experiences within
the area of the proposed unit of work."

A list of "inclusive units" and "limited units" suggests suitable
units on each level. On the primary level, examples of complete units
include how the community workers help each other, how the family
lives at home, life on a farm, and life in a non-industrial community.
More limited tmits suggested are: food workers in our community ;
how mail is carried to us; how farmers help us; how the coinnmnity
protects the family ; the postman; a study of a market; the grocery
store; the bakery.

On the intermediate level, inclusive units suggested are: how man
has improved his life thru intelligent use of natural resources; life in
Santa Barbara in grandfather's time as contrasted with life here to-
day; life in early California; a study of shelter; a study of foods; a
study of dothin.,; life of the Santa Barbara Indians; how our Mexi-
can neighbors li% e as contrasted with our way of living. Subsidiary
units suggested ale. how the pioneers moved westward; fruit industry
of California; study of development in communication; study of de-
velopment in transportation, a study of weather; and man's tmt of
the forests.

On the upper-grade levels, the following inclusive units arc sug-
gested: how does science change the way we live in Santa Barbara, in
the world; how man's life has been changed thru increasing use of
power ; and a study of world trade. Subsidiary units suggested are:
how science changes the ay we transport ourselves and our goods;
how modem transportation and machinery affect the way we play;
and how modern transportation affects our way of living. These recom-
mended lists are followed with specific sugvstions for the preparation
of a unit.

PROBLEMS iNVOLVED IN ADAPTING CURRICULUM TO THE

NEEDS OF THE SMALL RURAL SCI1OOL

The Pitire school system presents no situation in which it is more
difficult to make satisfactory curriculum adjustment than in the small
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one- and two-teacher rural school. The social studies curriculum for
small rural schools must be designed in terms of functional needs. The
curriculum-maker must focus attention on the problem of the teacher
confronted with a group ranging in age from six to sixteen years,
ranging in level of (levelopment from early childhood to adolescence.
In the past, thousands of harrassed and dissatisfied teachers have at-
tempted to gidde the education of rural children directed by a cur-
riculum pattern (lesigned to meet the organization of a city school
system. In the interests of children, teachc,s, and rural life itself,
rural educators must concentrate their efforts upon developing a cur-
riculmn which considers the interests ul needs of country children,
the educathe resources of the rural comnumit), and at the same time
the instructional problems inherent in the rural school. Such a cur-
riculum would include 'a) a technic for study ing the pupil group in
a niall rural school to determine interests and needs as a basis for
the selection of major units of learning in which the entire group may
profitably engage, (1)) a Pexible organization of units selected on the
basis of definite criteria, (c) a suggested plan for the organization of a
unit of work around a common center of interest to meet the deNelop-
mental needs of all the children in the school; and (d) a plan for a
cumulative exp.sience record to guarantee continuity of the educa-
tional program in a design of educative experiences planned in terms
of an eight-year span.

Educational diagnosis In this relation, a word should be said con-
cerning the %aim. of as complete an educational diagnosis of each in-
dividual child as the facilities of the school can provide. The value of
knowing every thing possible about the child, his biological doelop-
ment, his intellectual and cultural background, his out-of-school in-
terests, his personal and social problems, cannot be overestimated in
planning the educational program to which he w I'd be exposed by the
school. We need to understand the nature of the organism. As we study
indkidual children we come to realize the extent of the discrepancies
to be found in the growth patterns and the impossibility of "driNing
children abreast over Mandardized roads of learning."

The scope of the (Trek:damThe school should reflect the life of
the society of which it is a part. The various aspects of human ex-
perience in that society may be looked upon as basic human needs.
Bask human needs do not change; they are not variable but are funda-
mental, continuing aril constant. In selecting major units of work
around which to ( in the school experience of the child, the curricu-
lum inal.-er may well be guided by these immutabk human needs. Edu-
cation is designed to help indkiduals to partidpate in the institutions
of society in such a way as to guarantee the preservation and progres-
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sive improvement of that society and the most complete sdf-realiza-
tion imssible for the indhidual. The units selected should doelop un-
derstanding and a sense of responsibility toward the social orgalfiza-
dons in which the individual lives. The items in the scope suggested by
the Santa Barbara Curriculum Materials furnish a clue to the type of
units which w ill prolgudy pros ide for educative experiences to meet
the needs of cEldren representing the w ide range of ::aturity and
progress found in the rural school.

What is a unit of work.' Our nomenclature may need clarification.
The tennis "units of work." "activities: and "areas of experience"
are widely ust ,. The significant consideration is the concept of a unit
as au experience which challenges interest. stimulates curiosity. re-
quires problem-soh ing. pros ides opportunity for creative eodeavor.
and is so rich in content that it cuts acrGss several fie; I:, of lnunan
knowledge such as history. geography. science, literature, rtusic. and
art, and im oh es extenshe opportunity for the use of the major skills
such as remiiag. u rithnt. spelling. and number. ln a recent publica-
tion* the unit of work is defined as ". . . all of the activities and ev-
periences of uhatoer nature that are iihohed in the cooperath e in-
vestigation of some important aspect of social life...."

Ideally, the curriculum of the future will consist of areas of ex-
perience sufficiently real and %ital to the child so that he progressively
grows in power to meet his problems in a realistic way. If the learning
situation is rid( cli mgh. children of %ary ing ages and abilities will find
(ppm, mity to make contributions to worthy group purposes.

Criteria for the sele(tion and embalm of units of wor;:Criteria
for the selecti(m aml oaluati(ni of units of work lime lwen suggested
by nnuty authorities.' A brief restatement of the inure important of
these criteria w ill ync as a guide in the selection of the units of work
for the small rural school:

The unit should be Ii iclt related to the and utilize the re-
itirce of his immediate environment
2. The unit shoubl I in it e t of life of fundamental t ontemporar) sig-

nificance and should leat: to a broadened social outhmk. an int reased social
insight. ant; to the det ci ipment of Killer sotial ept in the major fields
of Inman endeavor.

3. The tAit should be tt ititiui the range of the different interests represented
In the levek of development in the group to insure success.

4. The unit should prin ide ..pportunkt for :tonal first aand esperient es and
rich icarious e s perient es tip... materials adapted to the t ailed reading abilities
in the group.

" Teachers' Gook to Child De dopmt Manua/ for limn& rpartrn and Primary T,arherg
Compiled by State Corn, ohm Commi,ion. Sn, ramento California State Department of
Education, 1936. p. 25.

Curriculum Making in an Efrin. Wary School. LincolnElementary School Staff. Teachers
College, Columbia university. 110,ton . Ginn and Company. 1927. Chapter
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5. The unit should prot ..pportinut ltot Man) hill& a inthvidual endeator
and group actit it. such as drainatizatitat. drawing. painting. timstructing, model-
ing. creative music. etc.

0. The unit shonitl stinmlate kritival thinking as oidemed by recognition
oi prob" It their more thtmghtful antl penetrann; tonsideration. and h
growth . the abilit to purpose. plan. eset.nte. awl eatuate on etc:. high levels.

7. l'he unit shonit1 protitle for the sharing of worthwhile enterprises in a
democratic school envirotunent.

While these criteria are mithtr mutually exdusiee nor perhaps even
comprehensiee du.% In,. :art e both in illy selection nd evaluation of
selected areas o f experience.

Specific (weirs of t.tpei kat( he curriculum for the small rural
school merits considt rablt t xperintt :nation to prm e the %aim of specific
areas of experkuce and tht it suitabilit when undertaken by a hetero-
geneous age group. Among the units of work which promise to lend
themsclt es most flexild to the Ilk yds of the rural situation, the fol-
lowing ma) bc suggt sttd. eommunity life, shelter, clothing, fire, trans-
portation, recreation, the story of farming, tIlt st( .r) of records, primi-
tie c life, and local indnstrits such as lumbering, dairying, cattle rais-
ing, or fishing. Numerous others m hicit wouhl satisfy the specifica-
tions of the crittfia coubl (huddle's be d to the list by ingenious
teachers. How ett r. an exploration of the areas suggested here in
whatet er order tlay might I/V t \la riowyd b.', a tluld during a span
of eight years in ,t rural school %%mild atTot d a sufficiently varied and
stinudating 'wog. tr, to assure growth.

TYPICAL l'N ITS OF :4)0 AI, EXPERIENCE

The problem a describing a t) *al unit of %%ode. illustrative of
this t)pt of eurrit Ul11111 11% +fifth uIt Intaust of the number mailable.
Tht deserlptitn, I ,r t. stmt. tl %tut!, I bt 1 1 1 1 it atc,1 'torts of ann.'s frtnn the
reports of rural teachers.

.1 son cower:11146n mar \ four-teacher rural school was lo-
cated in an arta tt Ilkik al soil conser% at it nt proiect was under
way. Discussion anti comparisials math., in the Classroom relative to
the decline of Spain. China, and Ital dm. to deforestation and soil
er((sion Midi. I I It Chihli turions as to the stri(msness of soil erosion
in their own area.

Committees I 'mint d .t studt of trttsitm. Children read and reported
on natural erosio, taan's iutt r furl. nee w ill1 Nature's control of ep(-ion.
and human ways to control it.

A government engineer nd a farm ath iser were imited to come
to the school and tar. %%WI the children aluntt the condititms in tht

Thi nnit i% reported in detail in . lig rse and Corp.enation." crienee Guide far
Elementary Sellouts. VA IV, No. 2. Septemder 1917. Sa(rarnento. Slate Lhparlm.la g
Education.
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.1 unit on .tot/ eroslon. Santa Barbara County,. CaPsarnia. re: caIA
11A d ore unit% tit the s.o.ial stmhes to ennt.nment and .dottpint,.Par h

IM 11 arca FAcnrshms were planiull untkr the 'up( Ittpa ,e
officials to ..ee the local soil sluisertation protects nd b.. ttt til
hand the relationship between the hind of (lop planttpl n
nd the erosion of the soil. tlie tunconnag si the lb 0.id i .1101.4s. thi
V.t% lii Whit h the elOCItt ()i the water wa- mea.urepl. etc

The clelIren t \perinientvd crositin in tints owit li, 4 %aid,
ollectetl kmd. of SP/11 found :11 the communit% and te-ttd tlitm

for porosity and t'apillao .er. The% shish, pl relief maps
The% learned nett words aml rrect ternis relating to rppsioll and It.
proltlenr: Tliet enhsteI the help and intel e- o I the entire connun
nit% in their stnth of consertation The intrtamil implerstandtm4
the pmposes and alms of the federal Koh t t whit It resulted flout
the -chool work led to changed attitudes un die part oi famthe
and better cintinninitt c. ogseratiiin in as.istmg with thu Protect

In the detelopment ,,f this curricuhlni unit du thddren came to
1111e mulerstamling of the et-outline and ....that int ,,Ited iii tit,

rrohlem coniertation thrn first-lw .1 obserta6ol and N. In ri

nient, and thra a stud% of the results of lack tof crosion (sowrisl in
other countries and in curtain area, in onr town "Hirt Iran 0111r-

thin:: of the mnit'es of the federal got ernment. tl 4 thterpleibemlence
in nature. the need of Tecitit knowledge on the part of fanners. and
:het untlerstispd their own CI niimunity !niter
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METHODS OF TEACHING SOCIAL STUDIES

The teacher who is striving to develop the highest possible civic
understandings and attitudes thru the social studies program, will at-
tempt to provide a progressive series of experiences we aningful to the
children. Since experiences arc more meaningful when they grow out
of first-hand contact with the life of the community, the teacher will
attempt to relate all !earnings realistically to the social life of which
the children are aware. He will give them an opportunity to partici-
pate in planning, in carrying out and in evaluating the activities neces-
sary to achieve their purposes. He will try to cultivate in them habits
of patience and perseverance in completing the tasks they have under-
taken. He will lead the children to ask questions and raise problems
rather than merely to accept and memorize factual infornntion. He
will help them to relate new learnings to past experiences. Hc will
provide a democratic classroom situation conducive to the dc elopment
of initiative, cooperation, open-mindedness, critical judgment, and the
other qualities that characterize good citizenship.

Knowing the children in the groupSome time could be spent ad-
vantageously at the beginning of the school year for the teacher to
understand his group. A period of exploration of the previous ex-
periences, abilities, interests, and needs of each child will yield im-
measurable returns in helping the teacher adjust the educational pro-
(*b rain to individual variations.

It is advisable not to plunge immediately into a social studies unit
which will engage the children over a long period of time. Explora-
tory activities could profitably occupy the first three or four weeks
while teacher and pupils arc getting acquainted. For example, a real
social studies unit of brief duration and inestimable value in getting
acquainted would grow out of the teacher's question, "How can we
make our school a better place in which to work?" The children would
readily accept the teacher's purpose, and real planning for the improve-
ment of the envfronment could be made. These plans would, in them-
selves, reveal the children's standards. As needs emerge in planning,
activities arc undertaken. Again, the observant teacher has an oppor-
tunity to discern abilities and attitudes. Certain problems may arise for
which there is no apparent solution; the teacher may direct the children
to books and observe their ability to locate the answers to their ques-
tions or to read material of a certain degree of difficult). As the rthil-
dren work together, the teacher may notice the varying attitudes and
make note of weaknesses to be overcome and strengths to be en-
couraged.

Much opportunity should be afforded, particularly in this period of
exploration, for children to utilize a variety of materials; large pieces
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of paper ma) be attached to easels ur blackboards and children given
time to paint or draw according to their interests. The obsertant teach-
er will find in such a situation opportunit) tu appraise the different
interests and abilities. .1s he discusses tt ith indit idual clnhlren what
they hat e (lrawn or painte(l. not old) will interests be revealed but he
mat judge of the indit idual child's abiht tu express his ideas orally.
Clay or materials and tools fur construction will attract the interest
of some children and in discussing their efforts mith them the teacher
will come into that know kdge iiid oensable to effective teaching.

The libr..1% corner, well stocked with colorful, interesting books.
will be another rt.% ealing some., of chiklren's interests and needs. The
book tlrtt a child clmoses when he is free tu select is significant. His
success in reading tlw book after he has selected it will git e the in.
formed teacher a rough estimate of the child's reading ability.

Directed games on the pla)ground, a nattne stud) excursion, talks
about the communit), and a score of other possibilities immediately
suggest themsehts as possible situations in tt hieh teachers may come to
know children. As these characteristics are r( ealed. if the teacher will
keep a brief informal record in a notebook which has a few pages
allotted to each child, lit tt ill be ampl) repaid 1)) his growing knowledge
of the chikl's nature and needs. .1s he records adjustments that have
been made. good habits that art in the proeess uf being established, and
noire (lesirabli attittoks det eloping. he mill hat e a document of rare,
human interest tt hick records the real accomplishment in this business
oi teaching children.

lhaldiay tin adtqualt but4gi multi--Much has been said about the
importance of git ing childrin an ohportunit) to choose the unit of
work the) shall stud). Man) educators hat e feared that the learning
situation would be formal and stertot)ped if teachers planned the
curriculum unit in advance. This opinion is not indefensible, but in
the light of the bus) life of the rural teacher it seems apparent that
sonic rather specific preparation is necessar) if the children arc to
have a vital learning experience. If possible the preliminary prepara-
tion should be made in relation to set eral %Amble areas of experience,
and that followed b) one in which the children (lispla) interest. In any
case, children ma) be guided into a profitable learning experience with-
out doing violence to their personalities, if teachers are skilful and
sensitive to children's interests.

In approaching any social studies unit, the teacher must build an
adequate background of information in regard to the content of the
unit. The teacher who stirs the enthusiasm of children in relation to
a study of dun interesting transitional culture on our southern boundary
is one who knows and s)mpathir.es vi ith the lung, bitter struggle Mex-
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ico has suffered from the days of the conquistadores. Ile knows the
magnificence of the gnat okaiwes, he appreciates the work of the
Mexican craftsman, he sues the significance of a country emerging
from a sixteenth century agrarian society int twentieth-century tech-
nological cixilization. The ttachcr ma) not use this specific knowledge
but he feels secure in kading children thru au area %%here his own feet
are on firm ground.

Planning the guidante of th( 1«uning experienceWith an adequate
background of subjeLtinattcr. thc teacher should think thru possible
leads to the inkrust of the grotqi. lk should list questions, problems.
possible first-hand txperit.ncLs in the Li ,iummit) which might be uti-
lized. He should think thru dit sot.i.d concepts, relationships. and gen-
eralizations which should rectixe special emphasis in the unit. He
should list all the ptissible actix hits in relation to the unit, whether he
ItSes thon ultimately or not. Ile should locate all the books. pictures,
poems. storks. songs. gams. phonograph records. or other materials
suitable. He should list all the matt rials nulled in umnection %Nith the
activities. Man) of these may be secured at little or no expense if
the teacher anticipates the nee& of ti-e group.

Organicing the !pont -The teacher acts as guide and counselor in
helping the group organize itsclf into efft.Ltixe orking units. Ile makes
sure that the xoik ut eath indix idual and small group contributes to
tlw purposes of the xx hole group. lie is a contributing memh.T of the
gi Imp in setting up purimsts. in planning actix hies. and in continually

aluating the nsults. lie is constant!) pointing out higher standards.
helping chi'dnn to clarify misconceptions. and challenging dubious
conclusions due to hasty thinling. In generpl, he is gratlually leading
children int i mon . can ful thinking and ix tter s of meeting their
problems.

Opportunil y fr 1 a, icing spec ific ANA -Tie most effective mastery
of the skills of learning tomes as children fed the need of using the
skill in athit Ning thuir purposes. The social studies program affords
opportunity ftn- oral and xx rittun %Kt ssion including spelling and
triting . important sill t ilk nading skills art established in searching
for materiak and in st letting pertinent data. General improx ement of
reading acconvnit s the emensit C Nading hich the mod( ,n social
studks program n quires. \\*howler the lack of a specific skill is an
impediment to the acunnplisliment of the child's purposes. there is
genuine motive for learning.

A CHALLLNGE TO THE RURAL TEACHER

The success of the program reNtN !Nquarel) upon the teacher. His in-
sight will give it depth and meaning hk ideals %%ill determine the
viality of citimnsbip produced hi :. understanding of children will de-
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termine the significance of their activities; his enthusiasm will give
color and vitality to the problems of social living. Ultimately, his faith
in democracy will in a large measure determine the faith of his pupils
in democracy, not merely as a krm of government, but as a way pf
life which is the best promise of a better woed.
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Chapter V

NATURAL SCIENCES IN THE MODERN RURAL SCHOOL

Fannie W. Dunn

TIII: MOST IM PORTAN r PRINL1PLES of science teaching in the grades
can probabl) be set forth nu better than in the following extract

from a recent handbook, des doped b) members of the staff of an out-
standing rural laborator) school, the Lincoln School of the Michigan
State Normal College at Ypsilanti:

1. The presentation oi accurate suence information free from animistic senti-
mentalities is fundamt..al to the building oi a uorthuhile stience program in
the ekmentary grades.

2. The subjettniatter of suence should be selected from all the fiehls of science
rather than meld) from the plant and ananal phase. It should include such
material as %%ill lk found in astronoiii y. physits, meteorology, aml other phy sical
t:.ience subjects.
3. Tlit sdettion uf sm'i subjectinatter should take into account the environ-

ment of the children. their interests, and their abilities.
4. Os er a period of y ears the knots ledge of stiente subjectmatter and of

science experientes should filially lead a thild to the making of generalities
that are concerned %%WI the major themes of sk ience education.

5. The emphasis is shifting from the mere learning ef facts to the use of
factual material in the interpretatikm of life and in one's adjustment to it.

6. The des elopment of a suentifit attitude on the part of elementary pupils is
conshlered to be of very great importance to them.'

ACCURACY, BREADTH , AND L SL OP SLIENTIPIL IN FORMA] ION AS TRENDS

The first statement represents a trend a,,a) from the practise of at-
tributing to plant and animal life intelligence and purposeful behavior,
personif)ing "bab) seeds," "mother rabbits," and the like, and dealing
in imaginatis e rather tl n in scientific interpretation of natural phe-
nomena. This ohs ions1) should be replaced b) sound scientific pro-
cedure ss ith the objectis es indicated in the fourth a.id sixth statements.

The secoml trend is toward distinct broadening of the scope of ele-
mental-) science Partl) under the assumption that children are more
interested in animate than inanimate objects, "nature studs" in the
first quarter of the ccntur) was mainl) biological. Nunwrous investi-
gatitms of children's interests has e been made, but the) are )et incon-
clusis c, since most oc the children studied has e been those of urban
backgi mind. The onl) stud) which genuinel) represents the rural child
is that made b) l'almer of Cornell, who fur many )ears collected the

!Hough. Glenn 0., Brink. Idn nnd Dolmnn. Helen. Elementary Scicnce for AU
Grad,. Diunaville. N. Y.: F. A. Owen Publishing Co., 1936. p. 9.
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questions rural children asked in their letters to him. On the basis of
these questions, Palmer states, "My experience with rural children in-
dicates that their experience is much more strongly in the field of
biology than are the interests of city children as indicated by the rec-
ord of others.'

The questions of the children studied by Palmer may of course have
been influenced by the predominantly biological nature of the Cornell
Leaflet series, and the children of today nmy have different interests,
because of different experiences, front those w ho wrote to Palmer be-
tween i915 and 1925. Questkins asked and activities zestfully rursued
in some rural schools today certainly indicate that the pupils arc greatly
interested) in rocks, Epssii.. airplanes, electricity, etc. In ahy case, the
trend toward extending the scope of the interests for which the teacher
is alert, and the range of potential and desiraI e child experiences of
which he is aware, are unquestionably souncl

The fifth trend represents an advance i the natural science field
which is in accord with changing conceptiohs of education in general.
To a considerable extent experience with and observation of the natural
eiwiromnent in the past has been concerned with knowledge for its
own sake, with little regard for any valne it might serve in improving
adjustment in one's environment. This has, pei haps, been less true in
rural than in urban schools, because of the intensely practical nature
of much of the rural child's undirected experience with the natural
environment. Rural teachers have had in mind two types of values:
(1) agricultural and economic, the improvement of farm practises;
and (2) esthetic or spiritual, the development of appreciation of the
beauty and wonder of the rural environment, and consequent greater
enjoyment and wiser use of leisure time.

GENERALIZATIONS SOUGHT AS OUTCOMES OF A
CONTINUOUS SCIENCE PROGRAM

The modern emphasis on conceptions or generalizations as the sci-
ence objectives of the elementary school, referred to in the fourth state-
ment, is due chiefly to the work of Craig! His formulation of the sci-
entific generalizations which his careful investigations led him to select
as most important, and his further analysis of these generalizations into
learning elements in terms of the child's needs, experiences, observa-
tions, and abilities, have afforded elementary teachers a clarified view
of the scope and nature of desired scientific learnings with a resultant
sense of security and assurance which is largely responsible for the
recent recrudescence of science study in elementary schools.

'Palmer, E. L. The Status of Rural Education. Thirtieth Yearbook, National Society forthe Study of Education, Part I. Bloomington, III.: the Society, 1931. p. 106.'Craig, Gerald S. Tentative Course of Stu47 in Elementary Science. (Grades 1-6). 3Vols. New York: Teachers College, Columbia Univ.:nifty. 1927.
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An example of such generalizations, together with suggestions as to
child experiences from which they might be expected to arise, is the
following condensation from a rural course of study:

First Grade
1. Everything must have a home suited to its needs:

(a) Insect homes; (b) animal homes; (c) bird homes; (d) water homes;
(e) pet homes.

II. All living things need air, water, and sunshine:
(a) Raising flowers in the schoolroom; (b) making gardens; (c) pets

and their care; (d) air in the schoolroom.
III. All living things prepare for seasonal changes:

(a) Changes in fields and trees; (b) days shorter and nights longer in
winter; (c, man prepares for winter; (d) nuny animals, plants,
and insects prepare for winter; (c) effect of cold weatherice
and snow; (f) wee:er records.

IV. All life starts from an egg or seed:
(a) Seeds arc plant children; (b) bird study; (c) raising chickens;

(d) maldng gardens; (c) raising plants in the schoolroom.
,....,

Suggested units of study: pet farms; homes; babies of all kinds;
weather.

Seventh Grade:
I. All life has evolveu from very simple pre-existing forms and has certain

marks of similarity
I. The cell is the um t of structure and function in all living things. . .
3. Many types of life that existed in the past arc now extinct. We have

learned this from a study of rocks and fossils.. ..
10. All living matter has the power of growth from within, power to repro-

duce, and power to rid itself of waste.
IL Man's conception of truth changcs

I. The shape of the earth has been represented in many ways down thru
theages. .. .

2. Beliefs about the cause and cure of diseases have changed radically... .

6..,tanges in speed arc astonishing to thc world and will be more so in the
future. For example, it took George Washington two weeks to go from
Virginia to New York. . . .

V. The earth, and all that is on it, is composed of elements, some of which
man can isolate and devote to his own use. . . .

3. The chief clement in wood is carbon. In fire, oxygen tmites with carbon
to form carbondioxide. . . .

6. Nitrogen is a most useful element to the farmer.
VI. Man can control his environment thr? his knowledge of conditions and of

the physical and chemical _changes in them.

Suggested units of study: early foam of life, old beliefs and super-
stitions, making a planetarium, how education has helped man live how
alai where he wishes, study of air and water, a plant nursery, modern
inventions, a zoo.'

4 Cabarrus County, North Carolina Schools. Science Curriculum for Elementary Gradee.
Prepared by Elementary Teachers, Mary Hyman. Supervisor, 1932-33.
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Besides the statement of objecti\ es in terms of generalizations, the
course her, cited illustratis another desirable characteristic of elemen-
tary science, that is, «mtimtity, NNhich Craig has also emphasized as
essential to sound learning. Facts are not to be studied mer !ly as facts.
!earnings are not to be discrete and isolated, un the contrary, learning
is tu be a continuous grow th. The simple generalizations of the first
grade are basic to the scientific conceptions of the sex enth grade and
the adult. T:.us, in this course the "power to reproduce" of all living
things. as a so enth-grade coniept, is a clear outgrowth and extension
of the simple first-grade generalization that "all life starts from an
egg or seed"; the -marks of similarit" recognized in the seventh
grade as eharacterizing all lift, nil their particularization in the firstL
grade !earnings with rt.spect to "all living things."

GENI R:EIZATIONS ARRIVED AT OVER A PERIOD OF YEARS

Not c% r scienci. experience of the child leads at (nice to an actual
formulation of law. This is a most important consideration. Eidence
is not k ,ing that "goleralizatiow," set up as ultimate outcomes may,

ilk. hands (if thi. tittskilli. ii, be presented erball) to children far too
ming tu grasp tlicir full meaning. with perhaps one or tw o "ilhistra-

tke" experitnents or denumstrations, I nit vi ith nu genuine basis in ex-
perience.

Gemmill has well desirihed the process In which the desired et .1 is
to he attained:

The scientific generalization is but a short statement oar summation of a long
c\perienoe %%it the pho nomena Of the ens ironment. lt is an epitomic of racial
science experiel c. To be useful in the teaching situation it must he broken
down into the original i 1plrieme. fri %%Inch it it as formal. From the learner's
Niko point, experietkes 0111¼ It originall) !col to the generalization lutist be had,
anil, from these experit no C. ideas or essential meanings ii ill be developed....
Understanding nia. be begun in the grade school am: accomplished in the
graduate sdm01.5

It is " wer a period of ears" that hi, experience in the scientific fields
and the know ledge he aceimmlates, should finall lead a child to the
making of geneialiti(s iii micntific significanii something %cry differ-
ent from gis ing him gem ralizations read-made or es en attempting
formulations on the basis of onh one or two experiences.

RLSOURCES ThE Rt RAI. ENVIRONMENT FOR EXPERIENCES BASIC

TO SCIENTIFIC LEARNINGS

The rural school has ohs iouss ast resources for scientific experi-
ences in the natural en% ironnient w I tiel I surrounds it. A task still before

'cemmill. Anna M. .4n Experimental Study to Determine Science Program for the
Education of Elcmt Warp Clasnroom narhers. Contributioret to Education. No. 715. New
York: Teachers College. Columbia University. 1937. p. 32.
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mai teachers and curriculum-makers is tu explore the bases for scien-
tific karifing afforded b) the rural enN ironnient in general and that
of the indiN idual school in particular. The reports of such exp!oration
should indicate as far as possible the expel iences po,ential at various
le\ els of pupil maturit) or athancement, ith the degree of generali-
zation which might reasonably be hoped for from each.

Excellent beginnings are being made along these lines in courses or
units of '!Ild) aime(i especiall) at service to rtwal schools. Such a
course is in use in Alar)land. This is organized under main topics, six
to a grade, of which the follow ing are examples: "Bella\ ior of Animals
Ill Fall and Winter" ((iride I) ; "Sun and Moon Influence What We
Do" ( Grade II l) ; "Gardeniag" (Grade IV) ; "Rocks and Soils" (Grade
VII ). The main topics are outlined under tw o general heads, "Things
to See and Understand," and "Things to Do and Talk About." Under
the former are stated desired generalizations, under the latter are sug-
gested mmierous experiences afforded b) the (m ironnient. Examples
of such experiences are selected in order from the low cst tu the high-
est grade:

Visit the uoods ill the fall, go to a pond or stream to watch xater insects
awl gather some for an aquarmill, uatch birds building their ns find a

cut made b) a railroad or a state road and notice its rock la, ers; isit
a hillside after a Ilea%) ram. watt li a stream %%hit a suift current, notice how
different kinds of animals get red &I.. 1", %% inter , liame some animals that are
hatd to be :Alen. list t a elit) tit e plaol )441 know and tell Inne their seeds are
'tattered. obsert e the path the sun takes across the sk) , wateh the 1110011 each
night an(1 mark the date u hen pti see (I rest cut, a quarter, a half. and a full
moon, notne where ICC forms On a pond, %%melt a settIng hen look for spider
egg saes in sheltered plat es in fall make a list of animals that nee er see their
paroit,, Colil it the number of hone) bees that isit a red flower in ten minutes.
that isit a %%lute flou er pot a lighted lantern outdoors at night, put a toad
beside it, and watch hot% inan) insects it eats in tell minutes. make a list of
labor sat ing det iees used at home and on farm, find out a hich parts of an
autoonilule re eleetrit al , ompare plants and inseets found on dr) hillsides
tt ith those m mt. alp,. laid some diseased plants, keep a ueekl) record uf kinds
(At' elouds obsert ed, and notice hid) :ling rain, ralse an object uith a wheel
jaek; study a windmill; make a water wheel.

Penns)Ivallia's State Course' also giN es excellent suggestions of ex-
periences affording science karnings. Iliis course is organized b) sea-
sons, and under each topic lists "Suggested ActiN ides" as one of th;;
two main heads. New York's "Telitath e S)llabus for Elementary
Schouls."" also is outlined scasonabl, under large topical heads, further

*"Seienee in the Elementary School." Maryland School Bulletin XV, No. 1; September
1933. Baltimore. Md.: State Department of Education.

Couriwn of Stsdy UI .1clinci. Department a Public Instruction, Harrisbum Pa., 1932.
',Elementary School Scuncc. Albany, N. Y.. University of lhe State of No York Press,

1937.
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subdivided into "Objectives" (stated in the form of generalizations),
"Procedure," and "Activities." The Cornell Rural School Leaflets, un.
fortunately available only to the teachers of New York state, have for
years been the most fruitful single source of suggestions for elementary
science experiences in rural environments. Numerous suggestions are
given in the handbook, already referred to, developed in the Lincoln
Laboratory School at Ypsilanti.'

Particularly helpful lists of activities potential in science !earnings
are to be found in Croxton's recent book, Science in the Elementary
School." Part II of this book, comprising its major portion, consists of
a large number of suggested activities, such as exploring the school
ground, making friends with birds, cooking outdoors, collecting stones
which tell the story of the past, and learning to guess time by the sun.
For each activity a list of possible learning outcomes i indicated, for
example, rearing insect larvaeinterest in wonders of insect life, in-
terest in seasonal changes, development of attitudes excluding fear
and repugnance uf crawling things, experiences contributory to un-
derstanding of reproduction and development. The author, altho not
writing specifically for rural schools, clearly recognizes and makes pro-
vision for use of the rural environment.

An example of the range of activities potential in a small area of
the natural environment comes from a one-teacher school situated near
a New England brook.

The children talked by the side of the brook and decided to plant trees which
would be suitable for holding back the soil; to make a rustic bridge to the
island; to construct one outdoor aquarium where they could collect and ob-
serve frogs, toads, etc., and another for water insects; to idace posts and rocks
to hold the banks until a rock garden with suitable plants can be started; to
make a dam with sluice so as to observe brook life; and to put soil on the
island. After a visit to the forest, they planned to clean ont underbrush, unless
thru study they found that this would destroy the home of the game birds; to
loosen soil around the plants; to remove dead branches from trees; to make
science paths and label the plants, etc., as to their use to man; to study harm-
ful insects, as to what they are doing and its danger and how to control them;
to put up signs to prevent forest tires; and to make observations of birds by
furnishing some nesting materials, building a bird bath, and by being quiet in
the woods. On the lawn near the building, they decided to continue working
on the rock garden, the tree garden, the flower garden, aml the held and forest
garden, by collecting and planting specimens. They planned labels for all of
these plants. Even the weeds are to have a garden and to be studied as to their
value or their harm. They would learn to recognize them and to know how
they are propagated. The soil erosion and the disappearance of the grass on the
hillside aroused curiosity. They noticed the ants were bothering and decided
to make an ant house and study the life of the ants. They planned to test the

'see page 73.
Croxton, W. C. Science in the Elementary School, New York : MeGraw-Hill [look Co.,1937. p. 128.445.



soil and to experiment by adding different fertilizers to sze how they affected
thc growth of the grass."

We might mint out in this connection results of science in-
struction in rural sdiools should be sought thru experiences with the
natural environment, rather than thru study about it.

To establish true knowledge, the pupil must have experience with objects and
situations as far as possible and Wild abstractions from these. Substitution of
abstract-language learning for experimental activit) thwarts the sense of re-
ality."

No amount of %erbal or men pictorial information can afford the sound
basis of genuine understanding which comes thru the first-hand ex-
periences of c erring, watching, making, and doing. Words, indeed,
have no Inea&..,, till experience has afforded it. and not even the mo-
tion picture can take the place of realit). Books and pictures h,,ve their
place, but it is supplementary.

BETTER A DJ UST M ENT WITII ENV! RON M ENT A MAJOR OBJ ECT VE

OF ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

Implicit in the preceding discnssion is a principle which, according
to Croxton, is one of the major aims of the elementary science pro-
gram toda. namel). sympathetic contact with the child's own life. and
intimate relation with the objects and events with which he li.es." This
is a more positive statement than that of the third "trend" listed in
the Ypsilanti Handbook, for example. that the selection of subjectmat-
tcr should "take into account the em iromnent of the children, their in-
terests. and their abilities." It is a reiteration of the position taken by
Bailey in the early days of the nature study movement:

The nature stud mo ement is the outgrowth of an effort to put the child
into contact and s)mpath) ith its (mit life. It is strange that such a movement
is necessar). It would seem to be natut-al and almost inevitable that the educa-
tion of the child should place it in intimate relat:on with the objects and events
with which it lives. It is a fact, however, that our teaching has been largely

Aic to thc child, that it has begun by taking thc child away from its natural
environment. that it has onCCrned itself %%ith subjectmatter rather than with
the child. . . ."

A similar principle was stated and norated a few years ago by a
committee of the Rural Section of thc Progressive Education A5socia-

"The Demonstration School at Lime Rock, Connecticut. Nara for the summer of 1937.
(Mimeo.)

Slavson, Samuel R., and Speer. Robert K. Science in the Net, Education aa Applied
to the Elementary School. New York: Prentice Hall, 1931. p. 156.

"Croxton, W. C. Science in the Elementary School. New York: McCaw-Hill Book Co..
1937. p, 26.

" Bailey. Liberty Hyde. Cornell Nature Study Leaflet, Nature Study Bulletin. No. 1. 1901.
Albany, N. Y., Department of Agriculture. p. 21.
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lion. which Ird butyl set up to formulate criteria for the selection of
units of exptrience or NI ud for rural schools. The report of this com-
mittee conchukd with this summary:"

"Desirable actit hies require genuine relationship to the present ex-
perience of the child of such tariety and range as to drot ide for all
desirabk detelopment . make full use of the resources of the
cut ironment . si eci ticallt utilize all potentialities of the en% irooment
for realistic social participation by the pupils, and assure in good tane
learnings essential to effective adult liviug."

VS1'. 01. NA 1TR (I. 1 N %IRON MIXT N10RE 01.1 )NIP.S

THAN SCIFWI: 1.1'ARNINC.S ONLY

There is a,reement in the main between the criteria (it.oted Anne
and the trends and principbs of .11. Iln ntary ssience as discussed in the
preceding pages. Numb& vs I. 3. and 9 seem particularly close to those
trends and principbs. numbers 5 and 7. less so. The difference lies
in breadth of outconn. s. Educatit actit hies, according to the fifth
and seventh criteria, are to "mal,e full use of the resources of the
entironnwin for tin iniprot mem of the learner's experiencing." and
specifically to "set :. out and utilize all potentialities of the environ-
ment for realistic social participation on the part of school childreu."
But .lementary science courses, as they are today set up in or for
rural schools, as for other schools, tend to state their outcomes and
to organize their thrials of instinvtion with detelopment in scientific
attitudes and lea gs as their exclusive aim.

Tlds 15 olitions.. accounted for by the fact that they are explicitly
courses in science, not outlines for the study of entironment. It is,
howeter. in the judgment the writer. a tendency to be deplored as
rcaetitmary rathtr than as progressit e. lt is out of harmony with the
modern concern for integration of the learner, in that it emphasizes
the subject basis of tom itultun organization. and it is reactic.mary in
that it r,pb s with thi, emphasis an earlier concvptilm. the
term "nature study." of educating the w hole child thru experiences
in his natural tnt ironnant. tt ith all the detelopment. in w hatever sub-
ject field, resniting from such experiences.

The mulesirability of subject emphasi- has not 1-:en altogether over-
looked by vecialists in science. Croxton has called attimtion to the
danger of it in these words:

The tendency in planning curriculums is distinctly um ard integration. espe
daily in the earlier .chool ears. This is a natural consequence of the kid ft om
emphasis from the subjecunatt , to the de% eloping child. The experiences of

"Dunn, Fannie W., chairnur. "Tenta.he Criteria fur Curriculum Selection." Progressirc
Education, October 1934. p. =S.
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childhood are int: to be sectioned according to arbitrar. tiehls designed for

more intensice acquaintance with single aspects of knowledge. Partition of

the day into brief periods devoted to speci;ic !earnings in the separate subjects

is not in accord with the growing . wept of education. It probably tends to

disorganize the groning child's personality rather than to integi ate it. It
further tends to place emphasis on unrelated !earnings rather than attainment

of self-direction in natural unit4 of experience....
What part is science to play in the integrated curriculum? The answer is.

as science. nothing; as a contributor to the unified program, a very and

important part. It is one of the important elements in attaining satisfaction

and ;e1,-dmection in our contacts %cid] objects and force-. It also plays a part
in cenam social contacts. Most t,f the undertakings in an integrated curriculum
Include expenences that would be included in elementary science in noninte-

grated school training."

In terms cf the curriculum of the rural school. this means that, since

the natural world about the child furnishes so large a proportion of

his present experiences. it is probably the chief source of science
instruction. This is not to sa) that esthetic. social, or spiritual ends are

properly to be demanded of science teaching. It is to say that we
are not teaching science. but children. and that the experiences of
children in and tt ith their entironment are not to be organized and

directed in the school with an eye single to any subject's ends.
The crux of the matter lies in a confusim of experience and out-

comes. On,: (Ines not experience science or history or arithmetic or
any other subject zis sudi in life, at kast outside the schoolroom. One
experiences. iwrhaps. taking cat, oi a pig. finding and learning about
a fossil. seeing and enjoy ing the autumn womk. but these are not
science. Out of such exiwrience may come understandings of scientific
principles. (let elopinent iJt a scit ntilic attitude. but there may also come
karnings which we call history or arithmetic or art.

!IAA's! rioNs OF Tim VALIUM' or or-rc OMES FROM CXPEIUENCES

\VIM TUC RURAL, ENVIRONMENT

\II excellent illustration of an extensive e..ptsrience or series of
e\periences tt hich began with a situation in the natural en viromnent.
is reported in a Itulletin of the Raleigh schi)ols. It began as "a study of

a kw trees, but before the experience was ended mant leans had
imsen and :wen follott ed. with resultant growth along many lines.

Out lif it came large generalizations mit only in clementart science,
hut also in geography t Ntensive A1(l .1. of forest conservation and
of industrial uses of trees. much enricluncnt of meanings in histort
and literature . stimulus to exprtssion in music. dance, and verse: a
stud of pictures in tt hich treus were iinportant features. eventuating

Croxton. W. C. &fence in the Elemrntary School. New York McGraw-11M Rook Co.,
11137. p. 72-73.
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in a gift to the class, by one of its members, of a copy of "The Harp
of the Winds"; extensive reading and much letter writing; cons-t,ction
of equipment for a science center for the classroom; applicauon of
mathematics in measuring the height of trees; map-making; sewing;
cookingexperiences, indeed, in almost every type of educative ac-
tivity."

Two aspects of environmental study in rural schools, with improved
use of leisure as their chief objective, are hobbies and vacation activi-
ties." Neither of these is exclusively limited to science activities, but
experiences eventuating in science learnings play a large part in each.
Numerous rural teachers definitely seek to develop individual interests
which may grow into hobbies, and plan with their pupils individual
and small group activities, to be carried on durint the long summer
vacation and reported to their fellows when school begins again in the
fail. These reports may take the form of exhibits, photographs, collec-
tions, and the like, and they may result in a contagion of interests
which will influence and perhaps tietermine thc projects of the new
school year. School museums and science centers." aquariums, and
terrariums ar often objective evidences of the interests thus developed
and shared.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF OLGANIZATION OF SCIENCE, WORK
IN SMALL RURAL SCHOOLS

The foregoing pages have dealt with principles of content and or-
ganization applicable in rural schools of all types. Small rural schools.
of one and two teachers, have an additional problem of organization
consevent upon their multi-graded nature, which is as yet not ex-
plicitly recognized in con:ses of study. It is clearly impossible for a
single teacher to conduct eight distinct grades of work in elementary
science sinudtaneously, even were it desirable with the small number
of children in any one grade in a one-teacher school.

The tendency is increasing to organize one-teacher schools in gloupe
rather than grades, with from two to groups in an eight grade
school, tile number depending on the nature of the activity concerned
There is some use of whole-school or "vertical" units in one-teacher
schools, in which every pupil takes part in a single unit, each with a
different share in its activities, and with different expectations in kind
or degree of outcomes according to the abilitns of the individuak
participating.

IT Bullard. Mrs, M. Louise. "Study of a Few Trees in a CI mmunity." Bulletin, RaleighElementary Education Council, Raleigh. N. C. January 1930.
" For valuable suggestions for vacation activities, see When I Can Chow. WashingtonState Normal School, Bellingham, Wash., 19113. p. 44.
"For discussion of the organization and use of a science center. see: qustin. Margaretand Hayes. Merger L. Activities in the Pub lk School. Chapel Hill, N. C. Unisersitvof North Caro lino. Press, 1934. Ch. III.
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This type of organi-ation has, to some extent, been elaborated by
Palmer in a "School Nature Outline," consisting of rather extensive
topics, such as "The Seasons, the Sun and Its Family"; "Gardening
and Non-Woody Plants"; and "Birds of Prey." Under each of these
topics are suggestions for first and second grades, suggestions for third
and fourth grades, and suggestions for fifth and sirth grades."

For example, with respect to "The Seasons, the Sun and Its Family,"
it is suggested that the primary grades recognize the characteristics of
the seasons and begin to see a relationship of the sun thereto, that they
note differences in the moon at different times of the month, and ob-
serve that the place of sunrises and sunsets changes; and that plants
and animals are affected by the seasons in various observable ways.
The intermediate grades may make and use shadow sticks and com-
pare with temperature readings to show relation between sunshine and
warmth, may get an understanding of tls_o. reasons for the -moon's
changing appearance, and may record and begin to account for changes
in length of days as the seasons pass. The advanced grades will under-
take, perhaps, to discover the relation of the moon to tides, and to un-
derstand the relation of the sun to all the phenomena Gf seasonal
change. They may study the solar system, learn the meaning of "morn-
ing" and "evening" stars, perhaps understand what is meant by the
'':ign, of the equinox."

These undertakings will not necessarily be carried on in separate
classes, but in general the school will work as a unit, with individuals
or committees from time to time carrying certain inquiries or experi-
ments further than is of interest to the whole group.

Altho the large topics of Palmer's outline, as welt is the suggested
!earnings, would probably be considerably revised today in the light
of Craig's analysis of science objectives, the general plan of organiza-
tion is useful. An outline replacing Palmer's large topics with a list
of environmental experiences from which science outcomes might
be expected, and suggesting suitable minor activities and potential
learnint, for the several levels of pupil advancement, would be of in-
calculable service, not only in increasing the effectiveness of science
study but also in realizing other types of educational possibilities of
the natural environment. A compendium of this type, to represent all
parts of the United States, might well oe undertaken by rural teachers
and supervisors especially interestt.j in ti.e science aspect of the ele-
mentary curriculum.

"Pack. Arthur N.. and Palmer. E. Laurence. The Nature Almanac. Washington. D. C.:
AmeHcan Nature Association, 1927. D. 216.73.
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Chapter VI

MODERN PRACTISES IN MUSIC IN RURAL SCHOOLS

Edith M. Keller

USIC AS ONE OF THE FINE ARTS makes such essential esthetic and
emotional contributions to life that its place in the education of

boys and girls is now generally recognized. Decidedly there is need for
ipore music in education and more education in music in our schools.
Altho it may not be possible or desirable that everyone become a tech-
nical musician, music has a desirable contrit'ution to make to the en-
richment of the life of everyone.

TI1E PROGRAM OF MUSIC EDUCATION

A constructive program of music education develops such musical
intelligehce as will enable one to gain the greatest pleasure and inspira-
tion in performing and listening to music. discovers and develops the
musical possibilities of the individual. It develops an understanding of
the art of music in its relation to other arts and an appreciation of its
contribution to civilization.

In building a music program the need for flexibility is at all times
imperative. It must ha l.? a variety of activities, such as singing, rhythm,
listening, reading and theory, playing instruments, and creating. Sing-
ing provides a more comprehensive study of music. All of us have an
inherent feeling for rhythm. Thru different kinds of rhythm instrue-
tion, such as singing games, folk dances, and rhythm band activities,
children feel the symmetry and balance of a composition. Listening to
musical masterpieces, the foundation of music appreciation, is a good
way to discover new beauties and deeper meanings music. The
ability to read music opens up new avenues of eujoyment and the study
of a musical instrument gives command of a wholesome means of self-
expression. The creating of an original melody and its recording
stimulate interest in problems of staff notation and lead to pride in
accoriplishment.

A study of American music helps children to appreciate the American
contribution to art. For example, Indian music correlates with other
phases of Indian life, and the musk of Colonial days blends with
American folk lore.

Adequate supervision and good teaching are essential to a well-
organized music program. The teacher needs keen sensitivity and re-
ceptivity to impressions of beauty in music. Personality and enthusiasm
are also desirable qualities.
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As in othei subjects. adequate equipment is also essential. A music
room with a ke)board instrument, music books, a chromatic pitch pipe.
a phonograph with adequate records, a radio, supplementary .song-
hooks, smile good reference books on music and musicians will aid
greatly in deN'ehping a luA e for music. Other desirable equipment in-
cludes band instruments, flash cards, and music magazines.

PROBLEMS of' M VSIC INSTRUCTION IN RUILO, SCIIOOLS

Music in the past has been gi en less,emphasis in rural than in urban
districts. It is indeed unfortunate that where the greater need exists,
the advantages of music education are not aNailable. Some of the rea-
sons for this are isolation, limited transportation fatilities, short school
terms. crowded schedules, tLachers with little or nu musical ability and
training, and lack of necessar) Lquipment. Fithuicial support in many
instances has been inadequate or entirel) Leking. School authorities and
patron, in man) communitiLs hale not awakened to the possibilities
of music and its stimulating effect on the whole educational program.

In recent years there has been an attempt b) most state governments
to e(1ualize educational opportunities. A newer t) pe of educational
philosophy is permeating our educational program and we note an
awakening. Hopeful signs are in el idence in man) places. Progressive
rural educators have found it possible to change the barren atmos-
phere of the st7hool to one 01 ju) and happiness thru music. Where
there has been an interest on the part of administrators, board mem-
bers, parents, an(l teachers, programs hale del eloped which have been
of inestimable value in developing a liner t)pe uf school and community
consciousness. The smallest rural schot ! ma) become a center for com-
munity culture in which there is a constantl) growing desire for par-
ticipation in musical activities by children and parents, both in and out
of school.

There is no difference between the aim uf the music program in
rural schools and in urban schools if the child is considered the center
of attention. His emotions, longings, and desires are the same, no matter
where he lives. Altho rural conditions may result in ;nadequate schools.
each child should l given the opportunity to sh.g. to express himself
thru rhythm, to learn to listen with pleasure to beautiful music, and
to play some musical instrument if he so desires. The rural child has
the advantage of living in the atmosphere of the great out-of-doors
where the orchestta of Nature ma) be heard in the babbling of the
brook, the sighing of the wind in the trees, the moaning of the surf, and
the singing of the birds. The music instruction should bear a close rela-
tion to the experiences coming from the rural environnicit.
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AGENCIES FOR ENCOURAGING -MUSR. ,NSIRUCI ION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

A few forward-looknig states ha\ e been successful in developing
splendid rural music programs thru the leadership of state superisors
of Music. It should not be difficult to secure the cooperation of state
departments of edneui.,m, state edueation associations, organized groups
uf count) superintendents inal administrators. Colleges. universities.
and normal schools are centers of interest and influence and can play a
most important part in the musical de\ elopment of the surrounding
territor). The) can train teachers for the w ork. assist those in service,
and promote general interest in numerous NN a s. The National Congress
of Parents and Teachers and the state associations are definitely com-
mitted to an adequate program of music education for both children
and adults. State music teachers associations. federated music clubs.
such state rural organizations as the grange, farm bureau. and similar
groups are on the list of interested agencies w Nell are cooperating to
secure the support of local units. A definite wa) of interesting adult
groups in music is to encourage and sponsor ensembles, choruses. bands
and orchestras. and perhaps stud) groups for them. They provide in-
teresting musical at tiN itics \\ hit_h result in increased interest and support
for the work in the schools and communities.

ADMINI:,-IRA FR E PRO\ IsloN:, I oR MUsIC INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

Rural music has show n rapid progress w here copsolidation of schools
has taken place. In man) such districts. school authorities ha\ e spon-
sored a ariet, of musical acti% ities in both the schools and the com-
munities they serve.

A plan w o- '11) of consideration is the coinbination oil seN era] small
schools for larger group actiN ity and participation. The ideal unit
iN that of the count) or to m Under effecthe county supervision,
opportunities and results equal to that of man) urban districts are pos-
sible. SeNeral small schools ma) be combined on a circuit with one
teacher in charge.

This makes poissible the uniting of gnnips in which b -.re can be
better balance, both for instruction in ()cal and instrumental music.

It provides greater incentiN e and inspiration as the result of larger
gimp participation.

Where it is impos.liie to have a circuit music teacher it is essential
that someone w ith adequate musica' background and training be se-
cured. In the isolated district this is the on!) solution to the problem.
The resourceful classroom teacher NN ith limited training, but with a
love for mus,c and a realization of its value, c:m accomplish much
thru the use of the phonograph and the radio. Personal aids such as
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courses of study, books, records, and reference materials are available

and make possible a limited program of real interest. Practically every
community has unused phonographs, radios, pianos, organs, and other
instruments which may be secured by the school for the asking. How-
ever, where the teacher has neither interest nor ability, there is a
decided tendency to neglect music altogether or to use it purely for
recreation.

MUSIC FESTIVALS, PAGEANTS, AND ACTIVITIES

Interschool musical activities, such as a festival, are possible in any
well-organized county or district. Such massed groups as all-county
choruses, glee clubs, bands, and orchestras broaden the opportunity
for participation, and provide more satisfying musical experiences than
are possible with small unbalanced groups within a single school. Such

events become vital factors in socializing large areas. A county or dis-
trict festival is a worthy culmination of the year's work and may be
used as a fitting celebration for National Music Week. Supput and
interest of the county and local school authorities are essential to the
success of any such event.

The type of program will vary in accordance with local needs and
interests. Growth in social and musical values should be the goal. In
some festivals a pageant of nations has been highly effective. A single
school or group of schools may represent a couvtry by singing and
playing its folk music, dancing its folk dances, in costume if possible,
and perhaps playing its native instruments. In this manner the music
of a number of countries may be used, culminating in the singing of
some of our appropriate American folk and national songs. The same

plan is possible with the Christmas or May Day music of different
peoples. Guest artists who sing or play suitable selections afford in-
teresting features. Guest conductors encourage and inspire and can
aid by giving constructive suggestions for the improvement of the
work. Local schools may present specially talented groups, thus pro-
viding opportunity for comrarison of work and lending variety to the
program. The music festival has untold possibilities in arousing and

stimulating school and conummity interest in music.
A feature worthy of serious consideration in festivals is providing

an opportunity for adult participation thru group singing under in-
spirational leadership. . lumni are interested in opportunities for par-
ticipation after school days are at an end. There are many occasions
when children and parents may unite in the singing of a group of
songs of interest and appeal to all. Perhaps a Mothersingers Chorus
will sing. Other things possible are the development of a county course
of study, the organization of summer music camps, a county or travel-
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ili library. Instrumental experts ma help their fellow teachers on
unfamiliar instrm tents. There is nu limit to the man) interesting things
which can he done under an effective comity organization.

EXAMPLES AND ILLt'STRATIONS

I ant hidebted to Lois Fasig, (-Alpo lis. count) sui)er% isor of music
in Gallia County. Ohio, for an account of some Of her plans. Several
years ago some (me-nann sdiools n ere consolidated. 111k possibk
a better organized program in reading. art, and music in the new cen-
ters. Very few. if am, of the children ha(l had any prevhms musical
background or instruction. t first the% n ere self-conscious but it was
not long until they began to feel the message of the music and to throw
aside their timidity. Their response n as eager aml enthusiastic as the
joys and beauties of worthy nutsic became a reality to them.

Washington's Ph thdav. the MinuetIn February, NVilell tile atten-
tion of the children is naturaliy directed to Washington and Lincoln,
the idea of Cohmial music n as used n ith an intermediate group in a
two-room lOt il. Tlic minuet. so popular in Collonial da.% s. %%as learned
as a dance and as a song. Mozart, a composer n hose early music has a

vital appeal for children. its st ml jeti thrn his minuet. The classroom
teacher also read stories about his life to the children. The place of
the minuet in court life appealed to them and they learned to dance it.
The dancing was anything but perfect or dainty. for the children's
shoes ditt not niake that possilde. Init their iinaginatitnis neve aron:.e(l
and they lehrned to step lightly and carefully. They discovered that
the dance goes in threes and that it is dainty and dignified. They be-
came very fowl of l'ozart. the "W(nnler I it n ," thrn his beautiful
music, and he beL.me as real and i rsonal to them as Washington and
1 .incoln.

Yepro spirituals In the mper grades the children became interested
in the music of the Negro thru their study of the South. They dis-
covered that the nork sl/ngs and spirituals of the black mit are true
expres:hms of his emotions and imaginations. The\ became aware of
the deep feeling n ith nhich these songs V. ere sung. a result of their
gr. wing imaginations. the ehildreu n ere soon singing in imison and
occasionally in tn parts such songs as "Swing Low. Sweet Chariot."
"Steal \way to Jesus." "Go Down Moses," "Water W '." and 'Short-
nin' Br ad." They found that the Negro, tI i lik reit and colorful
music. has made a real comtribution to onr A lerican nmsic literature.

The Circus Later other inore pretentious a empts were made with
different age le%els. In Grades I and II a center of interest selected was
the circus. which affords a source of ne\er ending interest for children.
Very few had ever seen a circus and many did not even know what
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it was. In the remling lessOlis there were stories about it. Songs and
rh:thuis furnished material for nu,st of the nmsic. Children became
high-steppiiig horses. eiciAlants. clowns, and !milks miming in circles.
Games and danees were created to tit tin. music. Tight-rope walkers
balanced pape i paint:1(1k atilli IntInkl1 s performed, a balloon man and a
master of LerellithIllvs procickd goinl impersonations for non singers.
In the art el%sses the children used the nathe clay of the county for
modeling circus animals. The stage background for the circus was
made tlw children. It incl-ded a circus parade with downs, animals
in cages, and other interes features done in freehand. A rhythm
hand kd the parade. When the stud) was completed a lierformance

as gh en. The parents were amazed as the) saw their children keep
nine to the music mid iniperscniate in their original wa) the different
characters animals of the circus.

Hansel and thetelIn Grades ill and IV, "1 lansel and 6retel" was
used. The stur was lead and discussed b) the childroi in the readhig
anti English classes. Different ersiolis were read and the chihlren de-
eick-d cm the one the to use fcn- dramatization. number of
phonograph reeords of Hansel and Grmel music gme them an idea of
the whole olitaa. It piocided a background of music which they Ott:111-

e inhibit. t. , pei form nd developed mi appreciation of stor)
portraed in music. Songs ,gipropriate thc children were leanied
:unl dance, w ere created to use with such songs as "Partner, Come
and Dance w itli le." A performance was gic en for the parents. The
onl mailable place was . small countr) chure'l with bare walls. The
children in the upper grades. V. ith the help of the art super% isor, made
the stage seem-1). There was a background of hem), brown paper on
which welt- paste-(1 trees nd km UN 11 Ilia had been c it free hand and
colored. The homerocan tcacher hdped Vu ith the ina'...ng of tie gay
littl house. Loge enough to um: and decorated with window boxes.
At the final p r formanca_ the stor) was re-ad to the audience b) a good
reader, and the clialac yrs told the still.) in pauttiminw. Both children
and paroits loc ell this ninsie of I lunipe rdinck, w hose hnmortal "Hansel
and Gretel" will ec ex be a jo) in the hearts and lives of children. There
were many desirable outcomes as a result of this study.

Other musi«li th CaSionS Other centers of interest used with dif-
ferent groups w ere a Pageant of Nations; Spring; and C-ristmas.
There is no limit to what can be accomplished along this linc if there
is interest and cooperaticm. Much of the success of the units was due
to the wholehearted support of the connt) superintendent and the class-
rocim teachers. 1161111 of w kiln had had little or no precious experience

with music. The) worked as (, gerl and enthusiasticall) as the chil-
dren. The i iiiijijtie s of Music in an) school, urban or rural, are lim-
ited unl) b tk cision of the school administrators and th: teacaers.
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MUSIC IN DOM% AND COMMUNITY

Education is considered worthwhile in proportion to its function in
enriched daily living. Meaningful musical experiences outside of school
should be a natural part of the child's whole environment. They result
in social activities of permanent value which are felt in the home,
church, clubin fact, in all of the civic groups of the community.

Longfellow said, "Show me the ',1ome v 'aerein ulLsic dwells and I
shall show you a happy, peaceful, ,Ind contented home." The home of
today, even in isolated rural communities. has felt changing social and
economic trends. As a result, it frequently lacks the stabilizing influ-
ence of earlier days. Music can help to create a new cycle of home
activities and interests and can play an increasingly important part in
bringing about a closer family unity. Happy indeed is the home which
avails itself of the opportunity for enjoyable family participation in
music thru singing, playi. g, ,td listening. Children should be taught
many beautiful and appropriate songs in school and should be en-
courage(l to sing them with others in the bine. In like manner the
work in instrumental music should stress the home side and set up the
ideal of family instrumenta: groups. In the selection of an instrument
for the child it is frequently possible to chmse one which will lend it-
self to a cksirIe family ensemble. The tr.stes and appreciations formed
:n "school and the home will determine largely the type of music they
will care to hear when free to ,.ielect 1, ,Asic for their own enjoyment.
A home library of books about music and musicians is valuable in the
development of background and appreciation. The radio makes possi-
ble many an hour of delight ful family enjoyment in music if parents
and children are cognizant of the best and most appropriate oroadcasts.
As a result of a meaningful program in the school and home there will
be noted a growing recognition and appreciation of musical xalues and
a preference for the fine, the true, the beautiful in music.

The music of the school can am' ,1,Jukl play a significant part ia
the development of community life. Family and neighlwhood groups
participatmg in vocal and instrumental music arc not onl) possible but
are enjoyable. A whole community may be brought into closer rela.
tionship thru its musical interests, many of which naturally grow out
of the music work of the school. Music pla)s a definite part in the work
of the parent-teacher association and other adult groups. Adult tr-
ticipation and adult education in nms:c result in adult support for music.
Singing and playing children arc the mut:cal citizens of tomorrow and
wiii show future leadership in community music affairs.

Frout earliest times music has been closely allied with religion. It
has added greatly to the effectiveness of religious worship, not as an
adornment but as an integral part of the service. The tendency of the
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church today is to capitalize on its own musical talent. Choirs of chil-
dren or of children and adults participting in the singing of our fine
hymns and anth2ms enrich the spiritual experiences of all.

Dewey says that the true essence of democracy is a wide and inti-
mate sharing of experience and not its political structure. The finer the
experiences we have to share, the richer will be our social life. Music,
bemuse of its many contributions to a desirable citizenship, is recog-
nized as a potent factor in education. A life without beauty is only half
lived, and one without music is indeed barren. The Germans have ex-
pressed it in these words: "To be richenormously rich so as to be
able to buy everything beautiful, to satisfy every heart's desirewho
has not known this longing? And yet, the richest man is poor if he
hat; never felt in his heart the noble magic of music."
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Chapter VII

LOCAL ENVIRONMENT AS A SOURCE OF INSTRUCTIONAL

MATERIALS

Anne V. Holdford

CHILDREN LEARN in terms of their experiences. They come to under-
stand the workl in which they live in terms of their contacts with

it. The first contact is of course with the communities in which they
live. It follows, therefore, that an understanding of the community, its
institutions, activities, and customs is the fundamental point of depar-
ture for acquiring an understanding of the institutions and problems of
other communities and nations.

Regardless of the type of curriculum organization, whether tradi-
tional subjectmatter, activity, or integrated subjectmatter, the imme-
diate environment should be the first source of instructional materials.
The proper and full use of the environment may be the major element
in the curriculum, not merely the enrichment of logically arranged
subjectmatter set forth in a formal course of study.

It is not enough for teachers to accept the gener21 principle that
educative experience lies in the child's environment ; they need to know
how to collect, compile, and analyze the factual and descriptive materials
about community resources. It is necessary that teachers know how to
find out specifically what is important in the community in which they
teach and how to use the community as a laboratory for the instruction
of children. The teachers in each school must determine the best way of
interpreting the community to its children Altho many needs and
resources are common to many communities, the teachers of each school
may have specific problems different from all other schools. Resources
to be used are to be chosen, then, for the specific locality according
to the needs and interests of the learning group. Certain activities and
data for curriculum enrichment in one community are not necessarily
appropriate for another community. It may be quite the contrary.
Teaching and learning should not be "custom-made."

The purpose of this chapter is to present an illustration of how the
community environment may be used as a source of curriculum ma-
terials in a rural consolidated school. It is thought that the methods and
technic used may be widely adapted in other communities. In the follow-
ing pages will be described in brief form a project developed and
executed by the teachers of the Bethlehem Central Schools, Delmar.
New York, during the school yeat 1936-37.
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Technic followedIn order to have a file of source material for
curriculum enrichment, a menlber from each school secured from each
teacher in his school, lists of materials available for loan in the district
with names and addresses of owners of such material. These details
were copied on small cards and filed in the elementary-school office for
classroom use. In addition to listing articles that could be borrowed
from individual owners in the community, some schools started a
museum for the articles donated as permanent equipment.

In the latter part of the school year 1936 it was decided by the
teachers of the Bethlehem schools that they would carry on during
the succeeding school year a survey of the area served by their schools
to discover fundamental information that could be utilized in the
instructional program. They decided to organize into groups, to make
field trips, to record in systematic form the information obtained, and
to make a compilation of source materials that could be filed for future
use. It was decided that the various groups would meet on alternate
Mondays from 2:45 to 5:00 o'clock to plan for the next field trip and
to discuss the problems that had arisen from previous trips.

A steering committee proposed the problems and methods of scucly
and work. The groups or committees held informal discussions on the
methods and technics proposed by the Steering Committee and tried
them out experimentally in the study of some specific enterprise or
industry. Thru the process of testing out, by trial and error so to speak,
conclusions were drawn as to how to study community inoustries, what
information to obtain, what data to compile, and how to arrange such
information and material for future instructional use. All procedures
were based on the democratic principle of individual cooperation thru
organized groups.

The Steering Committee composed of one member from each of the
seven groups was organized. Thus committee met on each Tuesday
afternoon from 3:30 to 5:00 o'clock in order to (a) evaluate the prog-
ress made at the regular meetings on Monday, (b) make plans for the
next general meeting, and (c) evaluate the work of the various com-
mittees. The Steering Committee prepared definite suggestions and
sent them in mimeographed form to each teacher. Details of procedure
for the next geneml meeting were also prepared. Similar work was
done for the group meetings as the need arose.

Discussions were held on the subject of what industries in the area
might be studied. Among those suggested were Schnurr and Wood
Company, Delmar Lumber Company, Hotaling Coal Company, Dempf
Bakery, Keyser Junk Yard, Adams Hardware, Shoe Repair, A & P
Grocety, Wood's 5 and 10, Pi inting Office, Sawmill, and Molding
Sand Company.



AdvantagesSe% eral advantages of the survey were set forth by the
various teachers. Among these advantages are:

1. A survey and study of the communit) will not only enlist the interest of
the pupils and teadiers bin also that of the parents and thus lead to a better
understanding of the activity work in the school.

2. The most effectie starting point in bel,inning a study of environment is
the home area.

3. Things to be studied in the community arc easily accessible at all times.
4. The study offers an excellent opportunity to teach citizenship and certain

attitudes needed in the community.
5. When finished, the data can be compiled in a permanent record and pre-

sented to the library.
6. It is a studs that will broaden and grow in the future.
7. The stud) i correlated rith this y ear's stud) and %%id] the deve:opment of

the Amu! museum and the duldren's fair and music festial to be held in the
spring.

It was decided to use the following general outline in organizing the
survey:

I. Local industrks and resources
2. Local historical events and data
3. Contacts with laymen and local artists
4. Comimmity recreational facilities
5. Physiographical features of the locality

Cultural, in(lustrial, and social centers
7. Occupational activities.

At the meetings in the fall of 1936, the teachers discussed: (a)
under!) ing principles of excursions, (b) the teacher's part in planning
excursions; ( c) the pupils' part in planning excursions; (d) types of
excursions, (c) tpes of follow-tip work to be used; and ( f) frequency
of excursions.

Certain references were recommended by the Steering Committee.'
After discussion in group meetings an etitline of information that

should be obtaine(i from the stir\ u)s was agreed upon. The outline
follows:

1. Imlustrial learnings
I. How things are made from raw materials
2. Sources of materials
3. Process and procedures
4. Distribution
5. Uses

I Ann Arbor Board of Education. Iklping Children Experience the Realities of Social
Order. Ann Atbor Come of Study. Ann Arbor, Mich.: the Board, 1933. 307 p. 5Brunner.
Edmond deS. urveying Your Community: A Handbook of Method for the Rural Church.
Carden City, h. Y.: Doubleday. Doran and Co., 1925. 109 p. 511runner. Edmund deS. Village
Communities. Garden City. N. Y.: Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1927. 244 p. 2Brunner, Edmund
deS,. and Kolb, J. II. Rural Soeial Trends. New York: McGraw-11BI Book Co., 1933. 386 P.
Brunner. Edmund deS., and Kolb, J. H. et Study of Rural Society, Its Organization and

Changes. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1935. 642 p. 5Lynd. Robert S., and Lynd, Helen M.
Middletown: A Study in Contemporary American Culture. New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Co., 1929. 550 p,
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6. Byproducts, if any
7. Machinery and inventions used in the process of changing raw materials

into usable products.
Problem: What possible effect have these improved processes had on our

standard of living? On that of the group employed in your chosen industry?

II. Social learnings
1. llow people live
2. 1 low people work
3. How people play
4. How people are edncated
5. What their religion is.

Problem: In the light of general social trends and of the above findings how
can the group help to better the present state of affairs?

Ill. Economic !earnings
Standards of living

2. Meatus of making a living
3. Interrelation and interdepene.ance of people.

Problem: What, if any, responsibility do we as a group feel in light of our
findings?

IV. Civic learnings
I. Politics

a. Parties participating in elections
b. Percent voting
c. Percent of eligible voters voting and constituting a majority
d. Part individual plays in dvic life
e. Part individual plays in political life.

7. Civic life
a. Interstate Conunerce Commission
b. Public Service Commission
c. Taxation
d. Elecfion.

3. Cultural
a. Part the individual plays in community life.

Ptibicin: Are our findings in line %%all our ideas of a denim ratic go ernineut?

V. I listorical !earnings
1. Comparison of old and ne%% as basis of evaluation and appreciation
2. General imprm ements in %% orld of st ience and in this particular plant
3. improvements or inventions in field of your particular interest

Problem: What social problems ha% e griA% n out of the old order duanging )

In order to assist the groups in obtaining the information indicated
in the outline above. the follming suggestions welt: given as "starters":
.1. Things we want to know

I. The hours of labor
2. Number of people employed
3. Number of people working on one product
4. Race discrimination
5. Labor laws
6. Public and private ownership
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B. Activities of each committeesuggestive helps for carrying on research
I. Make a list of all questions
2. Organize these questions under certain heads

a. Industrial learnings
b. Social !earnings
c. Cultural !earnings
d. Civic !earnings
e. Historical learnings.

3. Find out answers to all question
4. Ask more questions as research progresses
5. Locate further sources for investigation
6. Know where to locate these questions
7. Decide on how to file your material for intelligent use
8. List all other possible sources for help
9. Make a bibliography'
10. Make a card index and a card catalog file
IL Make a scrap book
12. Collect and mount pictures
13. Display books and pictures about your particular industry
14. File materials
15. Make a map of the community in which the industry is located
16. Collect and put in usable form all available materials.

C. Preliminary steps before visit to plant
I. List all questions thought necessary
2. Have chairman of each committee investigate the territory before the

group visits it
a. Have a conference with the manager of plant and state purpose of

your investigation.

The Steering Committee assumed responsibility for contacting the
managers of Schnurr and Wood, Delmar Lumber Company, Print-
ing Office, Sawmill, and Keyser Junk Yard. The method of approach
decided upon was to explain the problem to the manager of the concern
to be visited and request his cooperation. It was decided to explain that
the teachers considered the industries very important to the community
and that they desired that the children learn of their importance. In
contacting the managers the following information was sought:

I. What information would he (the manager) be willing to contribute?
2. .7lay the group visit the plant? If not, why?
3. Will there be someone to conduct the group?
4. How large may the group be?
5. Would it be possible to have available, at the time of the visit, samples,

literature, and other materials for the information of the group?
Arrangements for the visits having been made, the groups visited the

plants assigned to them and prepared reports to be presented to the
entire group. A copy of the Sawmill Committee's report is inserted
here to illustrate the type of preliminary reports made by the various
committees.

, Alexander, Carter. How to Locate Educational Information and Data. New York :Teachera College. Columbia University. 1936. 272 p.
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Sawmill
HistoricalThe sawmill at Slinger lands was built about fifty years ago on

its present site by a luau named Dietz. Then it was centrally located, not only
for distribution but also for raw material. The mill is located at the foot of
a hill on the top of which is the road between two towns. This facilitates
unloading the logs for they merely roll down the slope to the mill. It is not
so simple to remone the sawed lumber, however, for the same slope which
facilitates unloading, hinders delivering the finished product.

Water power was first used. This gave way to steam and filially to electricity,
which is being used by the present owner, Mr. Frazier, to run the machinery.

IndustrialPractically all of the work done at this mill is for the farmers
ot iie innnediate vicinity altI-o the past few years some orders have been
brought in from other sections. Very little quarter sawing of oak is done.
Pine sawing is the main source of supply.

The farmers haul their logs by team or truck to the mill. There they are
rolled off on the skulwa). The butts of the logs are at this time stanmed with
the owner's initials so as to prevent error in delivering. If there is considerable
work on hand, the logs are sawed on order of receipt except for rush orders.
General!). tho, order of deposit is the order of sawing. The logs, one at a time,
are rolled onto the carriage by the aid of cant hooks. Having been properly
placed, the log is clamped onto the bed of the carriage by steel spikes which are
a part of the carriage. The log is then ready to be sent toward the circular
saw, in this case a 50" circular saw run at 550 r. p. in. by an electric motor. On
entering the log, the saw cuts easily and rapidly thru to the end of the log.
One care which is exercised but winch has its limitations is the inspection of the
log for nails, bolts, wire, etc., which nmy be inbedded in the wood. Oftentimes
these bits of metal are compktely grown over. Strlicing iron in a log sometimes
results in the breaking of a saw. It is usually impossible to prevent such a
happening.

The bark is first remo%ed in four sep.rate cuts thus squaring off the log before
the boards are removed. It is estimated that about 100 feet of lumber can be
obtained from an average log, the estimate being taken from a 15' log figuring
on obtaining 10" boards.

The boards are then planed in the planer. Four different operations may be
pert ormed by this machine. It ma) also be used in making groves in the wood
as desired.

These two machines comprised the main pieces of machinery used in this
sawmill. Both were purchased from a firm in New York City.

The lumber sawed here is used by farmers for building.purposes. The sawdust,
for wh:ch there is a good market, is blown thrn pipes to the rear of the mill.
It is used principally for bedding. Other uses are floor covering for chicken
houses, for butcher shops, and for MC in ice houses. The slab wood is part of
the sawmill owner's profit and is used as fuel.

The owner is not concerned with storing lumber, as the farmers take it away
as soon as it is ready for them. Neither is he concerned with seasoning as it
is seasoned either before or after milling. The danger if its being damaged by
insects or anbnals is of no matter to him as h is not in his possession long
enough. All transportation is cared for by the owners of the logs and lumber.

Social, civic, economicOne man is employed to assist the owner of the mill.
The length of day varies from 10 to 12 hours depending upon the amount of
work on hand. The busiest seasons are early spring and late fall and winter
as the farmers have more time then to devote to getting the logs out rnd it
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is easier to drag the logs ont of the woods as the snow permits sliding. It is
also easier to saw fro7en lumber.

No special training is required for this w ork bey ond knowing how to operate
and care ior the saw. Skill is needed not only in sharpening the saw which k
done by hand filing but also in setting the saw properly.

There are no pro isions for leisure tune made by the firm, it not being large
enough to warrant such. In fact, there is little leisure time to use except for
sleep and rest.

Compensation L.suralice rate is % cry lugh and none is carried by the employer.
So far as could be ascertained, no sa Jet) deices are used unless the placement

of the machinery might act as such. It is understood that the saw may be stopped
at any point when necessary.

There is only one sawmill in the immediate vicinity as there is not sufficient
work for more. Both the making of dder and the grinding of grain are engaged
in at this mill to help maintain its existence.

Marguerite Lake, .lember of
Steering Committee

Flossie Said), Chairman

Laura Lomax
ra Taylor

Clair Schmitt
Ellen Mac Bride

After the various committees had submitted their preliminary re-
ports the form of standard procedure fur reports was considered. The
method here, as thruout the project, was inductive, from particulars
to generalizations. fllC stall(itb'(i procedure ill outline form is presented
as follows:

Part I
Historical background of the local c(unmercial enterprise

I. Reason for choice of location by founda
). Community needs that were filled by the establishment of this local

commercial enterprise
3. Social, economic industrial, and religious trends indicated by the estab-

lishment
4. Original equipment
5. Brief recital of growth of industry.

11. Present condition of the local commercial enterprise
1. Present location (address)
2. Description of housing facilities
3. Description of equipment and processes
4. Material, and sources (list sources)
5. Products and markets ; byproducts
o. Trends

a. Changes in the local commercial enterprise to meet present con(hitions
(1 ) Factors causing these changes
(2) Future trends indicated

7. Workers
a. Number
b. Type and residence of workers
c. Educatiomfl and physical requirements
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d. Wages and salaries
e. Economic and social status of workers

8. Employment conditions
a. Overhead

tii Taxes, wages, insurance, compensation, running expense?. ad-
vertising, losses, depreciations.

Ill. Probable outlook for the local commercial enterprise
I, Summary of trends
2. Probable effects of present trends.

IV. Remarks.

The Steering Committee felt that the t achers needee to be more
intelligent about %%odd affairs. The) should have knowledge 0. social
situations and social philosoph) in order to guide the chikl's learning
act ivities.

Sonic current social problems were gi en as a starter. The group was
askd to find out and add to tIis all possible topics. It was believed
that this information %%as nem r) as a background for the next step
of adapting the surse) matc:rial tu school use. The topics listed were as
follows: child labor, credit, housing. machine age, married women
working. migrator) labor. miniumni %%age, propaganda. social security,
strikes, taxation, unemplo)ment, wealth, and youth problems.

The general princiiik imol%ed here is that man controls his environ-
ment thru intelligent attacks on its problems and resources, otherwise
lik envirmmient controls him.

Following the presentation of reports of the various groups the
Steering Committee conducted a panel discussion on the standaril pro-
cedure developed in Part I of ';lie outline. In 0:is discussion, the Steer-
ing Committee stressid fur the must part uniform anal)sis in the indi-
%idual sone) s. Attention mas called to the reason for the arrangentent
of Item 1 of the outline u herein the ps)chological procedure of the
classroom gkes ua) to the logical procedure adapted to adult use, thus
affording the committee members a Complete picture at the begliming
of the survey.

The importance of Item 2, or choice of location In the founder, was
discussed. It was brought out that only two industries, cement and
brick, are now botmd to the source of suppl). In Colonial days the
nearness of the plant to the source of ra%% materials had decided bearing
on the plant's success or failure.

Under Item 3 the fact that Delmar was established mainly as a social
suburb to a cit% %%as ghen to slam that certain enterprises sprang in 9
being from the demaiuls of the community which %%as constantly
growing.

In discussing Item 4, original equipment, it %%as considered ad%isable
to list equipment of the plant in chronological order of installation,
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listing only the equipment found in the establishment. In determining
the present condition of local commercial ent.aprises it was suggested
that the committee confine itself to data including competitors within
the territory and always to keep in mind that the purpose ,,f the survey
is to know the community.

The Steering Committee advised that subsequent meetings of each
committee were to he held for the (liscussion of all point- raised by the
Steering Committee in the present meeting. Permission was given the
various conunittees to add items of investigation to the present outline
( Part I) and to divide the work as the chairmen desired.

The Steering Committee made up the following guide for the use
of committees in drafting their report on the adaptation of survey
material for school use:

Part II
Adaptation of Survey Material for School Use

I. I're-plan
A. Possible approaches to the study of the local comnercial enterprise

(List these)
B. Resources a% ailaVe

J. Accessible withh. the builling
a. Books
b. lagazines
c. Pictures
(I. Objects

2. Less accessIole
a. Boo'zslibrary privately owned
b. lagazineslibrary privately owned
c. Pictureslibrary privately owned
d. Objects

(I) Privately owned
(2) In mUsellnl

e. Peove
1. Addresses of source material
g. List of places to visit

C. Acq.ired information found and recorded
1. Ixal%1p1e kiln drying

At the next meeting of the Steering Committee, a member of each
group was called on to describe a current trey,' involved in his par-
ticular survey. These are given in brief :

finkery: Transportation facilities led people tc go to Albany to do their
buying. Trade areas are constantly changing.

Printing: All colored paper used in this plant now comes from Wisconsin
because of water propertks which help in its coloring. A transfer of source
lbf supply occurs.

Peed: High prices of the mixture of grains led to the building of a grist
mill by this company. Dif pensing with the middle man.
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Coal : Credit system-60 percent of the nation live on credit.
Junk : InventionModels of all ty pes constantly change. A higher standard

of living each year.
Sawmill: Work longer done in the home. Industrialized labor. New ma-

terials used in building.
Lumber: It is necessary to carry every type of supply. Lumber companies

becoming contractors and builders.

At a later meding the Steering Committee instructed all workers to
bring together their material and a large carton for filing bulkier ma-
terial, the Steering Committ.,-.e to provide folders and file boxes. Each
was to have a sheet listing the contents of the folder. In making this
check sheet the outline (Parts I and II) and these general headings
were followed: activities, bibliography, distribution, employ ment, gov-
ernment. histor), letters. machinery, products. processes. raw materials.

On the completion of the file, the use of maps and other graphic
materials was chosen as the topic for another general meeting. Each
teacher came prepared on the following outline: (1) maps (commercial
or pictorial)those collected in survey or maps on hand; (2) graphs;
( 3) cartoons ; and (4) articles on technics in map and graph making.
The follow ing sources for obtaining this material were suggested: the
school muse and the elementary-school library: Study Readers by
Walker and ,amm and the National Geographic Magazine for De-
cember 1932.

Criteria for map ',takingAs an example of instructions developed
for the compilation of materials the following outline of criteria for
map making is given:

I. Maps
A. Its usechoke mde by the teacher and pupils

I. For what purpose was the map made?
2. Does it serve that purpose
3. Does it set.% e our purpose for use in connection with our survey ?
4. Is it to be used "as is" or only for suggestive ideaq?

13. Make-up of map itself
I. Colorlegend
2. Sizeage level of the group
3. Detailstechnics used in making of the map.

C. Steps in classroom map making
I. Decide on purpose for which maps are to be made
2. Study and evaluate other maps hi light of this purpose
3. Select best ideas for your purpose and work them out
4. Decide on legend in accordance %%WI what y ou wish to show
5. W ork out some definite technics for map making.

L Pictorical Maps
A. Should be clear and simple
I. Should be in proportion
C. Arrangement should be kept in mind.
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III. Graphs
A. Should tell their stories simply and clearly at a glance
B. Should be accurate in presentation of facts
C. Should have definite use in sununarizing facts.

IV. Relief Maps
A. One complete phase shown.

V. Textile laps
A. Use for decorative purpm.-s largely emphasized to pupils.

TIic meetings of the next two or three months (spring of 1937)
were devoted to checking, listing, and filing material, and to the prep-
aration of a final report evaluating the individua! surveys and listing
findings and conclusions covering (a) worthy tzchnics, (b) filing
methods, (c) problems of contacts with people, (d) problems of
research.

For the coining year (1937-38) thrze of the members of the Steering
Committee remained; four new memb -rs were elected. At the final
meeting, each committee gat e a brief report. The report of the Lumber
Survey is printed in full in the Appendix. see page 137. The teachers
those to follow the policy of emploing the work-shup type of program
with the teachers as pupib,
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Chapter VIII

CONTRIBUTIONS TO INDIVIDUAL INS TE:UCTION

Winn L. Taplin and Irving F. Pearson

Rum_ solouLs with their enrolment divided into eight grades, each
having comparatively few pupils, invite adoption ef classroom

practises which will allow teachers to use their time to the greatest
adk antage. The excessive overlapping of grades which almost invariably
exists emphasizes in tl,e highest degree the need Jr fitting the subject-
matter to the ability of the individual pupils.

cliie ement testing programs first revealed on an unbiastd basis the
Etc that one-room schools in general, with khe usual small number of
outs:anding exceptions, kk ere below the standards set by urban pupils
in th_ factual material, in the skills, and in the tool subjects of the
curriculum.

Neverthekss, pupils kept on coining to th.: doors of rural schools
each day , pupils as need) of instruction, pupils as capable, pupils of as
good character and kk ith as high aspirations as are to be found in any
urban community. Their chances of achievement in the fundamental
skills uf education were perhaps only four-fifths of what they would
be if their paruits li ed in the city. But what could be done to improve
their educational opportunities?

Perhaps better sdiuulhouses could be built and create a greater feeling
of security in our educational program. With better heating and ven-
tilation the bodily comfort and perhaps even the health of the pupils
could be improved. By placing the windows in better positions and
making them largcr the ey es of Vac pupils could be better protected.
Thus rural school buildings kk ere improved, sonic states even entering
into programs of -standardization" of buildings, sometimes encouraging
competition in the erection of better school plants.

.1n encouraging amount of consolidation came about, yet the one-
mum and ek en the two-room, three-room, or four-room rural school
persisted in a majority of the rural sections. The eight grades and the
cam del time schedule likewise persiste(l, and so did "Standpatter
Jones," who w as sometimes a member of the schoolboard and who did
nut like "newfangled" ideas in education. Pupil achievement had in-
creased a discouraging]) small amount. Pupil personality was still un-
satis:ectorily developed.
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PROPOSED PLANS FOR IMPROVING INSTRUCTION IN RURAL SCHOOLS

Many suggestions for imp, vement of the organization and practises
of the rural sthools were made: rel ised time schedules for classes; the
doubling of successive grades in order to provide a smaller number of
classes; rotation of classes in certain subjects on successive days; pupil
assistants to the teacher; individual and special "adjustments" within
the class; and project teaching.' None of these rearrangements, all of
which were made within the class recitation plan of organization, was
successful in solving the time problem for tin, teacher to sir'a an extent
that it has been widely adopted.

Urban communities have for years been developing more flexible
time schedules and adequate provision for individual differences The
Dalton (Massachusetts an(l later New Yo-k) plan. the Winnetka (Illi-
nois) plan, the Gary (Illinois) plan, the Univcrsity cd Chicago plan,
and the University of Wisconsin plan have proved to be esspecially
suggestive of the hope that an adaptation of instruction to inlividual
needs, that an adequate revision of the curriculum, and t:tat a flexible
arra:%ement of the daily program migh. be had for the benefit cif rural
pupils.

Meanwhile, Fannie W. Dunn and Marcia Everett,' working in a
rural school in Connecticut, reported very favorable insauctional results
frcin a division of the time _hetItik into blocks adapted alike to class
recitation purposes co to intik idualia.d work. Assistant Superintendent
of Public Instruction U. J. Hoffman, of Illinois, advocated individu-
alized instruction for the rural schools of his state. Frands L. Bailey.
Conunioaer of Education in Vermont. suggested the possibility of
adaptation of individual instruction to the condition: xisting in the
schools of that state in 1932.

W HAT IS I NDIVIDUAL I NSTRUCTION ?

In brk f, individual instruction means the adaptation of instructional
methods to the specific needs of individual pupils as (letermined by
achielement, iotelligence, and diagnostic tests. the anal)sis o; individual
pupil -ecords, am the judgment of the teacher as to the }dad of help
the pupil needs. It makes the most of the pupil's abilit) to learn thru
!.elf-activit3. It is not equal!) well adapted to all subjectmatter fields or
desirable pupil actil. les. In general. it is best adaoted to the mastery
of the tool subjects not iir oh ing a high degree of social cooperation
as in the social sciences. This does not mean, however, that individual
instruction cannot be employed in actk ity programs, pmjects, and large

!Special Rural School lulletin. State Department of Education. Mont, eller, Vermont.
Dunn, Fannie W., and Everett. Marcia. "An Experiment in a Rural School." New York:

Teachers College Record. 29:675-83; May 1928.
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unit methods of curriculum organization. It fits very well into any of
these schemes w here master3 of special skills, such as spelling, funda-

mental operations of arithmetic, reading, technical language usages,

and manual skills are needed.
A study of the operation of individual instruction, as developed in

Vermont, Connecticut. and Illinois, has been made by the authors of

this chapter and is here reported for th k. purpose of presenting examples
of how this instructional technic has been developed in some rural
school situations.

T UE INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION IN VERNIONT

The definition of iiith idual instruction practises in Vermont could
well be stated to be: organized adaptation of school work to the

needs of the inon idual child as determined by achievement and intelli-
gence tests. including indkidual records and promotion of the individual
pupil either ly subject or grade. and designed to enable each pupil to
develop power to educate himself thru a greatly enriched curriculum.

Since abilit) grouping is out of the question because of the small
enrolment in emit grade in the majority of Vermont's rural schools,
inair of the "plans" for individualizing instruction are not readily
adapted to the conditions. For the most part the Winnetka plan has
been found must suitable. The onl major deviation from it has been
a tendcnc to appkt the application of a modified Dalton grouping plan
for pupils NN ho are progressing in their 11 ork at the same rate of speed.
This grouping has beeu used chiefl in the small rural graded schools
and is negligible in the one-room buildings except in social sciences
and English literature in w hich inipils often meet daily for discussion
and appreciation of the subjectmat ter in teacher-guided socialized

groms.
An actiN ides program is in some stage of completion at all times in

nearly all imliN idualized schools. The actiN ities, of course, are group
procedures. III z,ome eases the 11 hole school comprised a group. In other
eases seNeral actk ities participated in b) smaller groups may be in
progress.

Since credit for inaster of each goal is given to the pupils instead
of letter marks, each pupil is in comlictition with his own best previous
work rather than against his fellow in a race for "marks." The only
competition is competition for mastery. In general. competition has
changed to ctmperation among the group. In these ways, in addition to

group recreation periods, adequate socializing influences are developed

Wasbburne. Carleton. Adpottng the School to the Child. Yonkers-on-Hudson, N. Y.:
World Rook Co., 189.

Parklamt, 1Iden. Education on the Dalton Han. New York : E. P. Dutton and Co.,
1922. p.
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with the result 8 that the pupils actually become more cooperative, rather
than less as was formerly feared by some educators.

It has been found in Vermont that teachers who are planning to
reorganize schoolrooms c,r to teach in schools where individualized
instruction is already carried on should spend to advantage a year in
studying the basic philosophy and the technic of adapting 'nstruction to
the needs of the individual. The publications mentioned in tht_ footnotes
of this chapter have all been useful, especially those by Parkhurst and
Washburne. Other valuable viewpoints are found in the Twenty-fourth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education, Public
Schor' Publishing Co.. Bloomington, In.; The Child Centered School,
by Rugg and Schumaker, World Book Co.: and The Self-Directed
School, by Miller and Hargreaves. Charles Scribner's Sons. Much help
in the preparation of "goals" and "units" of work was obtained from
a study of the goal cards used at Bronxville. N. Y., and at Winnetka,
Ill., and for the organization of activities from the social studies units
published ky the Winnetka Educational Press, Witmetka, Ill., and from
the activities notebooks furnished by the World Book Encyclopedia.

A CASE STUDY OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION IN VERMONT

The experience of Mrs. Mary Stapleton, Cuttingsville, Vermont, is
rather typical of the organization procedure which teachers in Vermont
have used. Her statement follows and may be considered a typical case
study:

In the fall of 1932 I had an enrolment of about 20 pupils in all grades. My
superintendent told me about the Winnetka method. and suggested my reading
some books which would be helpful in the development of this system.

During the fall and winter of 1932 and 1933 I did a great deal of research
work, and in the spring I developed the technic in spelling. This is one of the
easiest subjects to be individualized since one knows definitely what words are to
be taught and the means of testing are simple. I divided the words into units
of 2.5 or 30 words each :xccrding to grade placement and ability. This method
tests the children on words we want them to know before they study them
and allows them to concentrate on the words they miss ;11 the test, rather than
wasting t;-- c studying words they already know.

This plan in spelling pr wed so successful that 1 decided to try to develop
arithmetic technic the next fall. During the summer of 1933 I was busy doing
research work and preparing material to fit in with my textbooks and our
state course of study. To follow this technic there are three essentias to be
kept clea,ty in mind: (1) to know exactly what tc teachclear ob,^ctives;
(2) developing complete diagnosii tests; and (3) dt 'eloping self-inst:ucPve
and self-corrective nMerial which the children can u9rk witi. and correct
themselves. When ac, quate information was lacking, tiles: essentials had to be
worked out on the basis of my own experience.

g Than. Winn L. "Relative Efficiency of Class vs. Individual Instruction in Graded and
One Teacher Vchools." Unpublished thesis for the master of arts degree ; Burlington, Vt.:university of Vermont, 1935.
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To develop the first point, I collected all my textbooks together with my
state courses of stnd} and hivided the y ear's work of each grade into 8 units,
each with 3 or 4 s»bints. The next problem was the development of a set of
diagnostic tests covering each detail. Each test was prepared in from 4 to 6
eqnivalent forms, 2 or 3 to be used as practise tests and corrected by the cad,
the others to be real tests to be corrected by the teacher. Keeping 100 percent
mastery of each miit in mind, until 100 percent is ichieved, repeated practise
tests and real tests were giv en. This required constant improving, revising, and
extending. I fonnd it helpfnl to exchange tests with other teachers. For a
small smn I obtained some tests from Winnetk. I cut out examples and
problems from old books, pasted them on cardboard, and placed them in my
files. The last and perhaps the most important job was to supply the children
with self-instructive practise material. Printed drill pads in arithmetic and
English have been found helpful. In some cases where the grade was small I
obtained the regnlar assignment booklet from Winnetka. e were also supplied
with "Number Gaines for Boys and Girls" which f,..Mshed adequate drill in
number facts, and this device proved effective, for the children learned the
facts by games, either by solitaire, partners, or racing. A similar procedure
was followed in English, with excellent results.

By the end of that y ear I had few er failures than ever before. The children
had begun to realize the objectiv e of this instrnction and since there would be
no repeating of grades, it w as up to each to progress at his own rate of speed.
No child felt he was a failnre even tho his year's work was not complete.
When he entered the next fall he began where he left off in June.

The next summer 1 attended summer school at the University of Vermont at
Burlington. and took the eourse in indiv idnal instruction from Marion Carswell
of Wmnetka. This was especially interesting to me on account of my experience.
I received a great deal of help from her, and in the fall I developed individual
reading. This is not very difficult. The first thing was to give tests in oral
reading. I used Gray's Oral Reading Check Tests. Silent reading tests had
akead} been given. These were supplied by my superintendent and thrn these
tests I karned eacli child's reading ability. Then the child was required to read
books near his level. This necessitated the development of a library. This was
started by the children bringing books of their own from home and by raising
numey to b»y others. Our schoonoard, thrn the superintendent, instead of
buying 25 books all alike cooperated and bought 25 different ones. These were
exchanged in the schools of the tout) giv ing access to 25 books instead of one.
This plan has worked out very well and eacli fall we are presented with new
read:ng books. This fall each school has access to about 30 new books suitable
fur each grade. The children are tested on their silent reading by tests, book
reports, and oral reports. A certain ainonnt of reading nmst be done orally to
obtain expression, ennnciation. and correct prommciation, this point must not
be overlooked.

The activity side of this instrnctitm can be worked out effectively with the
so..al studies program. This forms the best basis for creative activity For
exampk, an activity dealing with Indian life is an opportunity for children
from the first grade to the eighth grade to make a contribntion. Such is the case
with many other units of w ork. The question that confronted ine as I worked
out my units was, Where can I get the material to construct these activities?
This question was answered by appealing to the children. You would be sur-
prised at 41Ie number of things hidden in one's attic that can be utilized. From
the first we knew we were socializing the school thru group activity.
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CONCLUSIONS IN1)IC1TED BY CASE STUDY

Mrs. Stapleton's experience' indicates that a pattern may bc sct up
which allun s pupils to progress in their education according to their
relative abilities. The imique persunalit) of each child is recognized.
Each child nia) du n kirk in each subject each day if desirable, but the
recitation in the tool subjects is eliminated. substituting for the recita-
tion a measure of self-instruction under the guidance_ and with the help
of the teacher. Self-instruction necessitates an effort on the part of the
teacher to teach -I pupils how tu study. The time of the child is so
conserved that there is time in the dail) schedule, or a part of the
schedule may be set aside temporaril) for the introduction of group
and creative activ hies. Thru the., activ ities, fusion, integration, or
correlation of snbjectmatter A. carried on. .1t least one-third of the
school day in a one-ruum school can k gi 1, en to the activities program
and still achieve a standard )eafs nork or more in the measurable ma-
terial of the curriculum.

Thc curriculum has necessaril) been eNpentled. The pupils reading
accomplishment so increased that man) more books upon a variety of
subjects, especiafly in science and literature, hav e ' -,qt read. School li-
braries are augmented nith little increase in expe.,liture because the
need for sets of readers of identical content %vas pnicticall) eliminated
above the earl) primal.) grades. Field trips. construction of scenery
and costumes fur pupil n ritten pla)s, and construction of models are
ordinal-) eNaniples of the broadening currieulinn under mill% idualized
instruction.

IND! VIDUALIZATION 1 N CON N Fl TR Ul 5 ACTIYITN. PROGRAM

In Connecticut the mov ement ton and adjusting the rural school to
the indivi(lual pupil is statenide. The practise is nut definitely out-
lined in its organization and teclmics but gains el en more flexibilit)
thereby. The indi.idual teacher plans !as units in pi ojects temporarily
in accordance nith the changing conditions and the resources of his
e.tnvironment.

Thc unit of work is selected from real life situations, the pupil as-
sisting in the selection. The unit, in stimulating mai.) kinds of activi-
ties, is believed to pros ide for intik idual differences and make indi-
vidual growth possible, the succession of such units prov iding for
continuous gionth and clarification of social meanings. With the unit
selected, thc teacher anticipates the activ hies nhich the group might
carry on in connection with the unit. Pupils and teacher prepare and

Much testing material made by Mrs. Stapleton is now to be bad in printed form and is
furnished to the teachers ready to ww. One hundred Percent mastery Is not require.]
of pupils of leas than normal Teacher Judgment determines :he time for admin-
istration of tho tests in subnormal cases.
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collect materials w hich w ill be helpful. The materials include reading
matter connected with the center of interest, biblioraphies on this unit

and on similar units hich have been taught by others, book lists, man-
ual arts equipment, and Nisual equipment. All possible needs are se-
cured or assured before the unit is attempted. A listinf and evaluation
of the outcomes of the tniit is made when the unit is completed.

Integration is sought in the work of the unit. ln the presentation
of the unit, excursions, lectures, pictures, readhig, may be used in deal-
ing with the main center of interest. Discussion detennhies what prob-
lems arise for further stud), what interests have been aroused, and
what records and forms of expression in art, literature, music, or phys-
ical education the pupils \\ WI to use. A period of research and con-
struction is indulged in during w hich all possible sources and ma-
terials are utilized, all of the work being subdivided according to
group interests and capacities. Discussions and reports follow; ex-
I4anation of construction and research is carried on, and an evaluation
and assembly of the results of the unit showing what has been accom-
plished is finally recorded.

The alert ieacher disco\ ers treinls thrum LA hid] children exhibit their
interests and desit es in further study. Thru guidance and leadership
he holds the pupils to tasks which they 'lime set for themselves and
leads them to appropriate degrees of skill in the tool subjects without
using the unit as a direct &Nice for teaching subjec'matter. The unit
thus functiims to help the lhild Mulerstand life thru guided efforts and
leads tow ard his fuller adjustment to his contemporary and to later
problems of adult life.

In a program as diL eisiried as this, the daily time table must neces-
sarily be very flexible. but it still states a preferred order kr activi-
ties. The typical arrangement follows:

eN crt i huhu/Mg Ow business of the school such as attendance,
saL ings. records. etc.

!Tinning by teaclwe mid pupils.
Project at Ili nays. including group discussion. research work, art. Eng-

lish, etc.
Individual help. ink luding practise and drill in reading. number, etc.
I.ectures, demonstrations, tiehl trips, programs.
Group game., sport:.

Pupil exiwrient( u ishing a latilldr3 running an errand tu a garage,
being out after dark. Lating a meal at a restaurant, mending a stock-
ing, reading a stiry, r obsin ing a \\ ibl animal crossing the highway,
could sene as tla initial step in arousing the interest which would re-
sult in a planned activity.

IndiL idual diffennees arc treated somewhat incidentally thru the
actiL hies in-ograin. When the skills are developed in this way each in-
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dividual is led to a realization of his own shortcomings altho no defi-
nite organization is set up to help him overcome them. Little reference
to diagnostic or achievement testing is made in the Connecticut meth-
odology as it has come to our attention. The writer's correspondence
with several field supervisors in Connecticut indicates that consider-
able achievement testing is being carried on in some of the supervisory
districts and little or mac in other districts. The marking system and
promotion practises arc not uniform but there is a distinct trend away
from the letter-marking system and toward objective pupil rating.
While no scientifically accurate studies have been quoted to us from
Connecticut, such results as have been reported indicate that the em-
phasis which is being placed upon wholesome pupil personality develop-
ment thru activities adapted to the individual is achieving satisfactory
professional results.

THE HOFFMAN PLAN OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION IN ILLINOIS

U. T. Hoffman, assistant superintendent of public instruction of Illi-
noil, adapted the Winnetka plan of individualized irstruction to a pro-
gram for rural schools. He did not subscribe, how,:ver, to the idea of
individual advancement thru the grades. On the 3ther hand, he sub-
scribed to a program which would allow the indilklual to expend the
breadth of his knowleGge of a particular unit of stud) as far is
time and ability would permit.

The Hoffman plan of individualized instruction reconunended that
the school day be divided into quarters, and that in general the reading
activities occisp) the first quarter day ; mathematics, the second quarter;
language and literature, the third; and the social sciences, the fourth
quarter. All grades were in general to stud) the same subjects during
the respective quarters.

Time economy for the teacher %%as to be secured 1) allowing pupils
in the upper grades to work by themselves as much as po,Able. thus
releasing the teacher for more effectix e assistance to the )0tinger pupils.
Formal redtaoions characteristic of the old school were to be sup-
planted by occasional &is:, meetings held w hen needed. Good pedagogy
was to dictate the call for class meetings. if a new line of study was
to be introduced. a class meeting ould most easil) and effectively make
the introduction and clear the assignment. Class meetings would also
serve effectively when the findings of a class member were ready to
be pooled for the good of all. And again, class meetings might be held
for the purpose of reviewing and testing the mutual findings.

The wrRer is indebted to the following field supervisors and assistant field super-visors of rural instruction for helpful contributions: Martin II. Robertson. Willimantic.
Conn.: Florence Battle, Willimantic, Conn.. Edwin D. Floyd, Naugatuck, Conn.: Margaret
Gustin, Unionville, Conn.: Fess I.. Crofoot, Canaan. Conn.



The new emphasis stressed effective and directed study. By the elim-
ination o: niany "recitation" periods, study periods were lengtheneu.
As study periods were extended the more brilliant pupils were enabled
to engage in much additional study and activity related to thc minimum
required unit of study. Indeed, each pupil was to be challenged to the
limit of his time and ability. In the meanwhile, the less giftcd pupil
was to master the minimum essentials required by the school. In this
effort he was to tiat.e the more effective assistance of the teacher be-
cause of his freedom from the necessity of "hearing recitations" daily.

The individualization of the rural school program then was to be
effected thru a ne, emphasis upon effective study at the expense of
the old formalized recitation. The course of study was to be a course
of study .a fact, nut simply a course of instruction. It was to be
directed to the pupil and built in the light of his needs. It was to dial-
lenge hint tu study more effictently, to experiment, to Tvey, to read
extensiely, and to work with others, inside and outside of school, in
gaining as much information about the subject being studied as thne
and ability w ould Textbook, organized fur the pupils were rec-
ommended..\:nple library, maps, and experimental equipment were to
be charoxteristics of the new school. All appointments were to be made
tow ard the end that each child might learn thru effectie, interetItiag,
and self-willed study.

The new procedure requires effective planning on the part of the
teacher. It means that he must nut only be familiar with the required
minimum essentials ur step-by -step requirements ut that he must have
such imagination, ision, and initiative Brut will continually challenge
each child tu undertake effect: c study and indiidual and cooperative
activity. The child must be directed from the minimum unit into a

ide field of related study, experimentation, and sucializati,m, only to
conw back again to the point of departnre with a wealth of material
and know kdge w Inch he shares with other members of the class to
the point of their respective abwrption limits.

Rural schools using the Hoffman plan effectively find that their
pupils are continually interested, and because of that fact there is
little or no disciplinary diffizulty. Indeed such a school is a veritable

orking laboratory v ith each pupil diligently apply ing himself to his
appointed and scif-recognized task, seeking all the information he can,
and eidencing a great desire tu share his findings with others. There
is alsu eidenced close cooperation in sharing the search. All effcr ts
combine to produce a student w ho is resourceful, intelligent, coopera-
tive, and well informed.

From the point of view uf the teacher tlw Hoffman plan first of all
places great importance upon the effective planning of the work. In
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the second place, the _eacher is happier in his not 1,, f(ir he is not con-
fined to the 'Lamm, formal, and restricted sertict current in the tdd
schotil. ii.. feels that he has .(11 (gportunity to culla()) practically et cry
modern Int of teaching technic and pnwedure. 1 k arcs the joy of
disowery and success experienced by Ids student: lit is supremely
happy in his knonkdge that his pupils hat not only mastered the re-
quit:-1 items but hat e benefited In gaining a nide scope of related
ky....tiedge

In pas:.ing, it is null to remeniht r that the I !oilman or Illinois plan
of hulk hlnalized instructitm f.. ir inral sUit xii thus not atkocate or em-
ploy the total abstinence fr(lin sodalized procedures. iii fact, there is
intim "grout)" nor!, nutrt coopeiati%t planning, more mutual experi-
mentathin and research, and greattr micialized "rec;tatilni- m an ef-
fectit e hulk itlualiztd rural M. ht It ii limn in tht typical traditional school.
In fact, the only 'hing that is hulk idn.l'ized Inuit r the Mailman plan

the ovportunity Nit tacli u( (-Num! his knott;olgt. to the full
limit of lik individual resources.

The Ilinuman plan emphasizes the netti for the prestuce of adequate
modern classroom t quipuitut. sumtkuuntary cIsi)clopedie
material should bt ailablt. Motablt chait tk %LS k it.I thentsekes most
easily to use n here socialized at tit ities art imok ed. .1 nork-bench and
tools, a project table, plastic materials. ttc., are used to atkantage.
Nlodern textbooks, child cbild-tomt rata in their organ-
ization and prt sentaColi, art t. sstntial kips. An) niattrial Inch helps
the impil to txtund his lountltdge in Mated stilt!) and activity is

oral) ((1 inelusiuni in the tquittment of an -indi-itlualized"
1:ufortimattly, tht Huainan plan I as uot keit widely introduced in

Illinois. Only at a comparatit..ly retent datt hate the ttatlurs etilleges
of Illinois recognized the plait. The gi eat li,.(jority of the rural schools
of liii Ibis sti" ft .11. u t ii.. mutt tormal and itstriettd procethire of the
old school. Monet er, as lien teachers int ade the rural field from
modern teachers .s tht) bring nith tlu-m the gospel of the new
st'iool, a school org.mized for the pupil and not for the class, the
teacher, or a formalized course of study.

INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION IN THE MIDWEST

The writer correspondtd nith man) rnral edutator. thruout the Mid-
west retplestilu, them to recol their ct4luation of certain attributes of
the hulividnalizt d ilistructi(ni procuIort. It tt as gtnerally agreed that
the method was most gtnerally used and successful iii tlw ..ubjects of
arithmetic and :Telling. It tt as also guitrally recognized that pupils
study more elTectkt1. undtr tht individualized ttelinit mid that there
is greater omortnnit) for the teacher tti until()) modern teaching
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methods. The grouping of subjects for all grades into time schedule

blocks is the next most frequently mentioned characteristic. The so-
cialization procedure:, u ere the last listed as attributes of the individ-

ualized instruction method.
A recent development in certain areas of Michigan and Illinois

enyhasizes the intli% idual to the extent that his very freedom merges
his indi%iduality in the common pursuits. Certain rural schools operat-
ing under the auspices of the Kellogg Foundation and the direction of
Northwestern Uniersity lia%e discarded all formalized procedure, sub-
jectmatter, etc., in faor of a child-centered school which abandons all
classification .uid ordinary orgmlitation, toward the end of centering
all actiities about pupil-suggested units or areas of study. The experi-
ment:, liae nut cominned long enough to warrant final conclusions,

but the adherents to the plan report great enthusiasm on the part of
teacher, pupils, parents, and all others cmicerned. They claim that the
fundamentals arc taugln as ificcti%cl. and that in most sthjecis the
pupils exceed achicA cmcnts of the traditional or individualized school.

SOME CRITICIsNIS OF INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION

Correspondence ith rural school leaders in several states has re-
eakd sev era! criticimlb of the Indio! and technic of individual instruc-

tion. The lalidity of some of these criticisms depends largely upon the
educational philosophy accepted as lalid and some are expressions of
more expediency . .\ll (if them ser%e to place the athocates of individual
instructi(,n ou their guard. The chief criticisms of a negative nature
are:

II) Under this plan the plulig child loses encinNia,ni.
2 Carriell to the c.treme. mdi%idual instruction results in lack uf coopera-

the activities and attitudes.
(3) The Lompetitie attitude cannut be instilled if there is no person uith

whom to compete.
(4) Varied ability and training of rnral tcaLhers make it lifficult to carry

out this plan effectively.
(5) It i difil It tu establish this plan of instruction in a community where

the board and parents are mioilling tu aII th teadier to make changes in
the s%houl program and break dont] grade lines %%here it seems necessary as
judged by the results of a testing program.

(o) One of the most timely warnings regarding the administration of a
program of indi%idual instrin.tion has been stated by S. A. Courtis, School of
Education, Uni%crsity Ili Michigan, in a letter to the authors. "In my judgment,
most of th..: subjcwoattcr indisidualizati(m dt%iccs &fin thc market arc a delusion
and snare. The uorkbook, unit lesson, practical exercises, ctc., even when
designed for compkt, indmiloah/ation ot aui%ities leading to the aLquisition of
lawn ledge and skill bcomie inNtruments fin defeating the goal of individual-
vation hen they arc, used by teachers ho du not understand what it is an
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about. The most important thing about any program of individualization is the
training of the teacher both in theory and practise.

"individualization is suifal,le only for thosc types of developments which
involve individual activity such as adding, reading, writing, composition, etc.
There is another side to edut ation also, the social side, involving cooperation,
and group work. The school which had only individualized work, would in my
opinion, be a menace to the connuunity."

CONCLUSIONS

This study of programs of individual instruction, as they are in
operation in Vermont, Connecticut, and Illinois, points to certain con-
clusions which seem from so brief a survey to be acceptable, tentatively
at least.

1. The results apparently gained in Vermont schools using a plan
of individualized instruction are;

(a) Greater proficiency in the measurable portions of a child's education,
the improvement being greatest in those subjects which involve reflective think-
ing.

(b) Pupil interest in school work has increased noticeably under the individ-
ualized plan as compared with traditional class instruction.

(c) Creative and broadened cultural and life-enriching activities for which
no time under the traditional class recitation plan could be found have been
successfully introduced.

(d) Pupil? power to do tl- gs for themselves has developed thru better
study habits.

(c) No lack of social development has resulted from increased individual
efforts.

(1) After the reorganization period is passed, the satisfaction of both pupils
and teacher is increased.

2 It has been demonstrated thru the program carried on in Connecti-
cut that the individualization of instruction can be coordinated with a
curriculum program based largely upon group activities.

3. Newer plans for organizing the instructional program of small
rural schools have not been instituted in a majority of Midwestern com-
munities. The traditional highly formalized rural school is still largely
prevalent. Nevertheless, the Hoffman plan and similar arrangements
have been successfully tried in many rural schools.

4. I2sal school procedure is headed toward a change which very
likely will be a compromise between great extremesa compromise
which will at once recognize the necessity for certain goals of achieve-
iw nt, provide for individual differences, include socialized technics
and allow greater elasticity in method, all f which will demand better
teachers, better equipment, and better visicn of the possibility of im-
proving instruction in rural schools.
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Chapter IX

SOCIALIZATION OF THE SCHOOL PROGRAM

Kate V. Wefford

OCIALIZATION, at least for the purposes of this chapter, is ac-

cepted as being the eilucational process b) which chihirca arrive at
intelligent citizenship ill a (lemocracy. All discrimbiating teachers are
aware , f the desirabilit) for socialiiing experiences which achieve this
goal. but those who teach in small schools know the necessit) for them.
This necessity springs from two causes: one is thc rural child, him-
self. and the other, the school program.

The rural child--Unfortunately, it is difficult to present a clear pic-
ture of the child who attends a small rural school as contrasted with
children who attend large schools. Few studies haNe been made of him
an(l those aNailabk are too sporadic and too imitated to tell what niamier
of child he is. The White House Conference on Child Health and Pro-
tection' giN es N..aiable information almut him, particularl) in the field
of health. The Iowa studs- of farm children b% Baldwin and others'
helps to piece out the pictiire. not onl) in health, but in his interests,
his activities, and the a,,ets and deficiencies of his school and home
environment. Witt) and Lelnnan haNe reported on his collecting in-
terests, Rabold ' and Peters on how he differs from children attending
town schools, and Dawson on the comersational preferences of urban
and rural children.' While these studies report on imitated features of
rural children, when placed together persistent characteristics in all are
revealed. For example. Mihlred Daw51)11 reporting on the conversa-
tiona: preferenc e. of town and countr) dfildren states the significant
features of the assembled data to lw the similarit) of the preference
if the two groups. How e er. the restricted liNes of the rural children

teinkd to turn them to the more serious topics of radio prow:tins and
books since t I lese raakeI higher w ith rural than w ith urban children.
This indicated to Miss Daw son that the lives led b) rural children
give them "a more ital contact w ith serious occupation and work."

1 White Home Conference on Child Health and Protection. The School Health Proaraw,
Report of the Committee on the School Child. New York: Century Co.. 1932.

2 Baldwin. Bird T.. and others. Farm Childr(n. New York: D. Appleton Co.. 1930 337
Witty, Paul A-. and Lehman. Harvey C. "The Collecting interests of Ca:, and Counto

Children." Journal of Educational Psychology 21: 170. March 1933.
' Rabold. C. N.. and Peters, C. C. "How Country Pupils Differ front Toun Pupik."

The Journal of Migrational Sociology 3: 297-306; January 1930.
' Dawson. Mildred A "Children's Preference-, for Conversattonal Topks." The Elementary

School Journal 37:429-37; February 1937.
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\Vitt\ and Lehman in a consideration of the collecting interests of
chiktren &cox ercd that cenintry children collect many more objects
than do city children. The study further states that collecting is re-

garded as an individualistic, coinpetiti\ e actix it), and that an individual

engaged in it works alone. The study states:
11 hat effect this milk ninalistic. Competiti e type of helm\ kr is likely to ha% e

upon numerous attitudes of the rural child is a matter of conjecture. It seems
plausible, houe er, in the light of the klub of habit formation, that the collecting
endea or of the rural child might make of him an indk idualistie adult.

In the soniew hat coniprehensil e study of farni children in Iowa,
reported by Bird T. Baldwin and 0 ors, the chief characteristics of
those attending the one-room schoo aloof ',Mity, and awl:-
wardness. The youneYer children ter a from strang-
ers. and the older ones seemed to su il lent when addressed
bv a visitor. While these few studies 'ely prove anything,
they tend to support the xperience of r iers. There are few
rural teachers e,ho hale not had to deal, at one time or another, with
chiklren who were shy. timid, reser\ ed, and who evidenced strong
emotional reactions in the presence of unexpected xisiturs. The experi-
ences of teachers and the results of studies seem to indicate the need

for socializing experiencts hich de clop in children po;se, self-assur-
ance, and the ability to cooperate ith othe-s. Witty and Lehman
present the case for thc rural child in the follow Lig succinct statement:

.1 foremost objeL t i. e oi th,- nimlern school is expressed by the single ii ord
"socialization"! This being the case, it seems plausible that, if interest in col
lei lions is a fair example of his generalized beliaior, the rural child is e en
more in need of a socialized school program than is the toun child. The frontiers-
mai), the pioneer, and the farmer ha ed in en\ ironments that
made for milk idualistic outlook. Tlicir children haNc also been subjected largely
to similar influences. But if the mudern child is to live his adult life in an
urbanized environment, it is necessary that lie learn cooperation.

Participation in intelligent, couperatit e acti ities is an essential in a
democrat:), and the educational process hich prepares for it cannot
afford to ignore the &ten ent personal deficitncies of the pupils in the
program.

TIIE SCHOOL FROGRAM

The early pioneer school was an unclassified one. This practise was
necessitated by the fact that children entered school w henever they
could and remained as long as they could. In this period, the law of sur-

droe hard bargains w ith children so that formal education was
frequently sacrificed to the "planting of c ups." The school adjusted
to these conditions by keeping the organiz:aion simple and the instruc-
tion individualized. Children entered school at any time during the year
and merely took np learning w here tile) had pre\ iously laid it down.
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They usually f ound their places in school by their ability to read so that
a child would answer, if questioned, "I am in the third reader," rather
than as now, "I am in the third grade."'

Reforms in the organization came in the educational reform following
the report of the Roosevelt Country Life Commission in 1908, and un-
fortunately the reform, in this instance, was worse than the evil which
it attempted to alleviate. In an attempt to "modernize" the school, edu-
cational leaders made a mistake, subsequently to be repeated many times
in the rural field; they attempted to fit an urban pattern to a rural
situation. In 1908 the classification of nilan children by grades had been
largely accomplished, and, as an adminhArative device, was apparently
successful. Rural schools were classified by the same standards, and in
some states the term "graded" when applied to rural schools connoted
progress and brought approval.

Conditions in the rural school resulting from the practise were not
altogether successful. Teachers, under the system, found themselves
teaching eight grades, each averaging four recitations a day, so that
'aced with forty daily lessons, teaching degenerated into a deadly
routine of "hearing lessons." Under this system the children fared no
better than the teachers They recited in closely graded classes with
only two or three children, and not infrequently one child composed
a grade. Short recitation periods were spent with the teacher, at which
time children gave back to !limn what they had learned from books
during the long study period.

Little effort was nlade to secure the cooperation and the participation
of pupils in the life of the school. In fact, such participation was
frowned upon as a menace to "discipline." Authority rested in the
teacher and he usually used it like a benevolent despot. Children asked
for and secured permission to move about the room, to speak to another
pupil, to use the dictionary, and in truth to engage in all activities not set
by the daily program. The schoolroom thus represented an aristocratic
fornl of government which, incongruously enough, was supposed to pre-
pare children f or a democratic social order. Thus the traditional school
tended to emphasize those inherent deficiencies in rural children: the
tendency toward individualism, toward non-cooperation, and toward
I clings of infetiority. This conlbination of difficulties, when augmented
by competition, a third characteristic of the traditional school, held little
promise for the development of cooperative endeavor, the very corner-
stone upon which a democracy rests.

Wofford, Kate V. A History of the Status and Training of Alimentary Rural Teachers
in the United States in 1860.1930. Pittsburgh, Pa.: Siviter Press, 1935.
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A NEW PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION

The practises of the traditional school, described in previous para-
graphs, were so bad that reform movements were set in motion to com-
bat them. These movements sprang from a new philosophy of education
which conceived the educational process to be more than book learning
and teaching more than the "hearing of lessons." Education was no
longer confused with "schooling," but was seen as a more comprehen-

sive program which included all of the experiences had by children both

outside and inside the school. Under this conception, the curriculum
achieved new meanings and the community fresh educational possi-

bilities. Children acquired a new significance in both the learning and

the teaching processes. In the past, the school had been almost wholly
concerned with the intellectual development of children. Health, physi-
cal and emotional, was of little concern to the school, except as variations

in it might interfere with karning. The new philosophy of eduration,
however, saw the child as a whole and learning as a reaction of the

total organism to its environment. Teachers in the new movements
in education believed that th e. learning of a child was affected adversely

if he were ill, unhappy, or non-cooperative, and results in scientific
resairch have tended to corroborate this belief. New educational prac-

tises have followed research and philosophy, and the small rural school
has greatly prcfited from them, especially during the past decade. It
is the purpose of this chapter to report a few of the practises which
have encouraged the process of socialization in the small schoolthat
process by which children work cooperatively toward common goals.

SOCIALIZING THE SCHOOL TIIRU DEMOCRATIZING SCHOOL LIFE

One of the first steps taken to socialize the life of the school was
to organize it for democratic living. This has been achieved in many
modern schools thru practises based upon the philosophy that children

learn to be good citizens' in the future by being good citizens in the
present. The school with all of its experiences, therefore, becomes a
laboratory in which children develop for successful living in a democ-

racy. On the whole, it is not difficult to distinguish the school which
operates unjer a modern conception of education. It is evidenced by
the intelligent use of freedom by children: in their freedom for move-
ment about the room, by their working in unsupervised groups, and by
their ability to handle many problems of group management. These
technics are frequently developed thru school clubs whose membership

may include tll of the children of the school. Experienced teachers
who have attempted to establish successful democratic school organi-

zations have set up various objectives toward which the group works.
Some ot these are: (a) to make the school a better and a happier place
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in which to live an.1 (b) to develop leadership and followship
in students; (c) to (I( c' p technics thru which democracy can function;
(d) to develop rc ,enslbility in children to the point of personal and
group control ; am' . to work steadily toward all the self-government
of which groups ar,.. capable.

The school club o.fers the franwwork in which children work toward
these objectives, or I they are attained thru activities engaged in by
children. These activities are similar to those in life outside, and usually
include: (a) acO%ioes which deal with the problems of group control
both inside the schoolroom and on the playground; (b) activities related
to the health of the group, such as preparing and serving thc hot lunch,
ventilating, heating, cleaning, etc.; (c) civic activities including the
beautification of the school ground and schoolhouse; and (d) activities
in recreation, under which are listed the proper use of recess periods,
school parties, mothers' teas, etc.

Fortunately, the small rural school is rich in possible activities for
the development of socially-minded, cooperative individnals. The edu-
cational possibilities vhich lie in the housekeeping routine of the average
small school is an excellent illustration. Under an older conception of
education the lack of janitorial service was deplored as a deterrent in
the educational process. The modern tec :her, however, sees this
deficiency as an actual asset, since it gives opportunity for the develop-
ment of individual responsibility for the welfare of the whole group.
Serving the hot lunch is another example. A few years past it was
difficult to persuade teachers to make this a part of the school program,
largely because of the plea that no time was available. Today, the
preparation and the serving of the hot lunch is not considered a duty
of the teacher, but an opportnnity for the children. The activity pro-
vides an opportunity for group work, for the development of respon-
sibility, and for making th .. lunch hour a social as well as a health
project. Practises in the sodalization of tlw school depend in no small
measure upon the teacher awl his philosol by of education.

SOCIALIZATION Or TI1 E SCII OOL TII fl I ACTIVITY IT

.\.nother effort to scwialize the school was the reorganization of the
grades into groups and the construction of a curriculum to meet the
needs of the groups, by alternating years: These changes appeared to
meet the needs of the small school at one time: it placed children into
larger social and working groups. it reduced the number ot classes, and
it tended to revitalize the curriculum. However, this organizational
device merely provided the groundwork for the socialization of the

7 Reports of this reform were made in some detail in: The Organization of Curriculumfor One-Teacher Schools. Bulletin. 1933. Washington, D. C.: Department of Rural Educa.cation, National Education Association, 1933. 44 p.
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school. -Upon the classroom teacher devolved the real responsibility for
the promotion of cooperative effort. Efforts to meet this responsibility
have taken many directions. One of the most frequently used is the
substitution of the activity unit for the recitation.

In the recent Instructional Guide for Elementary Schools, issued by
the Michigan Department of Public Instruction, the activity unit is
described as follows:

We have chosen the term "unitr of work" and as herein used it refers to
those larger learning situations organized around child interests, such as the
home, the comnmnity. the farm, transportation, communication, pioneer life,
peopie of other countries, and so on. Such units of work pros ide opportunity
for man) kinds of experiences t)pical of life activities such as reading, listening
to people talk, seeing things, doing work both mental and physical, making
things, problem solving. discussing our ideas and opinions with others. asking
questions, playing games, and participating with others in a great varie4 if
cooperative enterprises."

In many sections of the country the unit of work as a technic of
teaching is widely used, and describing the procedure here may appear
as a "twice-told tale." However, the practise. unfortunately, is limited
to a ft v progressive states, and even in these many of the teachers
are bewildered by the process. On the other hand, there are many
good books which give the new point of iew in education, .,nd in states
st here no kadership is pros ided theti. are progressive teachers here and
there who are making their schools "child-centeted.- Because of these
facts and because this chapter is supposed to report the newer prac-
tises in the socialization of the rural school, it is not possible to ignore
the unit as a technic of teaching and organization. There are many
ariations possible in the use of the unit. The technic ma) be adapted

to the use of a single group. it may be used st ith several groups. it
mat be employ ed with all the children of the school. The latter use
is designated as the "perpendicular unit." Because it is the most difficult
of initiation and des elopment. ai,d because it int oIxes the st hole school
and hence offers rich opportunities for the socialization of children,
the plan is herewith presente(l.

perpendicular unit is one hich extends dow tut ard thru the grades.
includes all children, and cuts across man) levels of achiesement. It
ma) be used in a one-room school of eight grades or in a system
employing man) teachers. One of its assets, as st ith all t) pes of tmits.
is its adaptability. .or it. the school is organized as a whole and the
children work on the problem in committees, as in life outside, thus
ignoling all grad( lines. Each child selects the committee st hich most
interest him and on ss hich he and the teacher think he can best serve.

Mkhigan. Department of Public lnstruttion. Instructional Gauls for Lh mentary Schools.
Bulletin 310. Lansing. Mich.: the Department. 1936. M 64.
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It is desirable, howoer, that he work on his own level of achievement.
For example, we could not expect six-year-old children to select the
Committee on Research in a local history unit, but they might pre-
stnnably assist in the assembling of an exhibit of Colonial times. One
of the cooperating rural schools of the State Teachers College at Buffalo
de% chqied such a unit in local history, and the committee memberships
fell naturall% into interest and achievement lc% els. The older children
those in Group AGradk VII and VIII assmned the responsi-
bility for the research for the unit. The% read local histories and dia-
ries, inter% iewed old rsidents, and assumAed their materials in repot ts
which they gave to the whole school. nsually in the first hour of the
morning. Group B -Grades V and VI undertook to write the pageant
depicting in panhnnime. diahigue. and dancing %%hat Group .N had

gi% en in reports. Toward the culmination of the unit. Group A assisted
with the pageant and mad nearly all of the costumes for it. In the
tneantime. Group C--Grades III and IV assembled an exhibit. This
included old books. %%arming pans, tallow dips. cooking utensils. diaries
of three wars old firearms. tic. Each article was accompanied with
a description which told something of its history. its use, and why it
was superceded v ith othcr articles %%hi( h better ser% e the present gen-
eration. Group D, Grades I and 11 -assisted with the exhibit. As was
anticiimted. the children in this gniup v cre most interested in the
Indians of the earlkst history. Consequently, they used their sand table
to cot struct an Indian village. and since their school was located in a
sectim rich in Indian relics they w ere able to assemble a creditable ex-
hibit of tomahawks and arrowheads. While each committee was busy do-
ing things, the children also found it necessary to read many books to
learn if their acti% ides wer oirrect. For example. Group B found it
necessary to study pageantry in some detail before the local history
couhl be Ind into prol,er seqm lice and into adequate dramatization.
Opportunities. in this unit. for the de% elopmcnt of cooperation. leader-
ship. initiati% c. ittid other desirable assets w ere many. They arc found in
the onmnittee t pc of organizathilt, in the assumption of definite re-
IRMA/Hide!, In indi% iduals and by groups. and the necessity for ting
thcse nu)saic responsibilitits into a w orkable w hole w hich culminated in
;In exhibit and pageant w orthy of public presentation. The successful
culminatiim of the unit %%as a go(xl illustrati(m of the cool,eratilm of the
individual in the interest of the group.

A further characteristic of the perpemlicular unit lies in the fact that
participation in it .1raw s from many subjectmatter fields The local unit.
cited ;dime. illustrates the point. It would Ink e been anpossible. for
example. to compkte the unit merely by studying history. In order to
sok e the problem about the local community and its people. the children
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fomid it necessary to go into y subjeomatter fieldsinto geog-
raphy, because the local environ., ,:nt had greatly influenced the type
of people who had settled there; into the customs and dress of the
people because a page:mt should present true as well as picturesque
facts; into art because well-established principles set the pattern for
costumes and exlaits; into music because this is a medium for under-
standing history ; and into the dance, because it, too, reflects sociological
trends. Subjectmatter was used because it helped children tf: solve their
problems. not because it was valuable per se.

A third characteristic of the unit is that it is usnally closely linked
with community life. This is in harmony with the modern phi-
losophy of education which attempts to make the educatknal process
lifelike. The nnit described in iirevions i,aragraphs also illustrates this
characteristic. The children needed to go to the community for much
of their informationto local residents, to the village library, and to
the homes of the neiglthorhood. Personal contacts of children on school
business were not the least of the desirable !earnings resulting from the
unit.

SOCIALIZATION 01: SC11001. TI1RU PARTICIPATION IN
COM M LNITV LIFE

One of the distinguishing characteristics of the modern school is the
close relationship which exists between the school and the conmmnity.
This relationship is more than the cooperation of honie and school; it
is that mid something n.ore vital and significant. The relationship can,
perhaps. be best understood in the nature of the activities which it
takes. Under the new ideology of home-school relationships, parents
frequently become active participants in the educational process. It is,
therefore, not unusual to obsene mothers teaching sewing hi the small
school. discusshig trips to distant places. assisting with the hot lunch.
sponsor'ng a .1-11 Club. indeed. engaging in all manner of school activi-
ties in which the) can make a genuine educational contrilmtion. Fathers
are equally helpful and versatile, and their activities are frequently
impressive, running the gamut from teaching the Ilhe of tools to spoil-
saring a s a--gazing expedition!

further activit) in the nen relationship is observed in the increasing
tendene) to dran upon the commimit for teaching materials. This is
, .10 .nced not onl in those actkities described in the local history unit.
but also in the fact that much of the recent assembling ot curriculum
materials begins in the local environment. The new Virginia State
Course of Study for the Elementary Grades is an excellent illustration
of this trend; Obvionsl. the local approach to curriculum materials

State Mord or MucaOon, Tintattre Connie of Study for IPtrionta Elementary Schools.
(Grades I-V111.) Richmond. Va.: the State Ikaird. 1934. (2 role.)
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requires cooperative effons on the pai of children, teacher, and the
community.

A further trend is the increasing tendency of children to participate
directly in community activities. A national survey of such activities
was made in 1936 and the report of them was impressive! Children
were reported as cooperating in the promotion of community health, in
the promotion of civic arts and beauty, in campaigns for public safety .
in the conservation of wikllife, and in the improvement of agricultural
and industrial practises.

In 1935, fifty rural teachers enrolled in the summer school session of
the State Teachers College at Ift.lo were asked to list the commtmity
:activities in which their students bad engaged during the past five
years. Fifty-six different projects were listed covering wide ranges of
commtmit interests. These included assistance to parent-teacher asso-
ciations in the Summer Round-Cp of children, the sponsorbig of a
wildflower show, the initiation of bee culture into a community, in
cooperation with the 4-H Club, landscaping school and church grounds,
provision of safety patrols at school crossings. assisting with the
parking problems at communit meetings. and the care of oung chil-
dren at mothers' meetings. Ever rural community has its own local
needs, and an teacher with imagination and initiative c.m. with the
assistance of children. inventory and asskt in meeting them.

The rural school is peculiarly well suited to the direct participation
of children in communit affairs, and for three reasons. In the first
plue. the homogeneit of the rural population and the simplicit of
thc conununit structure tend to make each indk idual in it important.
Further, each individual is nearer to the authorit which corrects com-
nmnity difficulties than are the men in the cities. Children share in this
feeling of indk idual responsibilit to the communit thru contact with
their parents. In the second place, children arc sociall and economically
more important in tt e countr than in the cities. One measure of their
importance is the relativel high birth-rate in the conntr another is
the part children pla in rural life. From an earl age children earn
their own board and keep. Each has his own tasks; he tills t'.:e wood
box. assists with the housekeeping. milks the cows. wnds the ganicn.
and helps with the crops. He is an economic asset. which partly ex-
plains the high birth-rate in rural areas. Because he is a co-worker
in a cooperativ, enterprise he participates in family councils. He m.

accustomed to as-,st in planning the week's work. lmk suggestions re-
ceive attention. and as he grows older he influences the decisions for
tile group. Finall. the rural child attends community meetings with
his parents in a manner foreign to most urban children. He attends

"Hanna. Paul It.. and others. Youth Serves the Community. New York: D. Appleton-
Century Co 036. 303 p.
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the meetings of the parcut-teacher association becanse either the chil-
dren must attend with their parents or all mnst stay at home. Ile, there-
fore, is cognizant of community problems and frequently takes part in
programs which look to their retned. The rural school which attempts
to link education with life has, without effort. well-established co-
operative family patterns upon which the larger coninumity activities
can be built.

INIIIVOIr INNTR1TTION 51101 ILO ACCOMPANY ill I. WORK
OP 1411): (W)r 1'

This chapter has presented the thesis that group instruction shonkl
be emphasized in small schools. ft is well to keep in mind, as Taplin
and Pearson point out in Chapter VIII, that in all plans for socializa-
tpin, attention to the grow th of hulk iduals is also desirable. There are
two reasons for Allis eniphasis. In the first place, there is a wide range
of abilities within the cod les of a single-age group, and education can
proceed only within the ability of the indivklual pupils Parents and
teachers have been always aware of the indi%idnal differemes in chil-
dren. Within the span of a single-age group some children are tall.
others short; some fm. others lean: some bright in reaihng and dull
in music. others bright in nfathematies and dull in all other subjects.
Recent edncational research lias rt iealed to what lengths these differ-
ences go. It lias been discmered, for maniple. that within an average
sixth grade there will be children of third-, fourth-, and seventh-
grade abilities. As et no grouping of chihlren has been devised which
puts children of similar abilities together. Nature hs endowed each of
us t ach with the gifts pecnliar o lihnself, and schools
cannot ignore the fact. Consequent4. the modern teacher makes adjust-
ment to mo important needs of children. the need for working in so-
cial groups. and thi Int I for the (lei elopment of the individual to his
highest capacity.

The socialiintion practise. presented in this chapter offer large op-
i)ortunitie, for bulk idnal diAdopment, The first practisethat is. the
democratihing of flu ,chool thru the partidpation of children in school
management is achic%ed almost w holly thrn the effort of individuals.
In the matter of keeping the skhoolhouse narm, for maniple. the child
assuming the responsibilit for the stme or furnace must perform
his work efficiently o. he and his whole group will suffer. Upon his
standard of individual achinement rests the welfare of the group,
`4tudent particiivasni can In measured in all acti% hies, and the group
shonld be encouraged to eigh and judge indhidual performance in
terms of results.

While the unit is fundamentally a group actii ity it also lends itself
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to individual teaching and learning. Indeed. many of the activities are
individualistic. Reading is nearly always an individual activity as is

much of art and construction work. Reports are frequently individual
but are made to the group for its approval or rejection. In the descrip-

tion of the unit gix eli ARA e the man) opportunities for individual in-

struction and particiption are obvious.
Participation in commit) life is also rich in opportunities for in-

die idual dexelopment. An examination of the Hanna report on the
Service of Youth to the Communit) is a record rich in the work of
ludic iduals. The 4-11 Club program, whkh closely ties itself with the
hfe of the comununt), is comprise-1 of the projects of individual boys
and girls. That the indix klual is also a part of a group only makes the
program stronger. Indic idual del dopment and group service go hand
in hand. the successful dexelopment of each depending upon the u.ner.

SnonnarySocialization of the school is approached. in this chap-
ter, as an educational process by which children arrive at intelligent
participation in a democrat:). The thesis is presented that two serious
deterring factors are pre-sent in the small rural school w hich make the
atta:nment of the goal difficult. These factors lie in the nature of the
rural child and in the orgmdzatior, of the school which serves him.
Axailable stud:es indicate that the rural child has tendencies toward
nulividualistic behaxior. a tendenc) at ariance with cooperative ef-
fort. -sthich is essential in tkmocracies. Moreoter. the rural school pro-
gram in the p E has tended to emphasize. rather than to correct. this
tendenc). Fauh in the program has rested in the close!) graded s)stein
of classes in wltich diihlren worked in small groups or alone: and in
the sSkIlIS of autocratic sclmol go ermnent set up b) the traditional
waclwr. bent upon "good discipline."

A new philosoph) of education has dex eloped new practises in the
rural sclmol. and these in turn gice promise of relief at the most (lis-
tressing p(iints. Three trends in these practises arc presented in this
chapter. 11) the socialization of the scl,00l pmgrain thru emocratiz-
ing the life of the schml. (2) socializing the school tl.ru the substi-
[Mimi of the group actix it) for the recitation. and (3) socializing the

thru the partieil)I tion of thildren in ctimmunity life. A sugges-
tion i also made that opportninties for indit idual detclopinent should
accompan) the soeialization scluml programs. Anal)sis of the three
plans presented indicate that each lends itself to both purposes. The
teacher w ho serious!) attempts to make his :Ndlool a place where chil-
dren &whip into good citizens will no doubt profit Cron an experi-
mentation with these practkes.
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APPENDIX

Report of the Committee on Lumber: An Illustration of Assembling
Materials for Teaching

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A. Delmar Lumber and Builders Supplies, Inc.
1. When was the company formed? April I. 1929.
2. What -was the reason for this particular location?

Mr. Bennett owned the land. It was large enough and suitably located.
3. Who owned the first lumber yard in Delmar?

None before the organization of the Delmar Lumber and Builders Supplies,
Inc.. now owned by D. Bennett end A. Rowe.

4. When did the company incorporate? April I. 1929.
5. What community needs were filled?

The community was growing rapidly; a building boom was the result, thus
the need for lumber and builder supplies.

b. What power was used?
No power necessary, no milltirm carries stock lumber: retailer only.

B. F. F Crannell Co., Int..
1. When was this company formed:

Started by four Crannell brothers in Albany. 1849. Elsmere branch opened
by one brother in 1916 (1.:. G. Crannell). Taken over by E. F. Crannell
Company of Albany in 1920. It is now operated thru the Albany office as
one company.

2. Where was it erected? Present site: Delaware Ave.
3. Who owned the first lumber yard in Elsmere? E. G. Crannell.
4. Was it incorporated? Yes (date uncertain).
5. What power was used then? Now? No power needed. company retails on1).
6. Is the company incorporated now? Yes.

PRESENT CONDITIONS

I. What is the present location of enterprise?
231 Delaware 3.venue. Delmar, New York.

2. What is the acreage? About three acres.
3. Number of buildings and dimensions?

Four sheds; two sheds 22' x 100'. one shed 60' x 80'. one shed 16' x 16'.
4. What local trees are used for lumber?

(Albany County and New York State) White pine (principally), hemlock.
spruce (very little, but some). maple and oak (usable imt not extensively).
cedar and locust (posts).

5. What is the most expensive local lumbcr?
White pine virgin tree when gradedvery little grading is done locally.

6. Are trees cut according to age or size?
es tally according to sizebut age and size correspond (that is. older
tree, are larger).

7. What is the average time required to kiln dry lumber? Air dry?
Kiln drying takes from seven days to two weeks. Air drying takes from
three to six months.

8. Does time required for curing of wood vary?
Ilard wood requires a longer time.
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9. Is air dried or kiln dried lumber more durable?
Kiln dried is best to use for most things.

di, Is lumber ever dried in the log?
Very rarely, because logs depreciate, become wormy. On rare occasions it
is done for veneer for use in making violins and some fur ire. Very
expensive ood, because it requires a great deal of time to cure. The
curing process is done under water.

11. Kiln drying of lumber? See end of this report.
12. Air drying of lumber? See end of this repIrt.
13. \Vhat are the standard sins of lumber?

Widths 2" to 12" ordinary stock. widths 12" to 48" cypress and redwood
(wider in redwood) , lengths 8' to 24' ordinary stock; lengths 24' to 48'
long leaf pine (long leaf yellow pine can be bought up to 80' in length).

14. Do sizes vary in different kinds of lumber? Yes. see munber ten.
15. What is the average length of a log to be sawed into lumber?

Sixteen feet. Canadian spruce inarkit cuts in idd lengths, also United
States hard woods.
\Vhat sive lumber is in the greatest demane
Lengths 8' to 16'. Widths 8" to 12".

17. Fro III what parts of log, do We get various cuts?
Bestoutside boards of butt log.. Inside cuts and upper logs are knotty.

18. \Vhat kind of lumber has fewest knots? Most knots?
Butt logs have the fewest and top logs have the most.

19 AVIlat kinds of lumber are imported and where from?
RedwoodCalifornia
SpruceCanada
Cedar shinglesBritish Columbia
Hemlock farmingOregon and Washington
White PineIdaho
PonderosaCalifornia. Oregon. and Washingtoi. (spekie ul bite pine)
California and sugar pineCalifornia
Yellow pineGeorgia. Florida. Texas. Nlississippi
Oak flooringTennessee

20. What material are available at lumber yards besides lumber)
A complete line of builders' hardu are, painters' and masons' supplies.

21. Do knots decre*se the value of lumber?
Yes , inperkrtbm, in lumber lou ers aloe and price. White pine knotty
lumber is one exeption. becau,e It 5 in demand for use as paneling and
trim, thus higher priced.

22. Is lumber dried In log. inure or less .luable than that dried ;titer sang:
It is mor, doable because time requircd for di-y ing is much longer and
a spedal rocess and mucil care k necessary (see number seven).

23. What are the means of transportation?
Bulk of Itunbe.- ,onics by ship to the Port of Albany and trucked from
there to yai d. This is &ever than by rail.

24. Do you do your own truckhig?
No, hire trucks (pri,es are F n. B. to Port or Delmar car sidir.).

25. Are you incorporated with other means of transportation?
Railway, but very little is brought in, in this manner.
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2o. What part dues the Interstate Commerce Commission ,play in regulating
the transportation of lumber?
It regulates freight rates. so that producers shipping similar produ..ts are
not penalized by geographk location. United States is divided into freight
territories.

27. How did prices of lumber compare then (1929) with now (1937)?
lannber was higher than it is now. But there is a periodical fluttuat.on in
the price of lumber. for example, in the past six months the price has
gone up.

28. What do y ou belie% e is the cause of this periodical flutkuation in price of
lumber?
The present higher price is due to the marine strike which was in the
oiling and the calming companies got in ahead and bought up. llowever,
the early fluctuations are due to the fact that in the fall the lumber y ards
on the East Coast must stock for entire w inter. Consequently demand is
greater and thus higher prices. Tlie same is true in spring. Dur n.9.. the
summer logghig, the prices go down.

29. Does reforestation keep lumber prices high or low?
Reforestation should keep prices zelatively stable, but it is not practise 1
ll the Ulit,:d States t-i much extent.

30. What are i.ossible future trends of local enterprise?
To furthey complete their builders supplic,. there is a possibility that the
company will add a complete line ot electrical fixtures and wall paper.

31. What is the general trend oi national lumber companies?
The grneral trend of all lumber tompanies all m er the United States is
to become contractors and builders.

32. What is the cause and effect of this trend?
Possible cause, if we must finance the contractors today, as we do, we
might just as well become contraktors and make the profit. Effect might be.
a stabilization of employ ees. such as carpenters, masons, painters, elec-
trkialls. plumbers, paper hangers. and some common labor. There also
might be a tendency to improt e the ty pe of construction that is o itch
foisted on The public today by. the amateur.

33. I low any workmen do you have?
'In els e regularly Mr. Row e. Mr. Bennett, Mr. Rubinson. tw ii bookkeepers
NO clerks, one credit man, three truck drivers, and one yard man.

34. \ re the men espetially trained for their wt rk in the lumber company ?
Yes. those w 110 operate the business. NIT.. Robinson is a graduate of N'ew
York Uni,. ersity and Biltmore Forest School. NI r. Row e attended Rutgers ;

bo,kkeepers. business college. Yardmen get in sert ice training similar to
apprentice workers.

35. Is there a division of labor?
Yes. persolis best fitted for the job are selected n hether It be office help or
yardmen.

36. What are the occupational hazards? They are nil.
37. What are the occupational advantages?

It is not a seasonal business. Fanploy ees n ork tw el\ e months a y ear, year
in and year out. It is healthful.

38. Do you carry compensation?
Yes, it is based on the amount of the payroll.

39. Do you carry insuram ?

Yes, tire insurance figured on annual inventory.
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Adaptation of Survey Material for School Usc
I. Preplan
A. Possible approaches to the study of the local commerdal enterprise

I. Utilities of lumber in classroom
a. Tables
b. Bookcases
c. Bookends
d. Toys
e. Magazine racks

). Study of paper
3. Units

a. Transportation: boats, airplanes. trains, etc.
IL Home: houses (people, animals). furniture.

B. Resources available
I. Easily accessible

a. Delmar Grade School
(1) Books:

The Story of LumberS. W. B3ssett
Best StoriesM. Hardy (p. 247-82)
A Story About Big TreesH. S. Read
Elementary lndustriai ArtsL. L. Winslow (p. 296-325)
The Story of the ForestJ. G. Dorrancz
The Forest PartyM. L. Moe
A Forest StoryJ. Kosieseh

Magazines:
Better Homes and Gardens
Handicraft
Junior Natural Ilistor:
Leisure
Nature (2)
National Geographic (2)
Parents
Playmate
Popidar Science
Schoel Arts

(3) Pictures:
Seventeen pictures on the history of lumber

IL Elsmere Grade School
(I) Books:

Hoe- the World is HousedCarpenter
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia (2) Vol. 5 (p. 2076-83)
LumberFrom Logging Camp to SawmillThe World Book

Vol, 6 (p. 3532-35)
c. Slinger lands Grade School

Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia (2) Vol. 5 (p. 2076,83)
d, Normansville School

(1) Books:
How the World is ShelteredCarpenter (p. 73-90)
First Book of ForestryRoth
Industries of TodayLane (p. 59-67)
Around the WorldCarroll (p. 20-21)
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(2) Mar 'hies:
Gt 'e TeacherSelhember 1933

e. Van Wie, Point School
(1) Books:

How the World is Clothed, "Brazil Wood"Carpenter (p.129)
First Book of ForestryIt. Roth
Big People and Little People of Other LandsE. R. Shaw

(p. 23, 51. 112)
Strange Lands Near Home, "An Enemy in the Brazilian For-

est"Brakley (p. 52)
Field and Forest SeriesM. L. Pratt Vol. VII
Storks of AustraliaM. L. Pratt (p. 23)
Agriculture for BeginnersBnckett (p. 88)
First Lessons in Nature StudyE. M. Patch
The United States Among the NationsAtwood
Our State and ContinentA. L. Forsythe
Study Readers, Book VIPackman (p. 280, 404, 412)
Trees Every Child Should KnowJ. E. Rogers
The Knights of the Round TableFrost (p. 49)
Wonders of ScienceThe Children's Hour
The Golden FleeceJ. Baldwin
Learn to Study Readers, Book 1-11 orn and Shields
Compton's Pktured Encyclopedia
Book of Knowledge
Pathways in Science. "Learning About Our World"Craig

and Cordy
f. Houck's Corners School

(1) Books:
Study Readers, Book VIPackman (p. 280. 412, 404)
South America and the Old WorldThomas
The Book of Nature MythsHolbrook
Our State and ContinentAtwood
Compton's Pictured Encycl. pedia
Pathways in Science LearningAbout our WorldG. S.

Craig
First Lessons in Nature StudyPatch
First Study of Plant LifeAtkinson

Life Story of the Oak (p. 194203)
The- Struggle of the White Pine (p. 220-37)

Introduction to World GeographyKnowlton
Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia
Appleton's New Practical Encyclopedia (Vol. VI p. 208-09)
Agriculture for 13eginnersI3uckett (p. 88)
Industries of TodayAmong the PinesRowe (p. 59)
Strange Lands Near HomeBuckly (p. 52)
Big People and Littlt People of Other LandsShaw (p. 23-

51 and 112)

(2) Magazines:
Nature Magazines. September 1932, p. 129: May 1933. p.

243; February 1933. p. 76; November 1934, December
1935; June 1935; July 1935, p. 51.
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2. Less Accessible:
a. Bethlehem Central I.ibrary

(1) Books:
,d and LtunberCliftonPeoria Manual Art. Press.1927

The Corduroy Trail (fiction) McGoldrick
LumberjackStephen
Swift Rivers (fiction)Meigs
The Black TrailNVhite
Our Native Trees and Bow to Identify ThemHabits and

PeculiaritiesKeekr
Field Book of American Trees and ShrubsMathes
Problem of Artistic Wood IsurningEnsinger

(2) Magazines:
American Builder and Building Age
Cornell Rural School LeafletJanuary 1934. Woody Plants

Bulletin No. 154Mass. Forest Park Asso-
ciation. Dutch Elm Disease.

(3) Pictures:
Sentinel Pinepainting reproductionBurr
General Sherman Treepicture story (contains 600.000

board feet of lumber)
b. Ilarmanus Illeeker LibraryDove Street, Albany, N. V.

(I) Books:
Lmnber and Its UsesKellogg-691 K
Kiln Drying of LumberKoeh lee-691 K
I.umberKolman-01 K
Lumbering, Mississippi ValleyRussell-977 R
Lumberjaclz, Meader-977 M
Lumberjacks-808 I,
Songs and Ballads of MaineR. P. Gray
Lumbermen's I.egendsE. Shephard
Lumbermen's LegendsJ. Stevens

e. New York State LibraryWashington Avenue. Albany
(1) Books:

The Physical Properties of Lumberlvery--620.12
Wood, Lumber and TimberHayward-674-21142
Wood and LumberNewellN54-691.1
Lumber. Its Nlanufacture and DistributionBryant-674B91I.
Lumber and Its UsesKellogg-674-1:29
Scrap Book 1903-1910 1331-040 (Newspaper clippings ar-

ranged chronologically)
The Story of LumberBassett-338.1B31
The Drain Upon the ForestsKellogg-338.1
Albany and Schenectady CountiesAlbany Part 2

Tenney and Munsellpages 611-613 338.1Qa32
C. 1cquired in formation found and recorded

I. Kiln Drying of Lumber*
2. The Kiln structure*
3. Air Drying of Lumber*

The complete report on this topic was writtcn by the committee. It is omitted herefor lack of space.
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I). General Principles:
1. Lunther is not sold at a standard price because of the seasonal changes

in world market.
). The periodical finctnation of the price of lumber is due to seasonal de-

mands.
3. The lumber companies today serve the public to greater advantage by

including a complete line of builders supplies.
4. Officers of lumber companies have the requirement of being trained

to carry on this type of enterprise.
5. Lumber companies arc established %%here they arc most accessible to rail-

roads and water ways.
6. Local lumber is approximately the same price as imported lumber be-

cause of the mass production of the latter.
7. Kiln drying of lumber is preferred to air dry ing bet ause the hunber is

subject to less deterioration.
8. Transportation of lumber by ssater Is the common practise because oi

lower shipping rates.
9. Interstate Commerce Connnission regulates f reight rates, by dis iding

the United States into freight territories.
E. Specific Principles:

I. Due to the rapid growth of the tri-s illage arca, the demand for lumber
has greatly increased.

2. The local lumber company carries a complete line of builders supplies,
i»cluding all necessities.

3. 'I% local lumber company is located near the I) and 11 Railroad and
Delaware Ave.

4. The greater part of the local lumber sups*. is kiln dried.
5. The local lumber company receis es their 1 umber thrn the Port of A lbany

I:. Children's questions:
W"iy is some lumber wrapped up in pin< paper?

/. How do they weigh lumber?
3. What is the unit of measure in lumbering?
4. What are some substitutes for lumber?
5. Why does lumber warp?

is warped hunber used?
What is a kiln?

8. 'low is kiln constructed?
9. 1 low is the lumber piled and the reason?

10. Why arc the majority of houses built of lumber?
G. Possible Activities:

I. M ental
a. Research on the kiln-drying process
b. Research on the air-drying process
e. Knowledge of conservation

(1) Life of Teddy Roosevelt
(2) Seasonal growth of tree

d. Science of terminology as practised by lumbermen.
2. Hand or manipnlative

a. Tree booklet illustrating leaf skeleton and other characteristics
b. Pictorial map locating tree belts
c. Construct a model kilt,
d. Construct a model of the local lumber companies
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3. Fine artsmusic and art
a. Rhythm of the hammer and saw
b. Making up songs of trees
e. Paint pictures of trees, etc.
(I. Draw plans of playhouses
e. Plaster of Paris models

II. Possible outcomes:
a. Understanding of the principles

(1) Knowledge of many facts
(2) Skills. technics, and knowledge

(a) Social science, health, civics, geography, and history
I. Reforestation

(b) Language arts
I. Words specially applicable to this industry, such as

demand, supply, kiln, strike.
(c) Natural science

I. Growth of trecs
(d) Physical science

I. Construction of saw
I. Possible attitudes:

1. Greater appreciation of lumber
2. Correct attitude toward preservation and conservation
3. Appreciation of own homes
4. Appreciation of man's ability to transport goods
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